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SUMMARY 
The purpose of this study is to obtain a better understanding of 
the relationships existing between the design characteristics of an ac­
ceptance inspection system and the value of this system to the organiza­
tion which employs it. This purpose is achieved through the development 
of a set of principles and a methodology which form the basis for deci­
sion in the design of acceptance inspection systems. 
Acceptance inspection is defined as examination of product charac­
teristics to determine their conformance to given specifications. On the 
basis of inspection results, a decision regarding the disposition of the 
product is made. Inspection may be carried out on each individual prod­
uct unit or a sampling procedure may be used. 
A survey of the literature of acceptance inspection is summarized 
by a detailed description of present methods of selecting acceptance in­
spection procedures, a classified bibliography on economic analysis of 
acceptance inspection, and an analysis of the shortcomings of current 
practice. The latter basically consist of the failure to fully utilize 
prior knowledge of the statistical properties of the process generating 
the product, the difficulty of relating the non-economic criteria now 
used in specifying inspection procedures to the economic well-being of 
the organization, the lack of recognition of the psychological influence 
of inspection on product quality, and the failure to treat inspection 
as a system of interrelated operations. 
The theoretical framework for describing and analyzing the in-
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spection system design problem is found in Abraham Wald's work on sta­
tistical decision theory. Decision theory, which describes the manner 
in which a decision maker jointly considers objectives, alternative 
courses of action, and various possible future circumstances in order 
to select the alternative which is optimal with respect to his measure 
of utility and principle of choice, is presented. Principles of choice 
are described for decision making under certainty, risk, and uncertain­
ty. The framework is extended to encompass statistical decisions, where­
in information from experimentation is utilized in making the decision. 
Statistical decision theory integrates economic and statistical con­
siderations, and therefore its application to acceptance inspection 
requires development of the relevant economic and statistical principles. 
Gains and losses influenced by acceptance inspection decisions 
are placed into three categories: inspection costs, acceptance losses, 
and rejection losses. A model is proposed for determining the after­
tax annual cost of inspection. A method for computing the internal los­
ses caused by passing a defective product is presented. It is shown 
that the losses associated with the rejection of a product depend upon 
the disposition of the material, and several possibilities are analyzed. 
The effect of income taxes upon these classes of losses is described. 
It is concluded that monetary units represent the best available 
measure of utility and that the Bayes principle, perhaps constrained by 
specification of aspiration levels, is the logical criterion for accep­
tance inspection decisions. The noneconomic criteria used in designing 
commonly used inspection procedures are described, and the economic im­
plications underlying the Dodge-Romig Sampling Inspection Tables and 
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Military Standard 105D are discussed. 
To satisfy certain of the statistical requirements for the appli­
cation of statistical decision theory to acceptance inspection, expres­
sions were developed for the following quantities: 
1. Conditional probability distribution of the sample outcome, 
given the lot quality. 
2. Joint probability distribution of the sample outcome and the 
lot quality. 
3 . Marginal distribution of the sample outcome. 
4 . Conditional distribution of lot quality, given the sample 
outcome. 
5. Probability of accepting a lot of a given quality. 
6. Expected quality reaching the consumer under rectifying in­
spection and under nonrectifying inspection. 
7. Average size of lots reaching the consumer. 
8. Expected number of units inspected per lot. 
These results are obtained for single sampling plans for attribute 
inspection for defectives, attribute inspection for defects, and varia­
bles inspection with known process standard deviation. Specific atten­
tion is given to the following prior distributions: hypergeometric, 
binomial, Polya, and mixed binomial distributions for defectives in­
spection; gamma and m-point discrete distributions for defects inspec­
tion; and normal distribution for variables inspection. 
Several considerations, additional to those of a statistical or 
economic nature, are discussed. Methods for quantifying the effect of 
inspection errors by inspectors or instruments are given. A procedure 
is described for determining the economically optimum number of replicate 
measurements to make on an item. Brief qualitative statements are made 
about the influence of learning on inspection costs, the psychological 
effects of inspection, the possibility of competition between producer 
and consumer, and the organization for inspection. No attempt is made 
to formally analyze these latter considerations, because it is felt that 
no generally applicable theory could be developed within the scope of 
this research. 
A conceptual model of the inspection function as a system of 
interrelated operations is presented, and the applicability of statis­
tical decision theory as a method for the selection of inspection proce­
dures is demonstrated. This approach to system optimization is described 
initially for a single-stage system. Two examples are given to illus­
trate the methodology: the first is an analysis of rectifying inspection 
and the second is an analysis of nonrectifying inspection. In both cases 
it is demonstrated that sampling inspection is never optimal if the prior 
distribution is binomial and the loss function is linear. 
The methodology also is applied to a multistage system wherein an 
item has to be processed through a sequence of production operations and 
there is a maximum number of defects allowed a completed unit. The hy­
pothesis that an economic gain could be realized from tightening the 
specifications for inprocess inspections is examined with respect to two 
problem environments: (1) a manufacturer producing to satisfy a fixed 
production quota, and (2) a manufacturer producing until he exhausts a 
fixed stock of raw material. Under specific assumptions regarding the 
disposition of rejected product, a dynamic programming model is formu-
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lated for each problem. A numerical example is solved for a three-stage 
process. Results indicate that artifically severe specification, limits 
should be considered and that dynamic programming methods can be utilized 
to determine the most economic limits. 
The use of a weighted defect total is suggested when various types 
of defects exist and they are not all of the same degree of severity. 
Specification limits would be established for the weighted total. 
As a result of this investigation it is concluded that additional 
research would be beneficial in the development of procedures for deter­
mining costs and prior distributions, in quantifying the psychological 
effects of inspection, in determination of the optimal design of single-
stage inspection systems for particular prior distributions and utility 
functions, in development and application of multistage optimization 
techniques to the design of acceptance inspection systems, and in the 
joint design of inspection systems for product acceptance and for process 
control. 
The use of statistical decision theory in practice is made diffi­
cult by lack of knowledge of the prior distribution, uncertainty about 
estimates of losses, and complexity of computations required to obtain 
a solution. However, the theory does properly describe the decision 
problem, thereby giving the analyst an understanding of the nature of 
the problem which he is attempting to solve. In those cases where the 
prior distribution can be described adequately and losses can be esti­
mated accurately, use of the theory permits choice of a system which 





The purpose of the research reported herein was to obtain a better 
understanding of the relationships existing between the design character­
istics of acceptance inspection systems and the value of these systems to 
the organizations which employ them. Such knowledge would permit an ob­
jective approach to the problem of establishing inspection operations for 
determining the acceptability of product processed by an organization. 
Product Quality 
Product acceptability is ascertained in relation to established 
quality standards. Since a precise definition of the word "quality" is 
required for proper interpretation of the scope of this research, a 
description of the method of determining these standards is in order. 
Quality Characteristics 
Quality is a subjective measure evaluated by examination of the 
characteristics of a product which cause the user to attribute value to 
it. These characteristics will be called "quality characteristics." 
Different magnitudes of a quality characteristic will have different 
quality levels in the evaluation of the user. For a given function, the 
user may desire a certain level of quality and specify certain values 
for his quality characteristics. Because the realized value of a quality 
characteristic is subject to variation from a number of causes in the 
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production process and because the user's quality function may be con­
stant over a range of values for the characteristic in question, the 
user may state his requirement in the form of an interval of values. 
The limits on acceptable variation in a quality characteristic will be 
called "specifications." Quality characteristics and their specifica­
tions may be measurable quantities, such as dimensions, or they may be 
attribute quantities, such as broken or not broken. 
It will be convenient to conceive of quality inherent in the de­
sign of the product and quality inherent in the conformance of a particu­
lar item to that design. Quality of design is affected by a change in 
the design specifications, while quality of conformance is a measure of 
how well the product adheres to given specifications. Acceptance in­
spection is concerned with the conformance of the product being inspected 
to specifications supplied by the designer. 
Quality of Design 
To the consumer, design quality is the net resultant of the com­
bined functional, operative, and other attributes of the material or 
product being considered. This can be expressed symbolically as 
Q = f(q-L> q 2> q n ) > 
where Q is design quality and q^, q^, q^ are the functional or other 
attributes of the product."'" Some q's can be measured quantitatively, 
while others cannot. Some can vary over a wide range without affecting 
1. This discussion is based on one by Edwards (36). 
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Q, while others are critical. Often the market research group or product 
development group of a firm is faced with the problem of determining 
(usually subjectively) the nature of the function f(•) and desirable 
values for important q's, with the goal of producing a design having ap­
peal to customers in the market. In other cases, a customer may specify 
values for the q's. 
The attributes, q^, q 2> q n, are functions of the physical 
characteristics of the product; i.e., 
q. = g i ( p r p 2 , p m ) 
where p^, p 2> ..., P m are physical properties of the product. From the 
point of view of a production department, the p's are the quality char­
acteristics of interest. Some of the p's will have little influence on 
any of the q's; others may affect more than one q. It is important that 
the product design group determine values for p^, i = l,2,...,m, such 
that the required q's (and hence Q) will be inherent in the product. 
The selected p-values, along with allowable variation, may then be com­
municated to the production department in the form of blueprints and 
material specifications. The production department then has the respon­
sibility of producing a product having the specified physical proper­
ties, P 1>P 2» • ••>P m-
For illustration, suppose the product is an automobile. An im­
portant functional characteristic (q) might be the rate of gasoline con­
sumption, and physical properties (p), which might influence this q, 
would be weight, wheel diameter, engine efficiency, size of tires, and 
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air pressure in tires. 
Among the many interesting aspects of quality of design are those 
of an economic nature. Demand for the product usually will depend upon 
the design quality Q, resulting from chosen q , q^, . . ., q^ , as well as 
price, promotional effort, competition among buyers, general economic 
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conditions, and availability of substitute products. Thus, one may 
think of a value to the firm associated with each level of design qual­
ity. Further there is a cost associated with imparting the physical 
characteristics, p , p 2> p^, to the product. The objective of 
choosing Q to maximize the difference between the value and the cost 








Quality of Design 
Figure 1. Optimal Level of Quality of Design 
2. It may be that different consumers will have different qual­
ity functions. For example, products of the automotive industry cover 





The preceding discussion of quality inherent in design was entire­
ly conceptual in nature. This is a consequence of a dearth of published 
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research into problems of economic choice of design quality. 
Quality of Conformance 
The actual achieved quality may differ from the design quality for 
many reasons; e.g., misunderstood specifications, limitations on manufac­
turing capabilities, blunders in production, damage in storage, in trans­
portation, or in installation. The degree to which a manufactured prod­
uct conforms to its design specifications is a measure of conformance 
quality. It is this conformance or lack of conformance that is of con­
cern to production management. A production department logically cannot 
be held responsible for shortcomings in design quality; however, it can 
be made accountable for deviations of actual product characteristics from 
design specifications. 
Conformance quality is controlled through use of information ob­
tained by inspection of the product at various stages of its manufacture. 
This information is used in two general ways: (1) to improve operation 
of the processes producing the product, in order to prevent the produc­
tion of non-conforming items, and (2) to aid in making decisions regard­
ing the disposition of product already processed. In the latter case, 
these decisions which "sentence" the product may be made at any stage of 
production. This includes every operation from purchased material ac-
3. Two studies are those of Abbott (1) and Starr (104). Abbott 
gives a qualitative discussion of variation in design quality as a form 
of competition. Starr presents an elementary application of decision 
theory to the problem of choosing design specifications. 
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quisition to finished product shipping. Various sentences are imposed 
as a result of inspection; e.g., "accept as is," "rework," "scrap," 
"send back to the vendor," or "classify as a second." 
It has been suggested (73, pp. 12-14, and 44, pp. 515-524) that 
there is some optimal level of effort in the control of conformance 
quality. Losses averted by improving conformance quality through pro­
grams of process control or acceptance inspection are offset by costs 
4 
associated with the quality control program, so that the most economic 
(in the sense of minimum total losses) level of conformance quality may 
be less than the production of a 100 per cent conforming product. This 
concept of optimality was illustrated by Juran (73, p. 8) and is repro­










Level of Quality of Conformance 
Figure 2. Illustration of Optimal Level of Conformance 
4. These losses will be discussed in detail in Chapter III. 
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In summary, it is assumed that a product has value not only be­
cause of its design characteristics, but also because of its conformance 
to the specifications on these characteristics. Hereafter, unless 
stated otherwise, use of the word "quality" will refer to quality inher­
ent in the conformance to a given design. 
The Quality Control Function 
In order to maintain a desirable level of product conformance to 
specifications, most organizations have quality control programs. That 
is, elements within the organization have definite responsibilities re­
garding the acquisition, distribution, and analysis of information rele­
vant to quality and the making of various decisions about product or 
process on the basis of this information. Purchased material, work in 
progress, and finished goods may be subject to formal controls. Tech­
niques for control usually are classified into two major areas: process 
control and product control. 
Process control is a preventive endeavor, in which efforts are 
made to regulate the production processes to obtain product conformance 
to specifications. Control charts, first piece inspection, patrol in­
spection, and process capability studies are typical of process control 
techniques . 
Product control is a corrective activity, in which efforts are 
made to detect and rectify poor quality in material already processed. 
Typically, this involves the inspection of material to determine its 
acceptability with regard to specifications. 
In both types of control, data for decision making are obtained 
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primarily from inspection of the product. While the same information may 
be used for both product and process control, the considerations affect­
ing decisions in the two areas differ substantially. This point is dis­
cussed in a number of texts; for example, Grant (44, Chapter 1) and Juran 
(73, Chapters 4 and 5 ) . 
Inspection 
Inspection of a product involves the examination of its charac­
teristics and a comparison with standards established for them. Juran 
(73, p. 31) describes functions of an inspector as follows: 
1. Interpretation of specifications. 
2. Measurement of the product. 
3. Judgment as to conformance by comparison of (2) with (1). 
4. Disposition of product inspected. 
5. Recording of data obtained. 
Justification for Inspection 
The particular types of inspection operations which exist in a 
manufacturing process are established by necessity, policy, and eco­
nomics . 
Production management may consider inspection a necessity if the 
5 
safety of men or equipment is jeopardized by a defective product, if 
the contract with the customer requires it, or if it is fundamental to 
manufacturing (e.g., needed to guide setup operations or to classify the 
product) . 
5. A defective product is one which fails to conform to speci­
fications . 
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Inspection decisions often are made on the basis of policies or 
traditions, which stem from sources such as pride in the company's record 
of quality or preconceived beliefs about the "best" procedures for in­
spection. In such cases, explicit economic justification of inspection 
decisions is not attempted. 
Economic justification of inspection decisions is usually of a 
subjective nature. Present practice seems to involve a qualitative eval­
uation of the economic consequences in order to make a given inspection 
decision. On the basis of this type of decision process, certain prin-
g 
ciples of inspection have been advanced. By the application of these 
principles, one is supposed to be able to make decisions which are in 
accord with the economic objectives of the firm. In many cases, the 
economic factors may be amenable to explicit analytical methods and the 
inspection system designed by use of a formal procedure. Examples of 
the latter approach are rare. 
Benefits from Inspection 
Detection of Defective Product. Inspection may reveal a defective 
product, thereby permitting certain losses to be averted. The expendi­
ture of resources in further processing defectives is avoided. Service 
and guarantee costs, as well as customer good will losses, are reduced. 
Purchased material may be returned and an adjustment received from the 
vendor, or reworkable product may be identified before future operations 
make recovery impossible. Costs of assembly may be lowered, or damage 
6. Some of the principles which dictate the selection of accept­
ance sampling plans will be discussed in Chapter II. 
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to equipment may be avoided. 
Information. Inspection yields information which may be used to 
improve quality generated by the process. Improper setups and undesir­
able changes in process parameters may be discovered. Vendor quality can 
be rated and vendors can be supplied with information to help them im­
prove their quality. Process capabilities can be evaluated and informa­
tion used in product redesign. Additionally, data on quality performance 
is necessary for cost analyses, production planning and control func­
tions, facilities planning, and (as will be shown later) planning and 
improvement of inspection activities. 
Prevention. The mere presence of an inspection operation may 
result in an improvement in quality performance at prior production 
operations or in the quality of purchased material. Inspection, when 
combined with penalties for poor quality and perhaps rewards for excep­
tional quality, can have a beneficial preventive effect. 
Customer Relations. Knowledge that a producer has an adequate 
inspection system in operation may create confidence in the buyer's 
mind. The result may be new business or improved relations with exist­
ing customers. 
Classification of Inspection 
The following are some of the many ways the inspection function 
has been classified: 
Control Sampling. This involves the inspection of a sample of 
the output of a process for the purpose of determining if a change in 
process parameters has occurred or if the trend within the process is 
such that there is danger of producing a defective product. 
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First-Piece Inspection. The initial output from a process is 
inspected to judge the adequacy of the setup. 
Audit Inspection. This is sampling inspection carried out oc­
casionally to evaluate the quality performance of the process. This may 
be used to check the accuracy of routine inspection work . 
Detail Inspection. This type of inspection is also called "100% 
inspection," "screening," "item inspection," or "sorting." Its purpose 
is to classify the product into categories by the inspection of every 
item. 
Acceptance Inspection. This is inspection carried out to classify 
the product as acceptable (non-defective, effective, good) or unaccept­
able (defective). It may consist of either detail inspection or sampling 
inspection. If carried out on material purchased from another company, 
it is called "vendor (or receiving) inspection." If done between opera­
tions in the same company, it is called "in-process inspection." If 
done by the producer before shipment of finished goods to the buyer, it 
is referred to as "final inspection." 
Acceptance Sampling. This is acceptance inspection where the de­
cision regarding the acceptability of an amount of product is made on 
the basis of the quality of a sample from that product. 
Lot-by-Lot Inspection. If the product is submitted for acceptance 
inspection in lots or batches, the inspection process is called lot-by-
lot inspection. 
Continuous Inspection. If the product is not formed into lots 
but rather is submitted for inspection an item at a time, the inspection 
process is referred to as continuous inspection. 
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Rectifying Inspection. This term most often is applied to detail 
inspection of the remainder of a lot when sampling inspection has indi­
cated the lot is of poor quality. It also refers to detail inspection 
of a continuous output. Defectives discovered in this inspection usually 
are assumed to be repaired or replaced with effectives, so that the num­
ber of items (yield) from the process is not reduced. 
Variable Inspection . In this type of inspection, quality charac­
teristics are measured and decisions are made on the basis of the magni­
tude of these variables. 
Attributes Inspection. In this type of inspection, the inspector 
notes only the number of ways in which an item fails to conform to speci­
fication. He records only whether or not the item was defective, or, in 
some instances, the number and type of defects in the item. 
Acceptance Inspection 
This present investigation involves a study of acceptance inspec­
tion; therefore, some further discussion of this type of inspection is 
presented in the following sections. (Unless stated otherwise, the word 
"inspection" will refer to acceptance inspection.) 
Concept of an Inspection System 
A manufacturing process may be conceived as a pattern of interre­
lated operations for the acquisition, production, and distribution of 
7 
material. It will be convenient to think of handling, transportation, 
7. The terms "production" and "distribution" are not used in the 
broad economic sense, but rather they refer to the restricted acts of 
manufacturing within a plant and the shipping and warehousing which 
follow production . 
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inspection and storage as operations, as well as processes which are de­
signed to change the properties of material. It is possible for product 
to be damaged in handling, transportation, or inspection and the quality 
of material could deteriorate in storage. 
There will be a particular routing of material associated with 
the production of a given product. Opportunity for inspection exists be­
fore and after every other type of operation. In planning the location, 
physical characteristics, and operating procedures for inspection opera­
tions, one is designing a system for acceptance decisions. (More prop­
erly, inspection is a subsystem of the production system.) The nature 
of this system is determined by a number of decisions, to be described 
in the next section. 
Decision Problems 
The decision problems listed below indicate the scope and com­
plexity of inspection system design. 
1. The quality characteristics to be inspected must be deter­
mined . 
2. The locations in the production process for the inspection 
of each characteristic must be specified. 
3. A choice between attribute or variables inspection may be 
necessary. 
4. Grouping of quality characteristics for an attribute inspec­
tion must be decided upon. 
5. A decision between lot-by-lot inspection and continuous in­
spection may be required. 
6. A choice between sampling inspection and detail inspection 
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is necessary when inspection is not destructive. 
7. The size of lots and the method of lot formation are decision 
variables if lot-by-lot inspection is to be used. 
8. The parameters of sampling plans must be determined if ac­
ceptance sampling is utilized. This involves selection of the type of 
sampling scheme, sample size, and acceptance criteria. 
9. The method by which the sample is extracted from the lot must 
be specified. 
10. In acceptance sampling, a decision on allowing curtailed in­
spection must be made. Under this procedure, inspection is terminated 
as soon as the rejection number is reached. 
11. Specifications to be used in an in-process inspection of a 
characteristic must be determined. These may differ from design specifi­
cations . 
12. The disposition of rejected material must be decided upon. 
13. The level of investment in inspection facilities and equip­
ment may need to be specified. 
14. Inspection equipment must be selected. 
15. Inspection methods must be determined. 
16. Number and assignment of inspectors must be planned. 
17. Procedures for the pay of inspectors must be established. 
18. The sequence in which multiple characteristics are inspected 
at an inspection operation must be determined. 
19. The rate of inspection may need determination (as in the case 
of a conveyor-paced inspection station). 
20. Accounting procedures for the allocation of inspection costs 
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must be planned and agreed to by the departments involved. 
21. Procedures must be specified to allow acquisition and feed­
back of data for improvement of inspection operations. 
22. Decisions may be needed regarding the extent of cooperation 
with the seller in vendor inspection and the buyer in final inspection. 
Complicating Factors 
Rational and explicit decision making is made difficult by a num­
ber of complications. Some of the more important are contained in the 
following list. 
1. Inspection is not completely reliable. Items may be misclas-
sified because of both human error and instrument error. Accuracy may 
be a function of many controllable factors; for example, inspection rate, 
lot size, sample size, quality of material inspected, inspection methods. 
2. Costs needed for explicit economic analysis generally are not 
found in accounting records. Inspection costs may be related to the 
quality of the product being inspected. Inspection may create defec­
tives, even in non-destructive testing. Losses resulting from shipping 
poor quality material to customers are difficult to estimate. 
3. Psychological effects of inspection are not well known. Sup­
pliers, customers, workers at prior operations, and workers at future 
operations may react to an inspection procedure. 
4 . Theories and results from statistics and probability are 
needed to describe quality variations and to predict performance under 
given inspection procedures. These subjects are complicated, and re­
sults for acceptance inspection are incomplete and are scattered in 
the literature . 
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5. The decisions listed in the previous section cannot be treated 
independently. In general, there is difficulty in expressing the inter-
dependencies objectively. There is no standard measure of effectiveness 
for inspection decisions, so there exists no basis for determining the 
most sensitive decision variables. 
Need for Research 
The difficulties pointed out in the previous section result from 
a lack of fundamental understanding of the factors which influence in­
spection decisions . Most current research is concentrated in the area 
of acceptance sampling, with heavy emphasis on statistical characteristics 
and little or no treatment of other important considerations. There is a 
need for a frame of reference within which research can proceed and a 
need for better understanding of the economic principles involved. As 
inspection comes to be treated as a system rather than as an isolated 
operation, these needs become even more pronounced. 
Scope and Limitations 
The present study takes a broad approach to formal analysis of 
inspection problems from the system viewpoint. Economic, statistical, 
psychological, and mathematical theories have been examined to extract 
useful principles, with the hope that the results will provide a founda­
tion upon which improved solutions to specific inspection problems may 
be based. 
The investigation reported herein is limited to product inspec­
tion problems created by the necessity for producing a product to con­
form to specifications established for its physical characteristics. 
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The particular form of inspection considered is that type referred to as 
"acceptance inspection." This inspection is for the purpose of deciding 
whether or not material should be allowed to proceed to the next stage 
in the acquisition-production-distribution system. Thus, inspection for 
process control purposes is not explicitly considered, although it is 
recognized that information from acceptance inspection operations may be 
of value in controlling the manufacturing process. 
The environment studied consists of a series of operations typical 
of a manufacturing organization. These operations may be concerned with 
receipt of purchased material, processing of material through production 
operations, storage of material, transportation of material, inspection 
of material, and possible installation of the product at a customer's 
facility. It is assumed that all of the operations which affect product 
quality are sufficiently stable to allow the existence of a "process 
curve." 
Both variable and attribute inspection are considered, although 
primary emphasis is on attribute procedures. In general, it is assumed 
that material is presented for inspection in lots and that acceptance 
decisions are made with reference to the entire lot rather than to in­
dividual items. However, attention is given to detail inspection, 
especially in comparison with sampling inspection. 
The research is a theoretical analysis of the effect of decisions 
regarding inspection activities on the economic well-being of the organ-
8. The process curve is explained in detail in Chapter IV. 
Briefly, it is the probability distribution of the parameters of a 
process. 
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ization. No attempt was made to analyze a particular organization's 
production process. 
Objectives 
The general objective of this research is the development of a 
set of principles and a methodology by which problems attendant to the 
design of inspection systems may be solved. 
The specific objectives are the following: 
1. To provide a summary and a critical review of techniques now 
in use or proposed for use in designing acceptance inspection systems. 
2. To provide an exposition of the economic principles relevant 
to acceptance inspection and to point out the economic implications of 
commonly used procedures. 
3. To consolidate statistical principles and results useful in 
the analysis of acceptance inspection systems. 
4. To demonstrate other considerations in inspection system 
design: psychological factors, organization relationships, and mathe­
matical techniques for system optimization. 
5. To present a conceptual model of an acceptance inspection 
system and to analyze certain decision problems as suboptimizations. 
6. To apply the principles and techniques exposed in accomplish­
ing the above-mentioned objectives to a specific problem—that of select­
ing inspection procedures for a multistage production process, where the 
specifications are in terms of defects per unit. 
7. To define areas where additional research would be of benefit 
to those responsible for establishing inspection procedures. 
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CHAPTER II 
DEVELOPMENTS IN THE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF ACCEPTANCE INSPECTION 
General 
A summary of literature reporting formal analysis of acceptance 
inspection systems is presented in this chapter. Most research has 
dealt with acceptance sampling procedures, applied at a single inspection 
station. Only recently has any work appeared in the literature in which 
inspection is analyzed as a system of interrelated operations. Earlier 
sections of this chapter summarize conventional inspection procedures, 
while the last sections present more recent work. 
Analysis of Single-Stage Inspection Systems 
Using Noneconomic Criteria 
Sampling Inspection Plans 
A sampling inspection plan must specify the size of the sample, 
the information to be gathered from the sample, and decision rules which 
sentence product from which the sample was taken. Formal procedures for 
analyzing and specifying acceptance sampling plans stem from the early 
work of Dodge and Romig (32). 
Initially, most research workers visualized only a single inspec­
tion operation for application of sampling plans. Also economic charac­
teristics of the plans were not considered explicitly prior to 1945. 
However, during this period some important and useful procedures were 
developed and now form the basis for current practice. A brief summary 
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of the principal results from noneconomic analysis of a single-stage in­
spection system will be required to appreciate later efforts toward in­
clusion of economic criteria and extension of analysis to multistage 
processes. 
Attribute Sampling Schemes for Lot-by-Lot Inspection 
General Description. The basic instructions for lot-by-lot attri­
bute inspection are:"'" 
(1) Take a sample of size n^ items at random from the lot. Let 
d^ denote the number of defectives in this first sample. The decision 
rule is 
(a) Accept the lot if d^ < c^. 
(b) Reject the lot if > r . 
(c) Take a second sample of n^ items if c^ < d^ < r^ 
(2) If the second sample is required, 
(a) Accept the lot if d^ + d^ < c^• 
(b) Reject the lot if d + d 2 > v^. 
(c) Take a third sample if c < d^ + d^ < . 
In general, if the kth sample is required, 
k 
(a) Accept if £ cL < c^. 
i=l 
1. The parameter pair (c^, r^) are non-negative integers such 
that c, < r^, and d^ is usually the number of defective items found in 
the kth sample. In some situations, d^ may be the number of defects in 
the kth sample. 
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k 
2. The ASN is the expected number of units inspected per lot, 
not considering rectifying inspection of the remainder of rejected 
lots. 
3. Matched sampling plans have approximately the same chance 
of accepting a lot of a given fraction defective; that is, they have the 
same operating characteristic (0C-) curve. 
(b) Reject if 5 d. > r, . 
i=l 1 k 
(c) Take another sample of size n, , in case 
* k+1 
k 
C k < I d i < V i=l 
Particular forms of this scheme have been given special names. 
Single Sample Plan. If r^ = c^ + 1, the plan is called a single 
sample plan because a terminal decision is forced after the first sample. 
Such a plan has the advantage of administrative simplicity and a fixed 
sample size per lot; however, this sample size may exceed the average 
2 
sample number (ASN) possible under some other sampling scheme. 
Double Sample Plan. When r^ > + 1 and r^ = c 2 + 1» the plan is 
called a double sample plan. This type of plan may be preferred over a 
single sample plan, because it usually is possible to select a double 
sample plan such that for certain values of lot quality (as measured by 
3 
the lot fraction defective) the ASN is less than that of a "matched" 
single sample plan. This means a lower inspection cost for the same de­
gree of protection. Also, in giving the lot a second chance when the 
first sample's quality is neither extremely good nor extremely poor, 
there may be some beneficial psychological effect on the producer of the 
lot. A disadvantage of double sampling procedures is the variation in 
inspection work from one lot to the next, since the actual number of 
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units inspected per lot is a random variable having a probability distri­
bution which depends upon the size and fraction defective of the lot. 
Item-by-Item Sequential Sampling Plan. When n^ = 1, for 
k = 1,2,..., and the acceptance and rejection numbers are given by 
c, = a + bk and r, = a' + bk, where a' > a and b > 0, the plan is called 
K K 
an item-by-item sequential sampling plan (or just sequential sampling 
plan). The average sample number is small compared to matched single 
sample plans. However, the plan is tedious to administer because a deci­
sion must be made after each unit is inspected to determine whether the 
lot may be accepted or rejected, or whether another unit must be in­
spected. Also, the sample size varies from one lot to another. 
Group Sequential Sampling Plan. If n = n, for k = 1,2,..., and 
the acceptance and rejection numbers are given by = a + bnk and 
r, = a' + bnk, where a' > a and b > 0, the plan is named a group sequen­ce 
tial sampling plan. It is a modification of the item-by-item sequential 
scheme to reduce the number of decision points at the sacrifice of an in­
crease in the average sample size. 
Multiple Sample Plan. A group sequential sampling plan that has 
been truncated by defining r^ = c^ + 1, for some k > 2 is called a mul­
tiple sample plan. (Note that for k = 1, a single sample plan would 
result and for k = 2, a double sample plan is obtained.) Truncation of 
the plan insures that a terminal decision will be made before the cumu­
lative sample size grows beyond that required to make a reliable deci­
sion on the lot. 
Serial Sampling Acceptance Schemes. Recent papers by Hill, et 
at. (65) and Cox (26) have contained discussions of deferred sentencing 
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rules, wherein the decision on acceptance or rejection of a lot is based 
on data not only from that lot but also from lots immediately preceding 
or immediately following the one in question. This type of scheme would 
be used only when all lots are generated by the same process , so that 
there would be some reason to expect correlation between the quality of 
lots produced at about the same time. 
Published Tables of Attribute Plans. Two sets of tables are com­
monly used as sources of lot-by-lot attribute plans. Tables prepared by 
Dodge and Romig (33) are designed for use when rejected lots are to be 
detail inspected, and Military Standard 105D (115) is to be used in cases 
where rejection procedures do not call for rectification of the remainder 
lot. In practice the two often are used without regard to the assump­
tions about the disposition of rejected lots. 
The Dodge-Romig tables contain single and double sample plans 
which are designed to have the following characteristics for a given 
process average fraction defective, p : 
1. Average total inspection per lot is to be a minimum when the 
process fraction defective is p. 
2. Either the average outgoing quality limit (AOQL) is to have 
a specified value, or a specified level of poor lot quality, called the 
lot tolerance per cent defective (LTPD), is to have only probability 
0.10 of being accepted with the plan. 
Under the AOQL procedure, inspection costs are minimized when the 
4. The AOQL is the maximum value of the average outgoing qual­
ity, which depends upon incoming lot quality and the sampling plan. It 
is expressed as a fraction defective. 
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process is at its usual average level; however, the consumer is protected 
if quality should change—the AOQL being the worst possible quality he 
could receive over the long run. 
The LTPD is similar except that the consumer is protected through 
specification of the smallest lot fraction defective which has at most 
one chance in ten of being accepted. 
The economic factors of inspection cost and losses associated with 
acceptance of poor quality obviously were considered, but only subjec­
tively. Use of these tables does not require estimates of any cost fac­
tors. For a given choice of AOQL or LTPD, the plan is determined by the 
lot size and the estimated process average fraction defective under nor­
mal conditions. The sample size increases with lot size and the process 
average. However, so does the acceptance number. Hald (54) has derived 
explicit asymptotic formulas for sample size as a function of lot size 
and for acceptance number as a function of sample size for the Dodge-
Romig LTPD and AOQL single sample inspection plans. 
Military Standard 105D is a collection of sampling plans, utilized 
for vendor inspection by agencies of the Department of Defense. These 
plans stem primarily from work done by the Statistical Research Group 
(105) at Columbia University during World War II. Entry into the tables 
requires specification of three quantities: lot size, acceptable quality 
level (AQL), and inspection level. The acceptable quality level is de­
fined as a per cent defective that is considered acceptable as a process 
average. There are three general inspection levels and four special in­
spection levels, the latter being used when small samples are necessary. 
In general, lot size and inspection level completely determine sample 
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size and, for that sample size, AQL determines acceptance number. Sin­
gle, double, and multiple sample procedures are included and are matched 
5 
by code letter and AQL. The procedure has provision for "tightened" 
and "reduced" inspection. These are plans having more strict and less 
strict operating characteristic curves, respectively, than does the cor­
responding "normal" inspection plan. Under MIL-STD-105D, information 
from inspection of prior lots is used to determine whether normal, 
tightened, or reduced inspection is to be used for future lots. 
There are other lesser-known sources for attribute sampling plans . 
Hamaker, et at. (56, 57, 5 8) have developed a system called the Phillips 
Standard Sampling System, which has had considerable use in Europe but 
only limited application in the United States. These tables are based 
upon a specified value for the "point of control" and the slope of the 
operating characteristic curve at that point. The point of control 
(p. ) is the value of lot quality which has probability 0.50 of being 
accepted. The point of control could be thought of as an indifference 
quality, in that the inspecting organization is willing to assign equal 
probabilities of acceptance and rejection to lots of this quality. The 
relative slope of the operating characteristic curve at p is made a 
function of both the lot size and the point of control, although the 
relationship is not based on precise rules. Single sampling is used 
for lot sizes up to 1000 units and double sampling for lots of larger 
sizes. In double sample plans, c = 5 o. , for c > 0. 
5. The code letter is determined by lot size and inspection 
level. 
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Tables for constructing single sample plans having a specified 
operating characteristic curve were given by Cameron (20). The user 
must specify a level of "good" quality (called the producer's risk 
point), its corresponding probability of acceptance (called the produc­
er's risk), a level of "poor" quality (called the consumer's risk point), 
and its associated probability of acceptance (called the consumer's 
risk). Thus, the user selects two points on the operating characteristic 
curve and this is sufficient to determine n and c. Cameron assumes the 
lot size to be large, so that the OC-curve may be computed from the 
Poisson distribution. 
Golub (43) has presented charts for determining single sample 
plans when the sample size and consumer and producer risk points are 
specified, and the sum of the two risks is minimized. 
Variables Sampling Schemes for Lot-by-Lot Inspection 
General Description. When the product's acceptability is depend­
ent upon one measurable characteristic, important advantages may result 
from using an acceptance plan based on statistics computed from measure­
ments of a sample from the lot. Because the use of the measured value 
of the quality characteristic gives rise to statistics with a greater 
information content than those obtained by simply classifying each item 
as defective or effective, fewer units need be inspected in variables 
sampling to yield the same degree of protection afforded by an attribute 
plan. However, the unit cost of variables inspection may exceed that of 
attribute inspection. Also, many commonly used variables schemes re­
quire the assumption of a normally distributed quality characteristic. 
Variables plans are of two general types: those designed on the 
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basis of lot acceptability being a function of the lot mean, the lot 
standard deviation, or both, and those designed on the basis of lot ac­
ceptability being a function of the lot fraction defective. 
Duncan (34) discusses the design of both types of variables plans. 
Essentially, plans based on the lot mean as the criterion for desirabil­
ity of the material test an hypothesis about the mean of the lot, using 
a normal test if the lot standard deviation is known and a t-test other­
wise. If the within-lot variability changes from lot-to-lot, taking on 
undesirable values in some cases, a chi-square test may be employed to 
test an hypothesis about the lot standard deviation. Tests mentioned 
require the assumption of normality, especially for small samples. 
Plans based on the lot fraction defective as the criterion for 
desirability of the material either convert AQL's and LTPD's into values 
of lot means (assuming normality and known standard deviation) and pro­
ceed as a test of hypothesis about a mean, or they use sample measure­
ments to estimate the fraction defective of the lot. 
When the lot variability is unknown, the sample standard deviation 
is used as an estimate. For small samples, the sample range may replace 
the sample standard deviation with little loss in efficiency. However, 
if the sample size is large, say greater than 12, the range becomes in­
efficient. To combat this, the sample is divided into subsamples 
(usually of five units), the range of each subsample is computed, and 
the sample ranges are averaged. This average range, together with the 
sample mean, is used to test the hypothesis about the lot mean. 
Military Standard 414. MIL-STD-414 (112) contains plans for the 
following situations: 
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1. The quality characteristic is normally distributed, with a 
known standard deviation. The sample average is used as an estimate of 
the lot mean to allow estimation of the lot fraction defective. If this 
estimated fraction defective exceeds the maximum allowable value speci­
fied in the plan, the lot is reject. 
2. The quality characteristic is normally distributed, but the 
standard deviation is not known. The plan specifies the sample size and 
the maximum allowable estimate of the lot fraction defective. The frac­
tion defective is estimated by use of a statistic based on the sample 
mean and sample standard deviation (standard deviation method) or a 
statistic based on the sample mean and the average of ranges of subgroups 
of size five formed from the sample data (average range method). 
The lot size, acceptable quality level, inspection level (there 
are five levels in MIL-STD-414), and type of estimation procedure deter­
mine the plan. The AQL is defined as a nominal value expressed in terms 
of per cent defective specified for a single quality characteristic. 
The quality characteristic may have single or double specification limits 
which enter into the estimation of the lot fraction defective. 
MIL-STD-i+li+ provides procedures for estimating the process aver­
age and criteria for tightened and reduced inspection based on the in­
spection results of preceding lots . 
This standard contains a special procedure for mixed variables-
6 " 
attributes sampling plans for use under certain conditions. The vari-
6. If the producer has screened his product before submitting 
the lot for inspection, lot quality will be truncated near the speci­
fications. Mixed plans may be applied in this case. 
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ables plan is applied in the usual manner and if the lot is accepted no 
further sampling is done. If the lot is not accepted, the corresponding 
single sample attribute plan from MIL-STD-105D, using tightened inspec­
tion, is applied. The lot is accepted if it passes the attributes test. 
Thus, it must fail both tests to be rejected. 
Bowker-Goode Sampling Inspection Tables. An earlier set of tables 
was provided by Bowker and Goode (14). From these tables, factors are 
available to allow construction of known-sigma plans based on the sample 
mean and applicable to both single and double specification limits. Al­
so, there are factors for unknown-sigma plans for single specification 
limits. OC-curves are provided and matched single sample attribute plans 
are given. 
The user may select a plan in one of two ways: he may select a 
satisfactory OC-curve (given as a function of the lot fraction defec­
tive) and employ the corresponding plan, or he may use the sample size 
code letter and AQL from the Statistical Research Group tables (105) to 
look up a Bowker-Goode plan. The acceptance criteria are in terms of 
the sample mean and standard deviation. 
To a large extent these tables have been superceded by MIL-STD-
414. 
Shainin Lot Plot Method. Shainin (9 8) devised an acceptance 
scheme based on the frequency distribution of a sample of size 50. Al­
though the plan received initial attention because of its uniqueness, 
its use does not appear extensive. 
Variables Plans Where Lot Mean is Criterion for Lot Desirability. 
As stated earlier, situations of this type pose an hypothesis about the 
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lot mean; therefore, classical statistical methods for testing hypotheses 
about the mean of a normal random variable can be utilized. Duncan (34) 
describes the usual methods and additionally presents a sequential plan 
based on the cumulative sum of sample measurements. Necessary equations 
for derivation of acceptance and rejection criteria are given. 
Life Testing. Recently great emphasis has been placed upon the 
development of test procedures for determining the life characteristics 
7 
of product subject to failure. No doubt the increasing importance of 
reliability of systems of equipment has stimulated this activity. The 
problem is to collect data on time-to-failure of items either under field 
conditions or simulated field conditions or in accelerated tests, and 
then to use this data to estimate the distribution function of unit life. 
Most tests of this nature appear to be for the purpose of determining 
acceptability of product design or production process, although they may 
be utilized in acceptance inspection of manufactured product. 
Many of these acceptance sampling plans assume an exponential 
distribution of life and use an estimate of the mean life as the basis 
for acceptance or rejection of the lot. Similar procedures have been 
developed for the Weibull distribution (e.g., U. S. Government's Quality 
Control and Reliability Technical Report TR 6 ) , and the normal, gamma, 
and log-normal distributions appear in the literature (80). 
A set of sampling plans, H 108, has been published by the Depart­
ment of Defense (114). H 108 is based on an exponential life distribu­
tion and provides for the three cases where life tests are terminated 
field. 
7. The paper by Epstein and Sobel (38) is a basic work in this 
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upon the occurrence of a preassigned number of failures, where life tests 
are ended at a preassigned time, and where a sequential stopping rule is 
utilized. The user selects a plan with reference to the desired average 
life and the OC-curves given. The plan specifies the size of the sample, 
the stopping rule, and the acceptance criterion. H 108 provides for life 
testing both with replacement and without replacement of failed units. 
Bulk Sampling. When product is in bulk form (for example, coal, 
cotton, gasoline), acceptance sampling usually involves estimation of 
the mean value of a characteristic of the product through analyses of 
material sampled. The acceptance decision is then based on a comparison 
of product specification and estimated mean, considering possible sam­
pling error. Because statistical considerations are not as clearly de­
fined as in sampling from a lot of separable items, this case has re­
ceived special attention in the literature (35). There seem to be no 
general sampling procedures for bulk inspection, although certain in­
dustries have standards prescribing sampling methods and test procedures 
for their products. These standards appear to be arbitrary. 
Sampling Plans for Continuous Inspection 
In many instances it is more convenient not to form production 
into lots, but rather to inspect the "continuous" stream of items, 
using plans referred to as continuous sampling plans. Dodge (30) pro­
posed a plan of this nature as early as 1943. Since that time a mul­
titude of plans have been advanced—some variations of the Dodge plan, 
others patterned after the sequential plans of Wald (121). These plans 
are a continuous form of sampling inspection with rectification, because 
they involve rectifying inspection until the process has shown itself 
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consistently "good," at which time sampling inspection is introduced. 
If poor performance is observed under sampling inspection, rectifying 
inspection must be reinstated. In some cases provision is made for 
shutting down the process, thereby integrating the functions of process 
control and product control. 
The Department of Defense has published H 106, a handbook of 
attribute continuous sampling plans (113). It is a modification of the 
Lieberman-Solomon multilevel sampling system (15, pp. 537-541). The 
user chooses an AOQL value as a part of the procedure of entering the 
table, so that he protects himself against receiving long-run quality 
in excess of this number. He also must select a sampling fraction and 
the number of inspection levels, which means that he has some control 
over inspection costs. 
Another government publication, H 107, presents tables and opera­
ting procedures for several variations of the single-level plan developed 
by Dodge. 
Control Charts 
Often mentioned in the literature (44, pp. 451-452) are possibili­
ties for the use of control charts for lot acceptance purposes. Since a 
control chart is merely a graphical device which facilitates the test of 
an hypothesis on a repeating basis, such statements are not surprising. 
The advantage of the control chart lies in the time variable used on 
the horizontal axis. This allows the user to compare present results 
with past patterns, thereby integrating process control and acceptance 
sampling. 
Simon (101) suggests the use of a control chart to identify 
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"grand lots," which may be sentenced on the basis of all data from the 
grand lot . A grand lot is the aggregate of all lots produced under es­
sentially the same operating conditions. When Simon's method is used, 
the acceptance or rejection of individual lots must be postponed until 
the grand lot has been identified. This is a form of deferred senten­
cing „ 
Complex Sampling Schemes 
In the preceding plans, the sample was assumed to have been 
selected at random from the entire l o t — a procedure called simple random 
sampling. There are numerous situations in industrial acceptance inspec­
tion where this procedure is not desirable. For example, suppose that a 
firm purchases flashlight batteries which are received in crates of ten 
cartons each, the cartons each containing 24 boxes of five batteries„ 
With simple random sampling the inspector might be forced to take each 
item from a different crate. An alternative might be to select a small 
random sample of crates, a sample of cartons within each crate selected, 
a sample of boxes within each selected carton, and finally a sample of 
items within each selected box. This would be an example of multistage 
sampling. 
Techniques of multistage sampling, cluster sampling, systematic 
sampling, and stratified sampling, although developed for survey work, 
appear to have application in acceptance inspection. These techniques 
are presented in books by Deming (29) and Cochran (23). 
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Analysis of Single-Stage Inspection 
Systems Using Explicit Economic Criteria 
Methods described in the preceding section in general were de­
veloped prior to 1950. They were stimulated by developments in statis­
tical methodology and early application to quality problems by Shewhart 
(99), Dodge and Romig (32), and others. Abraham Wald's publication (122) 
in 1950 of a unified theory of decision making based upon statistical 
evidence gave rise to analyses of inspection operations where economic 
considerations were explicitly included. The more important of these de­
velopments are summarized in this section. 
Q 
Choice Between No Inspection and Detail Inspection 
Juran (73, pp. 32-33) described economics of sorting operations 
as follows: 
Let U = unit inspection cost, 
K = unit cost of failing to detect a defective, 
and p = fraction defective of the product. 
The decision rule is the following: 
(1) If p < U/K, do not inspect. 
(2) If p > U/K, inspect. 
This result is illustrated in Figure 3. 
The incoming fraction defective, p, is interpreted as a parameter 
of the process which produced the item; that is, p is the probability 
that an item is produced defective by the process. Sorting and inspec­
tion are equally attractive at p = U/K, which is called the indifference 
8. Inspection is assumed to be non-destructive. 
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quality (often denoted by P Q)« This result is appropriate for continuous 
inspection or lot-by-lot inspection. Smith (103) arrived at the same 
expression for indifference quality, while considering lot-by-lot inspec­
tion . 
Figure 3. Illustration of Indifference Quality. 
Analysis of Acceptance Sampling 
Assuming the validity of the analysis above, it would seem that 
the decision maker should estimate p and then either sort or use no in­
spection, depending on the relation of p to p . However, situations 
exist where p is not constant and assumes values on both sides of p . 
o 
This might be the case for a production process with a changing cause 
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system or in vendor inspection where lots are received from several sup­
pliers . In these situations, sampling inspection is a third alternative 
to be considered. 
General Description. Economic analysis of acceptance sampling re­
quires some assumption about the pattern of variation in the process 
parameter p. Usually p is assumed to have a probability distribution 
f(p), called the "process curve." This distribution is utilized in an 
analysis to select a sampling plan. 
An elementary use of cost information and knowledge of the process 
curve was proposed by Enell (37). He suggests use of a sampling plan 
9 
whose OC-curve has p n ^ = p . Given the sample size code letter, one is 
.50 o 
to search MIL-STD-105 until he finds a plan having the desired point of 
control. 
A different approach is stated by Anscombe (3): 
The problem is to design an inspection procedure which will 
minimize 
Total cost = Cost of inspection + Decision loss 
By "cost of inspection" is meant the whole cost of carrying out 
the inspection procedure, sampling and testing. By "decision 
loss" is meant the loss involved in whatever decision is reached 
by the inspection, as compared with passing goods of perfect 
quality. . . . To pass goods of perfect quality will in general 
be the most profitable transaction. To pass goods of less-than-
perfect quality, or to reject goods, will in general be a less 
profitable transaction, the dimunition in profit being called 
the decision loss. 
He goes on to discuss the need for specifying a process curve, an in­
spection cost curve, and. a decision loss curve in order to formulate 
9. Determined by the lot size and choice of inspection level. 
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a mathematical model for expected cost per lot. 
Anscombe's views were shared by many others, especially in Great 
Britain. Their models differ from one another in detail, but in general 
they have the following form (illustrated for attribute lot-by-lot in­
spection) : 
Let. N = lot size, 
p = process fraction defective, 
f(p) = probability distribution of p, 
6 = the decision procedure—the sampling plan, 
S(p,6) = average cost per lot for sampling and testing, 
L^(p,6,N) = loss if a lot of quality p is accepted, 
L2(p,<5,N) = loss if a lot of quality p is rejected, and 
P (p,6) = probability that a lot of quality p is accepted. 
cL 
Then the risk associated with inspection of a lot of quality p 
under a selected decision procedure 6 is given by 
r(p,6) = S(p,6) + L n(p,6,N) P (p,6) + L 0(p,6,N) [1 - P (p,6)] • (2-1) 
J. a A a 
Authors differ in choices of S, L^, L^j and approximations used to com­
pute P . Also they choose varying forms for 6 (single, sequential, 
a 
etc.). However, Equation (2-1) reflects their general agreement that 
risk equals inspection cost plus losses attributed to decisions. 
Usually the decision function, 6, is to be chosen by either Bayes 
principle or the minimax principle. Using the Bayes principle of choice, 
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L 2(p>6,N) [ 1 - P a(p,6)] f(p) dp 
Then 6 satisfies the relation 
R(6") = min R(6) . (2-3) 
The Bayes procedure requires explicit use of the process curve. Many 
analysts treat situations where insufficient knowledge exists for com­
plete specification of this function. Their approach is to choose 6 
according to the minimax principle; that is, 6 satisfies the relation 
max r(6,p) = min max r(6,p) . (2-4) 
P 6 P 
Another approach utilized by some analysts is minimization of 
expected losses from inspection costs and rejection losses, subject to 
a constraint on the probability of accepting lots of tolerance quality. 
Horsnell (69) and Davies (28) used this approach because they questioned 
the ability of a decision maker to evaluate losses from accepting poor 
quality lots. Specification of the consumer's risk point may be thought 
of as establishing an "aspiration level" to be met by the plan. 
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Analysis of Attribute Plans--Bayes Principle. In 1951, Sittig 
(102), Weibull (123), and Hamaker (59) published papers in which they 
described approaches utilizing exact knowledge of costs and process curve 
in order to choose sampling plans."^ Sittig analyzed several examples 
utilizing a prior distribution of the Beta family and a loss function 
linear in the lot fraction defective. He derived optimal plans for both 
single and double sampling. Weibull suggested the choice of rectifying 
inspection schemes which have probability 0.50 of accepting lots of in­
difference quality. In addition, he recommends that the schemes should 
minimize the average amount of inspection for lots of process average 
quality, as recommended by Dodge and Romig. 
Champernowne (21) used a Beta prior distribution and linear loss 
functions to derive optimal attribute item-by-item sequential plans."''"'" 
He applied his procedures to three of Sittig's examples and demonstrated 
(for the same unit inspection cost) that his sequential procedures are 
more economic than the single sample plans of Sittig. 
In 1954, Barnard (6) presented an important paper in which he dis­
cussed the role of the prior distribution in determining sampling plans. 
Using a sequential scheme, linear loss functions, and a two-point mixed 
binomial prior distribution, he demonstrated that, with different process 
curves, it is possible to obtain quite different solutions (i.e., plans), 
10. Hamaker referenced two earlier reports by Satterthwaite 
(91, 92). 
lie Readers familiar with sequential procedures may be interested 
to know that the acceptance and rejection boundaries are not parallel and 
the acceptance boundary curves upward. 
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although the assumed cost functions are the same and the process curves 
have the same mean and variance. In the discussion of this paper, Vag-
holkar indicated how the two-point mixed binomial distribution could be 
fitted to more complex distributions—a method yielding an "equivalent" 
process curve which would be easier to employ. In a later paper (118), 
he applied his technique to the examples of Sittig and showed that an 
equivalent mixed binomial with two components yields essentially the same 
results as the Beta distribution assumed by both Sittig and Champernowne. 
Others who have based their analysis of attribute plans on the as­
sumption of complete specification of process curve and loss functions 
are Suzuki (109), Hamburg (61), Hald (53), Guthrie and Johns (52), Pfan-
zagl (86), Stevens (107), Vagholkar and Wetherill (119), Schlaifer (95), 
Raiffa and Schlaifer (88), Wetherill (127), Cox (26), and Smith (103). 
Suzuki, Stevens, and Wetherill all analyze single sample plans, 
with Wetherill assuming a two-component mixed binomial distribution, 
while the other two writers describe the process curve in general terms. 
Hamburg, Schlaifer, and Raiffa-Schlaifer use acceptance sampling as a 
means of illustrating applied statistical decision theory. The Raiffa-
Schlaifer book has a large quantity of material on properties of prior 
distributions and various types of loss functions. The paper by Vag­
holkar and Wetherill gives a procedure for determining the most eco­
nomical binomial sequential probability ratio test. 
Essentially the same important results regarding asymptotic 
properties of optimal solutions to single sample plans were obtained 
independently by Guthrie-Johns and Hald. Using a criterion of minimum 
expected loss per lot inspected and linear loss functions, they showed 
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that for large lots the sample size is proportional to the square root of 
the lot size, if the prior distribution is smooth (continuously differ-
entiable) in the neighborhood of the indifference quality, and propor­
tional to the logarithm of the lot size, if the prior distribution as­
signs probability one to a finite number of points. Guthrie and Johns 
also indicate that the optimal acceptance number is a linear function of 
the sample size. The Guthrie-Johns model contains six cost parameters, 
while Hald uses only three. In a later note Hald demonstrates the equiv-
12 
alence of the two models. The Hald paper contains a comprehensive 
analysis of the statistical properties of hypergeometric sampling of lots 
formed from processes having uniform, Polya, Beta, and mixed binomial 
prior distributions. 
Pfanzagl analyzed the results of Hald and found that the optimal 
sampling procedure is only moderately influenced by small changes in the 
parameters of the prior distribution. (He assumed a Polya distribution.) 
He also extended the analysis to double sample schemes and concluded that 
double sample plans are not often more economic than single sample plans. 
Smith investigated problems associated with application of the 
Guthrie-Johns model. In particular, he was concerned with procedures for 
obtaining information on costs and the prior distribution, as well as a 
sensitivity analysis of these factors. He also reported several indus­
trial applications in the electronics industry. 
Analysis of Attribute Plans—Minimax Principle. Several authors 
have preferred the minimax criterion rather than Bayes' principle. In 
12. To be found in Teohnometrios3 Vol. 2, 1960, p. 372. 
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two papers, Breakwell considers minimax procedures for both single sample 
and sequential schemes. His first paper (17) gives approximate solutions 
when the acceptable fraction defective is not very small (normal approxi­
mation valid); the second paper (18) provides similar results for small 
fraction defectives (Poisson approximation valid). Ura (116) and Mori-
guti (85) independently duplicated Breakwell fs work. Stevens (107) ap­
plied Breakwell's results to obtain a minimax plan for the "windscreen" 
example of Sittig. 
A paper by van der Waerden (120) is unique in that inspection is 
considered from the point of view of both buyer and seller. The seller 
may or may not rectify lots while the buyer definitely does not perform 
rectifying inspection. He applies the minimax criterion to the selection 
of single sample plans for both cases. An unusual feature is his discus-
13 
sion of a three-person game between buyer, seller and Nature. He shows 
that, if the producer and buyer form a coalition against Nature (i.e., 
combine for joint inspection), they will do better economically than if 
they operate independently. 
Anscombe (5) used the minimax criterion to derive a sequential 
plan for rectifying inspection of lots. He assumed that the number of 
defectives in the lot follows a Poisson distribution with the distribu­
tion of the mean unknown. The loss function is linear. He suggested an 
acceptance line which is a linear function of the sample size and has an 
-1/2 . -1 intercept proportional to K and a slope proportional to K , where K 
is the cost of inspecting the entire lot. 
13. Nature is the process producing the lot. 
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Analysis of Attribute Plans—Constrained Bayes Criterion. Hors-
nell (69) analyzed nonrectifying inspection, specifying separate loss 
functions for destructive and nondestructive inspection. Emphasis was 
on determination of single sample plans, although he considered double 
sample plans briefly. The criterion was to select the plan which mini­
mized the effective cost per accepted item, subject to the requirement 
of a fixed consumer's risk point and risk. The effective cost per ac­
cepted item was defined as the cost of an accepted lot divided by the 
expected size of an accepted lot. Horsnell concluded that the optimal 
sample size is proportional to the logarithm of the lot size when the 
process curve is binomial. This agrees with Hald's results although the 
latter minimized expected cost per lot inspected. Optimal sample sizes 
with non-destructive inspection were found to exceed optimal sample sizes 
with destructive inspection. Tables are given for many sets of costs and 
consumer risk points. They are based on a binomial prior distribution. 
Several modifications to the Bayes principle were suggested by 
Johnson (72) in his discussion of methods of choosing a sequential 
probability ratio test. 
Analysis of Variables Plans. Application of economic criteria to 
the selection of variables plans is not as extensive as in attribute in­
spection, Breakwell (18, pp. 253-255) found minimax-optimal plans for 
variables inspection, both with single sampling and with sequential 
sampling, by using sample data to estimate the lot fraction defective and 
then appealing to the theories he developed for attribute inspection. He 
assumed a single normally distributed characteristic with a single upper 
specification limit. 
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In his paper on bulk sampling, Duncan (35) determined parameters 
of a multi-stage sampling procedure by minimizing a cost model, which 
incorporated sampling costs at the various stages and the gain from using 
a sampling procedure with a smaller standard error of estimate. He as­
sumed the gain to be a linear function of the reduction in the standard 
error. 
In discussing some statistical considerations of analytical test­
ing in the chemical industry, Davies (28) described the design of a pro­
cedure to determine if a batch should be accepted or reprocessed. The 
cost of rejection was the cost of reprocessing a batch, and the cost of 
inspection was proportional to the sample size. The product had a single 
lower specification limit. Measurement errors were normally distributed 
with mean zero. Knowledge of the prior distribution of lot quality was 
assume do No losses were specified for accepted batches which were sub­
standard; rather, the criterion was to choose a sampling plan which mini­
mized expected losses due to sampling and reprocessing, subject to a con­
straint in the form of a chosen consumer's risk point and risk. Davies 
solved an example for a normal prior distribution. 
Wetherill (128) derived a Bayes solution to the problem of finding 
a sequential probability ratio test, when a parameter in the distribution 
of the quality variable has a two-point prior distribution. He also il­
lustrated how this variables procedure could be used to find optimal at­
tribute group sequential sampling plans, provided the group size is large 
enough for the normal approximation to the binomial distribution to be 
appropriate. 
Analysis of Continuous Sampling Plans. Anscombe (4) has analyzed 
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the problem of rectifying inspection of a continuous output. He considered 
the possibilities of no inspection, 100 per cent inspection, and sampling 
inspection using the Dodge CSP-1 plan. His cost parameters were the unit 
cost of inspection, the cost of replacing a defective article found in in­
spection, and the ultimate expected loss due to passing a defective. 
Utilizing a simple model for the way in which process quality deterio­
rates, he calculated simple rules for choosing the plan. He suggested 
that, strictly for the purpose of rectifying inspection (and not for any 
other purpose such as process control), Dodge 's type of sampling inspec­
tion plan could hardly be improved on, unless deferred sentencing were 
permitted. 
Economic analysis of continuous inspection, which is concerned 
with process control as well as with rectification of output, has been 
pioneered by Girshick and Rubin (41), Savage (93, 94), and Gregory (47). 
Evaluation of Economic Analysis of Acceptance Sampling. Efforts 
to base acceptance sampling decisions on explicit analysis of costs have 
received criticism because of the difficulty of obtaining information on 
costs and process curves. For example, Hamaker (60, p. 156) has written 
the following: 
All in all I am inclined to conclude that the application of 
such economic theories (minimax included) requires an amount 
of detailed information that is not as a rule available. They 
may be successful in isolated cases, but do not lead to simple 
principles with a wide field of application as primarily 
needed in industry. 
Tippett (111, p. 147) makes the following reply to arguments of 
this type: 
It seems to me that the attempts that are being made to put 
acceptance sampling on an economic basis are important. Con-
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trol of quality by inspection is important and inspection often 
adds substantially to manufacturing cost; operating efficiency 
requires that the economically optimum degree of sampling should 
be adopted. Moreover, the various decision costs, difficult 
though some of them are to determine, are closer to the kind of 
data that industrialists can supply on a rational basis than are 
the various risks that have been described. It would seem that 
schemes based on rough estimates of costs, or even informed 
guesses, are more likely to be satisfactory than those chosen 
in other ways. 
Some other evaluations by people conducting research in this area 
are the following: 
There may be occasions when the less said about economic analysis 
the better, though it may receive plenty of private thought. Bad 
(i.e., ordinary) accounting obscures matters, by emphasizing the 
cost of carrying out the inspection, while hiding the consequences 
of poor quality of output. . . . it appears that remarkably little 
economic or other information is of major importance for selecting 
a good inspection plan, but that small amount is vital. 1 4 
Recent work by A. Wald on statistical inference starts with the 
assumption that risks attached to wrong decisions (.what I would 
have called decision losses) can be stated. If that assumption 
is ever justified, it is, one would suppose, in the field of in­
dustrial inspection. 1 5 
On the positive side decision theory seems to ask the right 
questions and to solve the right problem. Its use assures a 
sampling plan that is fully defensible. Most important, statis­
tical decision theory concentrates attention on behavior of the 
process itself. Only through a thorough understanding of the 
process curve can the quality control man expect to act economically 
in improving or controlling quality. 1 6 
Smith (103, p. 69) summarized an investigation into the applica­
bility of statistical decision theory to the design of acceptance sam­
pling plans with the following statement: 




Anscombe (4, p. 704). 
Anscombe (3, p. 67). 
Smith (103, pp. 68-69). 
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could or should replace the traditional quality control proce­
dures . Instead it can serve as an important adjunct to these 
procedures. 
Analysis of Multistage Inspection Systems 
Little attention has been given to formal analysis of the inter­
relationships which exist in multistage production systems. Lieberman 
(77) analyzed the relationship of the probability of a lot being accept­
ed by all of a system of K inspection stages (certain characteristics 
inspected at each stage) to the OC-curve of a single-station system 
(where all characteristics are inspected). Inspection was assumed to 
be single sampling by attributes. 
Schmidt and Sorber (96) considered a problem of determining the 
most economic point, or points, for screening defective material from a 
production process. Actually they analyze only a two-station process 
under fairly limited options. The measure of effectiveness was the cost 
per hundred pieces considering the cost of inspection at each station 
and the cost of processing material between the two. Dropouts in pro­
duction because of defects other than the type being inspected are al­
lowed. The fraction defectives of the production processes are assumed 
constant. 
A dynamic programming approach to determination of optimal levels 
and locations of screening inspection points in a multistage process was 
given by Lindsay and Bishop (79). The objective was to minimize the sum 
of inspection costs and scrap costs, when the requirement for inspection 
is the maintenance of a specified average outgoing quality. The scrap 
cost at any stage was defined as manufacturing costs at all stages, plus 
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any costs of disposal. In a brief discussion of an extension of their 
problem to include costs associated with passed defectives, the authors 
concluded that screening inspection between any two production stages 
either should be applied to all items or should be nonexistent. Thus 
there would be 2 m possibilities for a screening inspection system, where 
m is the number of opportunities for inspection. Under their cost as­
sumptions, dynamic programming methods could be applied to determine the 
optimal inspection policy. 
Heermans (63) analyzed the problem of determining the nature of 
optimal in-process inspection plans for a multistage production process. 
He considered attribute single sampling, including degenerate cases of 
no inspection and detail inspection, and assumed rejected lots were rec­
tified. His cost functions contained terms for inspection and reinspec-
tion costs and rework costs, if the defective was not found until final 
inspection. Application of this technique to a steel tube manufacturing 
process was claimed. However, close examination of this article reveals 
that the proposed methods do not adequately account for the interdepend-
cies between successive inspection operations. 
Beightler (9, 10) developed a model of a multistation inspection 
system, which is general enough to allow inclusion of a large number of 
17 . . . 
interactions between stages. The model, for lot-by-lot inspection, is 
given below: 
N = lot size 
17. An apparent limitation is the assumption that a decision at 
an inspection station will not affect parameters of prior processes. 
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W = (w Q, w l S . .. , w N ) , where 
w_. = probability of j defectives in a lot reaching the first 
stage, j = 0 , 1, ... , N 
S. = (s.. ) , a stochastic matrix of dimension N + 1, where k 13 
s „ = probability of transition (i j) in number of defectives 
during inspection at kth station 
R, = (r.. ) , a stochastic matrix of size N + 1, where k iD 
r. . = probability of transition (i j) in number of defectives 
D, = (d. . ) , an (N + 1) x ( N + 1) cost matrix, where k 
d. . = cost associated with a transition (i -»• i) in number of de-
fectives during inspection operation k and production 
operation k. 
The expected cost at any stage k is given by 




where (S R ) • D, is a column vector of elements 
N N 
The expected cost for the system is given by 
n 




where n is the number of production stages. 
The concept of a multistage decision process to design this system 
was introduced and the problem analyzed by means of the functional equa­
tion approach of dynamic programming. The special case, = S and R ^ R , 
for all k, was treated in detail. Two suggested applications were find­
ing optimal S 1 , S , S and finding optimal W, given S and R, . 
1 2. n K K 
Other Contributions 
Incentive Aspects of Inspection 
Hill (6M-) expresses the view of many analysts who believe that a 
major benefit of inspection is that it may favorably influence the quali­
ty of material offered for acceptance. He believes that the preventive 
effects of sampling inspection exceed those of detail inspection. The 
tightened-reduced inspection concept from MIL-STD-414 is evidence of the 
practical application of this philosophy. 
Only one paper was encountered in which an effort was made to in­
corporate explicitly into a theory the effect of sampling inspection on 
the quality of lots received. For a constant lot size, Whittle (129) 
assumes that the process average fraction defective, p, of lots received 
depends on the inspection sample size, n, according to 
-cn ,_ _ N P = P u + P ae , (2-6) 
where p^ is the unavoidable fraction defective inherent in the production 
process, p is the avoidable fraction defective, which can be eliminated EL 
by exerting pressure through sampling inspection, and c is a positive 
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constant. Whittle used this relationship to find the optimal allocation 
of a given inspection effort to a number of different products, for each 
18 
of which a relation like Equation (2-6) is known to hold. 
In discussing the introduction of Whittle's approach into a theory 
for finding an optimal sample size for a single product, Hamaker (60, p. 
150) concludes: 
If we did so, however, our concept of what is "optimum" would 
have to be drastically revised. For existing theories assume 
a constant process average or a stationary process curve, and 
this basic assumption would have to be abandoned. Whittle's 
principle would justify the maintenance of routine inspection 
by samples too small to be effective in discriminating good lots 
from bad. Consequently economic theories so far proposed should 
be looked upon with some suspicion; it is conceivable that they 
disregard what is in reality one of the most important functions 
of inspection procedures: continually to remind people interested 
that quality does matter. 
Inspection Errors 
Most formal analysis has been done with the assumption that in­
spection is accomplished without error. However, there have been some 
exceptions. Goetz and Johnson (42) incorporated the probability of clas­
sifying a defective as good into an economic model for receiving inspec­
tion. Different probabilities were used for detail and sampling inspec­
tion. Grubbs and Coon (50) describe three criteria for determining test 
limits relative to specification limits, when screening inspection is 
subject to measurement error: establish test limits so that the proba­
bility of accepting a defective equals the probability of rejecting an 
effective, or establish test limits to minimize the sum of the two prob-
18. Whittle used the Lagrange multiplier approach to find the 
optimal allocation. Kalaba (74) gives the dynamic programming formu­
lation to the same problem. 
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abilities, or establish test limits to minimize the cost of wrong deci­
sions „ 
Jackson (70) derives formulas relating the fraction of defective 
material passed, the fraction of passed material that is defective, the 
fraction of rejected material that is acceptable, the fraction of mate­
rial which is actually rejected, and the fraction of material which is 
actually defective—all which might aid in analysis of the effect of in­
spection errors in detail inspection. 
Cohen (24) recognized the problem of inspectors misclassifying 
defectives to avoid rejecting a lot. He provides maximum likelihood 
estimators for the binomial parameter p, when an erroneous report results 
in recording c defective items when actually there were c + 1. The pro­
portion of such erroneous observations is also estimated, and asymptotic 
variances and covariances of the estimates are obtained. 
Inspection Manpower Requirements 
Sespaniak (97) reported an application of queuing theory in deter­
mining the optimal number of inspectors for an in-process screening in­
spection of aircraft engine assemblies. The objective was to minimize 
the sum of the costs of inspector idle time and inspection-caused assem­
bly line delays . 
Least-Cost Testing Sequence 
The problem is to determine the least-cost sequence in which to 
carry out n different nondestructive tests on an item during an inspec­
tion operation. If the item is not tested further when it fails a test 
and if 
C. = cost/item of the jth test, 
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R_. = probability of rejection on the jth test, and 
S = test sequence (some permutation of 1, 2, n ) , 
the objective is to choose S to minimize 
C(S) = I C. n (1 - R . ) , (2-7) 
jeS 3 i<j 1 
Price (87), who posed the problem, suggested enumeration of the n! 
sequences, computation of associated costs, and selection of the minimiz­
ing sequence. Mitten (83) and Boothroyd (13) have provided an analytical 
solution, which is to order the tests in reverse order of the magnitude 
of the ratio C./R.» associated with each test. 
D D 
Conclusions 
The following conclusions may be drawn from the literature search 
reported herein: 
1. Types of inspection schemes presently available provide ade­
quate choice for the form of an acceptance inspection decision rule. 
2. Further development of sampling tables based on noneconomic 
criteria would be of little value. 
3. Efforts to utilize economic criteria and knowledge of the 
process curve to develop inspection procedures have not resulted in any 
generally applicable theory. 
4. There is no general agreement as to the proper measure of ef­
fectiveness for acceptance inspection operations. 
5. There is no general agreement as to the appropriate principle 
of choice in selecting among alternative inspection procedures. 
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6 . Inspection has not been treated adequately as a system of in­
terrelated operations. 
7. Successful analysis and design of inspection systems will re­
quire a better developed and more clearly understood set of principles— 
economic, statistical, mathematical, psychological--than now exists rela­
tive to acceptance inspection . 
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CHAPTER III 
STATISTICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THE 
DESIGN OF ACCEPTANCE INSPECTION SYSTEMS 
General 
To evaluate alternative decision rules for an acceptance in­
spection operation, one needs to compute quantities such as the proba-
bility of rejecting a lot of any given quality, the expected number of 
defectives in lots which are accepted, and the average amount of inspec­
tion per lot o Computation requires the capability to relate sampling 
outcomes to the characteristics of the lots and the process by which the 
lots were generated. The purpose of this chapter is presentation of 
statistical theories which are necessary if knowledge of prior distribu­
tions is to be incorporated into inspection procedures. 
Initially, definitions of the various types of probability models 
will be given—to be followed by treatment of some specific prior dis­
tributions. Single sampling is the form of decision rule used to illus­
trate application of the theory. Simple random sampling is assumed. 
Primary emphasis is on lot-by-lot inspection by attributes, where the 
statistic is the number of defectives."'' Some attention is given to de­
fects-type attribute inspection and to variables inspection. 
1. For a discussion of statistical considerations in continu­
ous inspection, see Savage (93) or Girshick, and Rubin (41). 
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Attribute Inspection for Defectives 
Statistical Distributions 
A lot of N units is obtained from some process and is submitted 
for inspection. The lot contains X defective items and N-X good items, 
where X is a random variable governed by the process of lot generation. 
Sampling partitions the lot into a sample of n items and the remainder 
lot of N-n items. Inspection identifies x defectives in the sample; 
while the number of defectives in the remainder lot, y = X-x, remains 
unknown to the inspector. Under the assumption of simple random samp­
ling without replacement, the conditional distribution of x, given X, is 
hypergeometric with parameters X, N, and n. For a given distribution of 
X (the prior distribution) and hypergeometric sampling, some important 
2 
properties of x and y may be computed. 
Prior Distribution of Lot Quality. The distribution of the number 
of defectives in the lot will be denoted by h^tX), where X = 0, 1, N. 
The lot fraction defective is X/N. 
Sampling Distribution. The conditional distribution of x, given 
X, is 
max(0,n-N+X), 1, min(n,X) (3-1) 
0 > otherwise. 
Equation (3-1) may be written in the following equivalent manner: 
2„ The following relies heavily on the discussion of the com­
pound hypergeometric distribution given by Hald (53, pp. 291-306). 
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The conditional expectation of x, given X, is 
E(x | x ) = . (3-3) 
The conditional variance of x, given X, is 
V(x |x) = n N-X N-n (3-4) 
Joint Distribution of x and X. The joint distribution of x and 
X is 
f(x,X) = h M(X) f(x |x) . ( 3 - 5 ) 
This could also be considered as the distribution of x and y, since 
X = x + y. Equation (3-5) could be written 
f(x,y) = h N(x+y) 
N-n 





Distribution of the Number of Defectives in the Sample. The mar­
ginal distribution of x is obtained by summing f(x,X) over all possible 
values of X: 
M i N _ n r -\ N-n 
n [ y 
g n(x) = I f(x,X) = (xj I h (x+y) — - , x = 0, 1, n. (3-7) 
X=0 y=0 N 
x+y 
Hald calls g n(x) the compound hypergeometric distribution. 
Moments of (x,y). The mean and variance of X may be written in 
the following form: 
E(X) = N p (3-8) 
V(X) = N p q (1 + y , 6 N > -1 . (3-9) 
Equation (3-8) defines p, which can be interpreted as the process average 
fraction defective. In Equation (3-9), q = 1 - p and 6^ is a constant 
which allows comparison of the variance of the prior distribution with 
that of a binomial distribution having parameters N and p. The variation 
of the prior distribution is said to be subnormal if 6^ < 0, normal if 
6^ = 0, and hypernormal if 6^ > 0. 
3 
The mean and variance of g (x) are 
n 
3. Derivation of (3-10) through (3-15) may be found in Hald 
(53, p. 292). 
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E(x) = n p (3-10) 
V(x) = S-
n-1 t,/,,\ N-n l T--_ V ( X ) + — Npq (3-11) 
The mean and variance of the marginal distribution of y are 
E(y) = (N-n) p (3-12) 
V(y) = N-n _ _ V ( X ) + — Npq (3-13) 
The covariance of x and y is 
COV(x.y) = £|f̂ } [V(X) - Npq] (3-14) 
Using Equation (3-9), the covariance may be written as 
C0V(x,y) = npq £-2- (3-15) 
is result was incorporated into an important theorem by Mood (84, 
417): 
The correlation between the number of defective items in the 
sample and the number of defectives in the remainder of the lot 
is positive, zero, or negative according as the variance of X 
is greater than, equal to, or less than the variance, Npq, of 
a binomial prior distribution. 
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Mood's observation is important because it implies that the usual 
single sample rule, in which rejection occurs for x > c, is not appro­
priate for subnormal prior distributions. For these distributions, a 
more logical procedure could be to reject for small x and accept for 
large x. 
which means that g n ( x ) i s hypernormal (subnormal) if h^(X) is hypernormal 
(subnormal). This is also true for the marginal distribution of y. 
Conditional Distribution of the Number of Defectives in the Re­
mainder Lot, Given the Number of Defectives in the Sample. The condi­
tional distribution of y for given x is 
Hald shows that the variance of x can be written 
V(x) = npq (1 + (3-16) 
f(y|x) = (3-17) 
The mean of this distribution is 
E(y x) = (N-n) 
(x+1) g n + 1 ( x + D 
(3-18) (n+1) g n(x) 
4. Hald (53, p. 293). 
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E(yjx) is an estimate of the number of defective items in the remainder 
lot and can be calculated if g (x) is given and x is observed. 
& n G 
The variance of y for given x can be calculated from the following 
expression: 
V(y x) = 
(N-n)(N-n-l)(x+2)(x+l) g n + 2 ( * + 2 ) 
(n+2)(n+l) g n(x) - E(y x) [E(y|x) - 1]. (3-19) 
Derivation of Equation (3-19) is given in Appendix B. 
Derivation of Conventional Measures of Effectiveness for Acceptance Samp­
ling Plans for Given Prior Distribution 
Three measures of effectiveness commonly have been used to evalu­
ate acceptance sampling plans: the probability of accepting a lot, the 
expected fraction defective of lots reaching the consumer, and the ex­
pected number of units inspected per lot. The first two are related to 
losses associated with wrong decisions about lots, while the latter is 
an approximate measure of inspection cost. 
Probability of Acceptance. The probability of accepting a lot 
having a fraction defective X/N is given by 










If the prior distribution of lot quality is known, the expected 
proportion of lots which will be accepted is 
c 
G (c) = P(x < c) = I g ( x ) . (3-21) n z ton x=0 
Bowker and Lieberman (15, p. 404) define the operating character­
istic curve of an attribute acceptance sampling plan to be a graph of 
the probability of accepting a lot as a function of the fraction defec­
tive of the lot. It is clear that Equation (3-20) defines their concept 
of an OC-curve. However, when the prior distribution is known, Equation 
(3-21) may provide a more useful concept of acceptance probability. 
Expected Fraction Defective of Lots Reaching the Consumer. Ini­
tially, suppose rejected lots are screened and any defectives found are 
replaced with good items. If a lot having exactly X defectives is sub­
mitted for inspection, the number of defectives ultimately reaching 
the consumer, D, will be X-x, if x < c, and 0, if x > c. Thus, the ex­
pected number of defectives remaining in a lot, which initially had X 
defectives, is 
(3-22) 
If the prior distribution of X is known, E(D|x) can be averaged 
over all X to yield the expected number of defectives per lot reaching 
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the consumer, E(D) 
N 
E(D) = I E(D|X) h N(X) . (3-23) 
X=0 
An alternate approach is to use Equation (3-18) in the following manner: 
E(D) = I E(y|x) g n(x) , 
x=0 
which gives 
E(D) = ^ I (x+1) g n + 1 ( x + D . (3-24) 
x=0 
c 
The average fraction defective of lots reaching the consumer is 
given by 
AOQ = 5121 . (3-25) 
If defective items are not replaced when discovered, the average 
size of a lot reaching the consumer will be less than N. Then the 
average outgoing quality will be given by 
AOQ = ^JP- , (3-26) 
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where N* is the expected size of a lot after inspection: 
n n 
N* = N - I x g n(x) - I E(y|x) g^x) 
x=0 x=c+l 
Using Equations (3-10) and (3-18), this can be written as 
N-n N" = N - np - I (x+1) g n + 1 ( x + D . (3-27) 
x=c+l 
In case rejected lots are not screened, the average number of de­
fectives in a lot reaching the consumer will be 
I E(y]x) gn(x) f (x+1) gn+i(x+1) E(D) - G (c) = ^Vra • (3'28) 
n n 
The denominator, G (c), is needed to account for the fact that only ac-
n 
cepted lots ever reach the consumer,, 
The average outgoing quality is given by 
AOQ = 5iD)_ y (3_2g) 
where 
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( N-n, for destructive testing without replacement 
N* = 
V 
N - T x g (x) / G (c) , if testing is non-u
 n n n x=0 
destructive without replacement of de-fectives 
(3-30) 
N, if defectives or destroyed items are replaced 
with good items 
The probability distribution of defectives in lots accepted under 
the plan is 
f(y|x < c) = I f(y|x) g (x) / G (c) 
x=0 
(3-31) 
Average Total Inspection per Lot, For nonrectifying inspection, 
the average number of units inspected per lot is n. For rectifying in­
spection, the average total inspection per lot is given by 
I n(x) = n + (N-n) [1 - G n(c)] . (3-32) 
Yield per Submitted Lot Under Nonrectifying Inspection „ In ana­
lyzing an inspection operation where rejected lots are not screened, it 
is desirable to have a measure of the product yield to the consumer. 
Here, the chosen measure of yield is the number of items received by the 
consumer per lot submitted for inspection: 
Y (x) = N* G (c) , n n (3-33) 
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where N* is given by Equation (3-30) and the s-econd factor is the ex­
pected proportion of lots accepted,, 
Particular Prior Distributions 
Deterministic Prior Distribution. The prior distribution is 
/ 
1 , if X = A 
h M(X) = (3-34) 
0 , if X / A 
This distribution is actually of little value, since it would be an un­
usual process which generated lots , each having exactly A defective 
items . (A hypothetical example would be a process where lots are formed 
of equal portions from the output of ten machines, of which one produces 
all items defective and the other nine produce all good items.) 




The number of defectives in the remainder lot is A-x, a deterministic 
quantity when x is known. 
Hypergeometric Prior Distribution. Consider a stock of M items, 
known to contain A defective items. A lot of size N (< M) items is 
selected at random from this stock. The distribution of X is 
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h M(X;A,M) = { xj (N-X, 
M 
N J , X = 0, 1, . . . , A 
(3-36) 
0, elsewhere 
with mean and variance 
E(X) = N p (3-37) 
V(X) = Npq (3-38) 
where p = A/M is the process average fraction defective. This distribu­
tion is subnormal because 
This means that x and y are negatively correlated. 
The joint probability distribution of x and y, defined by Equation 
(3-6), can be written as 
f(x,y) = h n(x;A,M) h N_ n(y;A-x,M-n) (3-39) 
The marginal distribution of x is therefore 
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, x = 0, 1, ..., n ( 3-40) 
\ 0, elsewhere 
and the conditional distribution of y, given x, is 







, for y = 0, 1, .. ., A-x (3-41) 
The mean of f(yjx) is 
E(y|x) = (n-n) ^-X- , M-n (3-42) 
which is a decreasing function of x. 
Hald's Theorem on Distributions Reproducible Under Hypergeometric 
Sampling. The results stated above for a hypergeometric prior distribu­
tion and much of what follows in this section are based upon a theorem 
by Hald (53, p. 299) : 
Let X denote the number of elements having a certain attribute 
in a population of N elements and let x and y = X-x denote the 
corresponding numbers of elements in a random sample (drawn 
without replacement) of size n and in the remainder of the popu­
lation, respectively. If the distribution of X is a hyper­
geometric, a binomial, a rectangular, a Polya, or a mixed bi­
nomial distribution, or any weighted average of these distribu­
tions with weights independent of N and X, then for any N the 
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distribution of x is the same as the distribution of X with n 
substituted for N, and the distribution of y for given x is also 
of the same type but with parameters depending on x and n. 
Thus, for the named distributions, g n(x) = ^ n(x). Fortunately, 
most of the prior distributions appearing in the literature of acceptance 
sampling are included among those listed by Hald. 
Binomial Prior Distribution. Consider a process which produces 
items with a constant probability, p, of being defective. Lots of size 
N are formed from the output. The distribution of X is 
h M(X;p) = (xJ p X 5 N " X , X = 0, 1, ..., N , (3-43) 
with mean and variance 
E(X) = N p (3-44) 
V(X) = N p q • (3-45) 
The distribution has normal dispersion, since 6X7 = 0. This means that 
N 
x and y are uncorrelated (moreover, they are independent random vari­
ables ). 
The joint probability distribution of x and y can be written as: 





g n ( x ) = h n ( x ; p ) 
-x -n-x 
p q , x = 0, 1, . . ., n (3-47) 
and 
f(y|x) = f(y) = h N _ n ( y i p ) (3-48) 
N-n 
y J 
-y -N-n-y _ _ 
P q > y = 0, 1, .. . , N-n. 
The expected number of defectives in the remainder lot is inde­
pendent of x: 
E(y|x) = E(y) = (N-n) p . (3-49) 
5 
Polya Prior Distribution. Consider a production process which 
generates a lot in the following manner: the probability of producing 
the first item defective is p and this probability changes with each item 
produced such that after having produced (a+d) items of which d are de­
fective the probability that the next item is defective is given by 
The probability of a defective is assumed to be a linear function of the 
5. Discussed by Feller (40, p. 110), Hald (53, p. 297), and 
Pfanzagl (86) . 
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number of defectives previously generated by the process. The distribu­
tion of X is 
h N(X;p,r) = 
p(p-t-r) • * *(p+(X-l)r)q( q+r) • • *(q-t-(N-X-l)r) 
l(l+r)« ••(l+(N-l)r) (3-51) 
for X = 0, 1, . . ., N . 
This may also be written as: 
h N(X;s,t) = 
r(s+x)r(t+N-x)r(s+t) 
r(s) r(t) r(s+t+N) (3-52) 
where the relation between Equations (3-51) and (3-52) is s = p/r and 
t = q/r, or r = l/(s+t) and p = s/(s+t) , q = t/(s+t). 
The Polya distribution has mean and variance 
E(X) = Np = N s+t (3-53) 
V(X) = Npq 'l+NrJ 1+r 




For this distribution 
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6.T = (N-l) r̂— 
N 1+r 
(3-55) 
indicating that the Polya distribution is hypernormal for r > 0 and sub­
normal for r < 0. 
• g 
The joint distribution of x and X may be written 
where 
f(x,y) = h (x;p,r) h.T (y;p ,r ) \ J n r N-n x n 1 
p + rx p = f x 1 + nr 
r = n 1 + nr 
(3-56) 
From Equation (3-56) it is seen that 
(3-57) 
and 
f ( y l x ) = h N - n ( y i P x ' r n ) (3-58) 
The mean of f(_y|x) is 
6 . Hald (53 , p. 298) . 
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E(y|x) = p - _ p + xr _ s 4- x 1 + n r s + t + n ' (3-59) 
which is an increasing function of x if h^(X) is hypernormal and a de­
creasing function of x in the subnormal case. 
Special Cases of the Polya Distribution. Three special cases of 
the Polya distribution may be recognized: 
1. Binomial distribution: r = 0. 
2. Hypergeometric distribution: r = -1/M. 
3. Uniform discrete distribution: r = p = q = 1 / 2 . 
The uniform distribution is given by 
h N(X) = — , for X = 0, 1, N . (3-60) 
Mixed Binomial Distribution. Consider a process wherein the 
probability of a defective remains constant during the generation of a 
lot, but varies from lot to lot in accordance with a given weight func­
tion. The distribution of X would be (for m possible process levels): 
where 
m N 
h (X;p i,w i) = I w. [xj p . A q i , X = 0, 1, N 
i=l 
m 
£ w. = 1 , and w. > 0, i = 1, 2 , m. 
i=l 1 1 
(3-61) 
The mean is 




P \l w.p. . 
i=l 
(3-62) 
The variance is 
m 2 m ^ 
V(X) = N y w.p.q. + N I w.(p.-p) ^ 1*1̂1 . L_, l *i r i=l i=l (3-63) 
The mixed binomial distribution is hypernormal, since 
m w.(p.-p)^ 
* N = (N-D I -hr 1 = 1 pq 
(3-64) 
which is non-negative. 
. 7 The joint distribution of x and X can be factored to give 
f(x,X) = h (x;p.,w.) h.T (y;p.,w.(x)) 
n l l N-n l l 
(3-65) 
where 
x n-x w.p.q. 







7. Hald (53, p. 298) . 
From Equation (3-65) it may be seen that 
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m v 
g n(x) = h (Xip ,w ) = I w 
1=1 
x n-x p.q. l^i (3-67) 
and 
f(y x) = h N_ n(y;p i,w i(x)) 
m 
I w.(x) [ y J pYq. 
i=l 
N-n y N-n-y (3-68) 
The expected number of defectives in the remainder lot can be com­
puted from 
m 
E(y|x) = (N-n) £ w (x) ? i 
i=l 
(3-69) 
Mixed Binomial Distribution with Continuous Weight Function. The 
process fraction defective might be considered a random variable with 
probability distribution w(p), such that 
w(p) = 1 . 
Incorporating this into the mixed binomial distribution, one obtains 
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h (X;w(p)) = N X N-X X p q (3-70) 
The process average fraction defective, p, would be 
E(p) = j p w(p) dp 
0 
(3-71) 
Several analysts have chosen a Beta distribution for the weight 
function, w(p): 
r(s+t) s-1 / n ,t-l W ( P ) = r s) T(t) P ( 1 " P ) ? s > 0, t > 0 . (3-72) 
Using Equation (3-70), 
h N (x ) 
r(s+x) r(t+N-x) r(s+t) 
r(s) r(t) r(s+t+N) (3-73) 
Comparison with Equation (3-52) reveals this to be a Polya Distribution 
Attribute Inspection for Defects 
Statistics and Probability Distributions 
A single sampling plan for defects requires selection of a random 
sample of n units from the lot of N units, determination of the total 
8. Smith (103, p. 21) and Hald (53, p. 299). 
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number of defects, x, in the sample, and acceptance of the lot if x does 
9 
not exceed some chosen non-negative integer, c. The following statis­
tics and their associated probability distributions are relevant to the 
analysis of this procedure. 
Distribution of the Number of Defects in a Unit . Assume that 
units are produced by a process having an intensity of A. The parameter 
A is the average number of defects per unit produced by the process. 
Let d be the number of defects in a given unit. For fixed A, d is a ran­
dom variable having probability distribution f(d|A), defined for 
d = 0, 1, and A > 0. By definition, E(d|A) = A „ The Poisson dis­
tribution is universally used to represent f(d|A). It is given by 
- A d 
f(d|A) = ^ y - , d = 0, 1, ... (3-74) 
Distribution of the Process Parameter A. The prior distribution 
of the process parameter A will be denoted by h(A), which could be con­
tinuous or discrete,, The expected value of A will be denoted by A. 
Distribution of the Number of Defects in a Sample, for Given A. 
For a random sample of n units , let x be the total number of defects 
found. Thus, 
x = <jL + d 0 + • • • + d ( 3-75) 1 2 n 
9. A unit of product could be arbitrary, as in the case of the 
unit being a 100-yard piece of cloth. 
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and, if A is assumed constant during the formation of the lot, 
-nA, ,vX 
f n(x|A) = 6 x C , n X ; , x = 0, 1, 2, ... 
(3-76) 
The last result follows from the fact that the distribution of the sum of 
n independent Poisson variables, each with mean A, is also Poisson, but 
with mean nA."^ The variance of x is also nA. 
Joint Distribution of x and A. The joint distribution of the num­
ber of defects in the sample and the process intensity A is given by 
-nA, .x 
f(x,A) = f (x|x) h(A) = h(A) -
n 1 x! 
(3-77) 
Marginal Distribution of x. The distribution f^(x|A) averaged 
over all A yields the marginal distribution of x: 
/ 
e~nA, ^ x 
£ h(A) — , if A is discrete 
xi 
(x) = < )3-78) 
h(A) 
-nA, . ,x e (nA) 
x: 
dA, if A is continuous 
which has mean and variance? 11 
10. Raiffa and Schlaifer (88, p. 283). 
11. Appendix C . 
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E(x) = nX (3-79) 
V(x) = n V(X) + nX . (3-80) 
Conditional Distribution of X for a Given x. The conditional 
distribution of X when x has been observed is 
f ( A | x ) = ^ i , g n ( x ) , 0 (3-81) 
The mean of this distribution is 





Results for Particular Prior Distributions 
Results have been obtained for two particular prior distributions: 
a gamma distribution and an m-point discrete distribution. 
12 
Gamma Prior Distribution. The process intensity X has proba­
bility density function 
h(X;a,b) = (a-1)! 
-bX^a-1 . . , -e X , X > 0; a, b > 0. (3-83) 
For this distribution: 
12. The results of this paragraph are supported by derivations 
in Raiffa and Schlaifer (88, pp. 2 83, 2 84). 
The joint distribution of A and x is 
The marginal distribution of x is 
g n(K) f(x,A) dA 
The mean and variance of x are 
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E( A) E A = i b (3-84) 
V(A) = -i- . 
b 
(3-85) 
£ / b a -bX,a-l -nA ( n A ) x 
f ( x> A ) = (1=37! e e (3-86) 
(a+x-1)I 
x! (a-1)! n+b n+b (3-87) 
E(x) = na r -7— = nA b (3-88) 
V(x) = (n+b)na (3-89) 
Note that g R ( x ) i s a negative binomial distribution with parameters a 
and n/(n+b) . 
The conditional distribution of A, given x, is gamma with param-
eters (a+x) and (b+n): 
f(A|x) = h(A;a+x,b+n) 
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(b+n) -(b+n)A,(a+x-l) , ^ _ 
= 7—7 TTT e * , A > 0 
(a+x-1)! 
(3-90) 
The mean and variance are 
wi ^ - a + x E(A x) = T—:— b + n (3-91) 
V(A|x) = (a+x) 
(b+n) : 
(3-92) 
m-Point Discrete Distribution. The process intensity has proba­
bility distribution 
h(X;w i) = < 
w i , if A = A i > i = 1, 2, ..., m 
0 , otherwise. 
(3-93) 
For this distribution 
m 
E(A) = A = T w.A. 
i=l 
(3-94) 
The joint distribution of x and A is 
The marginal distribution of x is 
which has mean nA and variance 1 3 
8 2 
m 
V(A) = V w.A? - A 2 . . , 11 1=1 ( 3 - 9 5 ) 
e - n A i ( n A . ) X 
f(x,A) = w. — , i = 1 , 2 , .„., m . 
1 X c 
( 3 - 9 6 ) 
m e x (nA.) 
G (X) = T W. ; 
ton . L . I X! 1=1 
( 3 - 9 7 ) 
V(x) = I n 2w.A 2 - nA(nA-l) . 
i=l 1 1 
( 3 - 9 8 ) 
distribution 
The conditional distribution of A, given x, is an m-point discrete 
1 4 
f(A|x) = h(A;w.(x)) 
w.(x) , if A=A.,i=l,2 s...,m l l ' 
( 3 - 9 9 ) 
0, otherwise 
1 3 „ See Appendix C o 2 . 




w.(x) = — - . (3-100) 
1 m 
I w . e - n X i ( n X . ) X 
i = l 1 
For this distribution"*"^ 
m 
E(A|x) = I w.(x) XL (3-101) 
i=l 
(x+1) g (x+1) n 
n g n(x) 
V(A|x) = ( X + 1 ) 9 [(x+2)g (x+2)g (x) - (x+l)g (x+1)] . (3-102) 
Lngn(x)]^ 
Characteristics of a Single Sample Plan (n,c) 
Probability of Accepting a Lot. When the prior distribution is 
given, the probability of a lot passing the inspection plan is 
c 
G (c) = P(x < c) = Y g (x) . (3-103) n ^ n x=0 
Average Total Inspection per Lot for Rectifying Inspection. The 
expected number of units inspected per lot submitted under rectifying 
inspection is 
15. See Appendix C.4. 
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I (x) = n + (N-n) [1 - G (c)] . n n (3-104) 
Expected Number of Defects in the Remainder Lot. The N-n units 
which are not inspected may contain defects. Given g R( x) and having 
observed x, one can compute the posterior estimate of A from Equation 
(3-82). Denoting this estimate by A^ and letting y be the number of de­
fects in the remainder lot: 
-(N-n)Axr,._ ,y w I \ V e xL(N-n)Av] E(y x) = I y bl * ^ = ( N _ n ) A . (3-105) 
y=o y 1 x 
An alternate method for computing E(y|x) is to utilize the dis­
tribution of the number of defects in the remainder lot, conditioned on 
the observed x: 
I f(A|x)e ( N n)A[(N-n)A]y/y! , if A is discrete 
f(y|x) =/ (3-106) 
| f(x|x)e ^ N n^A[(N-n)A]y/y! , if A is continuous. 
From this distribution, 16 
E(y|x) = I yf(y|x) = (N-n) A 
y=0 : 
(3-107) 
16. Appendix C.5. 
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Expected Number of Defects in Accepted Lots. The probability 
distribution of the number of defects in accepted lots is given by 
« y | * <- = > = I f ( y l G ) < g ? ( x ) > ( 3 " 1 0 8 ) 
x=0 n 
which has mean 
E(y|x < c) = I yf(y|x < c) 
y=0 
= ( N - n ) I AXHTT • ( 3 " 1 0 9 ) 
x=0 n 
Defects found in the sample are assumed to be repaired before the lot is 
sent to the consumer. 
Expected Number of Defects in Lots Reaching the Consumer When Rec­
tifying Inspection is Used. If rejected lots are screened and all defects 
repaired, including those found in the sample, the only source of defects 
reaching the consumer will be in the uninspected portions of accepted 
lots. Therefore the average number of defects per lot reaching the con­
sumer will be 
c 
E(y|x < c) G n(c) = (N-n) I A xg n(x) . (3-110) 
x=0 
Expected Yield when Nonrectifying Inspection is Used. When only 
accepted lots reach the consumer, the number of units received per lot 
submitted for inspection is 
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Y (x) = N G (c) (3-111) 
In deriving Equation (3-111) it was assumed that no units are removed 
from the samples from accepted lots. 
Variables Inspection 
Statistics and Probability Distributions 
If the desirability of accepting a lot is a function of the mean 
value of a single measurable quality characteristic and if the varia­
bility of this characteristic is known, a single sample plan by variables 
would require selection of a random sample of n items, measurement of 
x n , x^, x , and acceptance of the lot if a, < m < a„ , where m is 1 2 n 1 ~ 2' 
the sample mean and a^ and a^ are parameters of the plan. The following 
statistics and their associated probability distributions are relevant 
to the analysis of this procedure. 
produced by a process having a mean of y. The parameter y is the expect­
ed value of the measurement, x, on an individual item. For fixed y, x is 
a random variable having probability distribution f(x|y). Assume that 
2 
this distribution is normal with variance a . Thus, 
Distribution of an Individual Measurement. Assume that items are 
f(x|y,a) = (2TTQ2) 
-1/2 
exp (3-112) 
Distribution of the Process Parameter y. The prior distribution 
of the process parameter y will be denoted by h(y). The expected value 
of y is y. 
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Distribution of the Sample Mean for a Given u. For a random 
sample of n items, let m be the mean of the observed measurements: 
1 / \ m = — (x n + x^ + ... + x ; n 1 2 n 
(3-113) 
If u is assumed constant during formation of the lot, 







[ 2 a 2 ] 
(3-114) 
The sample mean is a normally distributed random variable with expected 
value u and variance a^/n. 
Joint Distribution of m and u. The joint distribution of the 
sample mean and the process mean is 
f(m,u) = f (m|y,c) h(u) (3-115) 
Marginal Distribution of m. The function f n(m|u,a) averaged over 
all u yields the marginal distribution of m: 
g n(m;a) = f n(m y,a) h(y) dy (3-116) 
This distribution has moments 17 
17. Appendix D. 
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E(m) = y (3-117) 
V(m) = V(y) + — n (3-118) 
Conditional Distribution of y for a Given m. The conditional dis­
tribution of y when m has been observed is 
f(y|m) f(m,y) g (m;a) (3-119) 
This distribution has expected value 
E(y|m) = yf(y m) dy (3-120) 
Results for a Normal Prior Distribution 
In this section, y is assumed to be normally distributed with 
parameters y and v: 
1 
h(y) = ( 2TTV) exp -(y-y) 2v (3-121) 
The parameter v is the variance of y. 
The joint distribution of m and y is 
-1 I-
f(m,y) = (2TTO) |V exp 





The marginal density of m is 18 
g n(m;a) = f(m,y) dy (3-123) 
2 2 2 ( 2TT ). (v+a /n) exp -(m-y )
2 
2(v+a /n) 
Thus, g (m) is normal with mean and variance °n 
E(m) = y (3-124) 
V(m) = v + o /n (3-125) 
The conditional distribution of y, given m, is 19 
± ( 2 ^ 
fl( I \ ( 0 s2 va , 2 
f(y|m) = (2TT) ~ exp 











which has mean and variance 
E(y|m) = 




18. Raiffa and Schlaifer (88, p. 29 7). 
19. Raiffa and Schlaifer (88, p. 295). 
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V(y m) = va (3-128) 
Characteristics of the Single Sample Plan (nja^ja^) 
Probability of Accepting a Lot. When the prior distribution is 
given, the probability of a lot passing the inspection plan is 
P = G (a ) - G ( a ^ = a n 2 n 1 g n(m;a) dm (3-129) 
where G (m) is the cumulative distribution function of m. n 
Average Total Inspection per Lot for Rectifying Inspection. When 
the lot consists of N items and rejected lots are rectified, the average 
number of units inspected per lot is given by 
I (m) = n + (N-n)Q-P ) . n a (3-130) 
Expected Yield When Nonrectifying Inspection is Used. When only 
accepted lots reach the consumer, the expected number of units received 
per lot submitted for inspection is 
Y (m) = N* P , n a ' (3-131) 
where N* is the average size of the lot after inspection and is given by 
N-n, if testing is destructive 





Expected Fraction Defective in the Remainder Lot. When the speci­
fications on the quality characteristic x are (L,U) and m has been ob­
served, an estimate of the fraction defective in the remainder lot is 
given by 
U 
p.. (m) = 1-N-n 
-2 - 1 
(2TT) a exp -(x-v ) 
m 
2a 
dx , (3-133) 
where u is the mean of the posterior distribution f(u m) and is defined m 1 
by Equation (3-120). 
Expected Fraction Defective in Accepted Lots. If defectives found 
in the sample are repaired or replaced with effectives, the estimated 
fraction defective in accepted lots is 
ra2 N-n p.T (m)[g (m) / P ] dm . N-n ton a (3-134) 
Estimated Fraction Defective Reaching the Consumer when Rectify­
ing Inspection is Used. If rejected lots are screened and if any defec­
tives found in inspection are replaced and repaired, the only source of 
defectives reaching the consumer will be the uninspected portion of ac­
cepted lots. Therefore, the average fraction defective of lots after 
inspection is given by 
AOQ = P N - n ( m ) g n ( m ) d m * (3-135) 
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Summary 
In this chapter, procedures have been developed which permit 
knowledge of the distribution of lot or process parameters to be in­
corporated into calculation of commonly used measures of effectiveness 
for acceptance sampling plans. The results were illustrated for single 
sample plans for the following types of inspection: 
1. Attribute inspection for defectives. 
2. Attribute inspection for defects. 
3. Variables inspection with known process standard deviation. 
Several prior distributions were considered for attribute inspec­
tion and all had the important property of reproducibility under hyper-
geometric sampling—that is, the marginal distribution of the sample 
statistic was of the same form as the prior distribution of the lot 
parameter. The results for the mixed binomial distribution are valuable 
because any prior distribution can be approximated with it. 
While the results for attribute inspection for defectives followed 
the work of Hald (54), the developments reported for defects inspection 
and variables inspection are believed to represent a new adaptation of 
statistical principles to acceptance inspection. Some particular prior 
distributions were analyzed for these latter two types of inspection. 
It is shown in the next chapter that the ability to utilize knowl­
edge of the prior distribution and information from sampling to make 
predictions about the remainder lot is of great value in decision making. 
In this context, it should be pointed out that it is not at all clear 
how standard inspection procedures (Dodge-Romig, Military Standards) 
utilize this information. It is hoped that future inspection standards 
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ECONOMIC BASES FOR THE DESIGN 
OF ACCEPTANCE INSPECTION SYSTEMS 
General 
The purpose of this chapter is to present fundamental principles 
of decision making based upon economic criteria. Initially, the basic 
elements of decision theory are described and extended to include sta­
tistical decisions. This is followed by a discussion of the various 
gains and losses to the firm which are influenced by acceptance in­
spection decisions. Attention is given to quantification of these gains 
and losses in monetary terms. Next, appropriate measures of effective­
ness for inspection decisions are determined and several principles of 
choice for selecting among alternatives are evaluated. Finally, the 
economic implications of the more important sampling schemes are ana­
lyzed . 
Decision Theory 
Formulation of a Decision Problem with No Data 
Components of a Decision Problem. The decision maker's problem 
is that he has certain objectives, which he desires to attain or retain, 
various alternative ways of attempting to achieve these objectives, and, 
in general, uncertain knowledge about future events which influence the 
success with which an alternative satisfies the objectives. The analy­
sis of decision problems is facilitated if the problem is made explicit 
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through the following formal structure: 
1. The set of objectives of the decision maker is 
0 = {o , o 2 , . . . , o K> . 
2. The set of alternative courses of action available to the de­
cision maker is 
A = {a^ s a 2 > • ••> a.j.} . 
3. The set of all possible future states which affect the utility 
of a particular alternative relative to a given objective is 
0 = { e 1 , e 2 > 6j} 
4 . The evaluation of the utility of alternative a^ with respect 
to objective o, when future 6. is realized is k : 
u k(a . , e . ) . 
The sets A and 0 are indicated above to have a finite number of 
components. This is not required and either one or both could be de-
numerably infinite or even nondenumerably infinite. In the latter case, 
u,(•,•) would be in function form, k 
The objectives are assumed to be mutually exclusive to avoid 
double-counting the payoff. Some objectives will give rise to quantita-
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tive measures of their degree of attainment. For example, the objective 
"reduce scrap" would give rise to the measure "number of units scrapped." 
Other objectives are not naturally quantifiable. For example, the ob­
jective of obtaining a certain government contract has no scale of mea­
surement associated with it. One might use the probability of obtaining 
the objective as a measure, but the point is that this is an artificially 
assigned quantity. In the following theory, it is assumed that u^ can be 
given a value for each combination of a and 6, although the units of 
measurement may vary from objective to objective. To derive a single 
quantity that can be used as a measure of effectiveness for an alterna­
tive when a given future occurs, it is necessary to sum the u, over all 
x 
k (i.e., over all objectives). However, a standard unit of effectiveness 
must be chosen and all utility evaluations must be transformed into 
standard units before they can be added. The process is symbolized by 
u(a.,0.) = T u, ( T )(a. , 0 . ) , for i - 1, 2, I and (4-1) i i i k i n k J 
j = 1, 2, ... , J . 
(T) 
where u(a.,9.) is the effectiveness of a. if 0. occurs and u, (a.,0.) 
1 D i 3 k i 9 3 
is u, (a.,9.) transformed into standard units.''" This result is illus-k i ] 
trated in Figure 4, where use of Equation (4-1) allows the structure (i) 
to be replaced by (ii). 
1. A standard unit of effectiveness used in engineering economy 
texts is discounted dollars. Here the transformation would involve, at 








u^a.,6.) u 2(a.,8.) • • • 




a. u(a.,9.) = = I u< T )(a.,9.) 
I 1 3 k k 1 ^ 
(ii) After Transformation and Summing. 
Figure 4. Computation of an Effectiveness Measure. 
Matrix Representation of a Decision Problem. Once the effective­
ness measure has been chosen and the computations indicated by Equation 
(4-1) carried out, the decision problem is of the following form: 
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FUTURE 
Action 6 1 9 2 
a i u(a ,( u ( a 1 > 8 2 ) 






u ( a 2 > 8 2 ) 
• 
• 






u(a l S( V 
• 
u(a I,0 2) • • • 
• 
V 
Figure 5. Matrix Representation of a Decision Problem. 
Classification of Decision Problems . Decision problems may be 
classified relative to the degree of certainty with which futures can be 
predicted. To be specific, assume 6 to be a random variable with proba­
bility distribution P(0). Three classes of problems are commonly iden­
tified: 
1. Decisions under certainty. This type of decision problem oc­
curs when P(6_.) = 1, for some j. That is, some future is certain to 
occur. 
2. Decisions under risk. This type occurs when P(0) is known, 
but no particular future is certain. 
3. Decisions under uncertainty. This type occurs when P(0) is 
unknown. The uncertainty could come from a system of chance causes or 
from deliberate manipulation by a competitor. 
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It is recognized that few problems fit exactly into one of these 
categories. It would be rare if we knew P(0) without error, but probably 
rarer yet if we knew nothing at all about P(0). When P(0) is estimated 
by a process involving the personal judgment of the decision maker, it 
is called a subjective probability distribution. 
Principles of Choice. For each of the above types of problems, 
principles have been developed to select an alternative on the basis of 
the u(a.,0.) and P(8.) . 
i i 1 If 0 is certain to occur, the course of action selected should c ' 
be a*, where 
u(a*,0 c) = max u(a,0 ) . a c (4-2) 
For decisions under risk several principles of choice are avail­
able: 
1. Expected value principle. The course of action is chosen to 
maximize the expected utility; i.e., a* is selected such that 
E[u(a*,0)] = max E[u(a,0)] (4-3) 
= max {£ u(a,0) P(6)} 
a 0 
= max U(a) . 
Note that Equation (4-3) defines U(a) as a symbol for the expected util­
ity of action a. 
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2. Most probable future principle. The problem is treated as if 
under certainty, where 6^ in Equation (4-2) satisfies: 
) = max P(0.) . (4-4) 
c o : 
3 . Expectation-Variance Principle. The course of action is to 
be selected on the basis of some function of the expected utility and 
A 
the variance of the utility . The rule is to choose a to satisfy 
f{U(a ),V[u(a ,6)]} = max f{U(a),V[u(a,6)]} , (4-5) 
where 
J 2 
V[u(a,9)] = J {u(a,6_.) - E[u(a,0j]} P(9.) . (4-6) 
4. Aspiration level principle. Instead of searching for all pos­
sible alternatives and applying one of the above criteria to find the 
"optimal" solution, the decision maker may be willing to accept the first 
alternative which meets a specified minimum level of performance. For 
example, the aspiration level (L) may be stated with respect to expected 
utility in the following manner: Choose the first alternative for which 
U(a) > L . (4-7) 
Another use of the aspiration level concept is to constrain the 
selection of a course of action by a principle such as expected value. 
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If the decision maker desires to insure himself of a gain of L no matter 
what future was realized, he might state his principle of choice in the 
following manner: Choose a which satisfies 
U(a ) = max U(a) , (4-8) 
aeAn 
where is a subset of the action set A and is defined by 
A. = {a.: min u(a.,9) > L} . (4-9) 
1 1 9 
For decision problems under uncertainty the following principles 
of choice have been proposed: 
1. Maximum principle. The principle of a pessimistic decision 
maker might be to choose the alternative which maximizes the worst pos-
sjLble gain that could result. The alternative selected is a such that 
min u(a ,9) = max min u(a,9) . (4-10) 
0 a 9 
2. Maximax principle. This principle is as optimistic as the 
maximin is pessimistic. The procedure is to choose that alternative 
which maximizes the best possible gain that could result. Therefore 
a is defined by 
max u(a ,9) = max max u(a,9) . (4-11) 
9 a 9 
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(If a loss matrix, wherein losses were assigned positive values, 
were being analyzed, the role of "min" and "max" would be reversed in 
Equations (4-10) and (4-11), and the principles of choice would be called 
minimax and minimin, respectively.) 
3. Hurwitz principle. In an effort to represent the philosophy 
of a decision maker who is neither ultra-pessimistic nor ultra-optimis-
tic, one might consider the Hurwitz principle. This states that a is 
chosen to maximize a weighted average of the best possible outcome and 
the worst possible outcome. For any alternative, a, the weighted average 
is written as 
H(a;a) = a{max u(a,8)> + (l-a){min u(a,6)} . (4-12) 
6 6 
The weight ( 0 < a < l ) i s called the "index of optimism." The action a 
is chosen such that 
H(a'';a) = max H(a;a) . (4-13) 
a 
Note that for a = 1, the maximax strategy is obtained, while for a = 0, 
the maximin strategy results. 
4. Minimax regret principle. The minimax regret principle was 
designed for decision makers who wish to avoid mental discomfort when 
analyzing their decisions in retrospect. The regret associated with the 
choice of action a. and the occurrence of future 9. is defined as the 
I ' • : 
difference between the value of the best decision for that future and 






The minimax regret principle requires choice of an action a which mini­
mizes the maximum regret. Thus a satisfies 
tion is selected on the basis of maximum expected value when all futures 
are considered equally likely. This application of Laplace's "Princi­
ple of Insufficient Reason" is based upon the philosophy that, if he is 
completely uncertain about P(0)» the decision maker cannot make rankings 
of the form p(9 m) > ^^®n^» thereby implying that he has no reason to 
doubt that P(0 ) =P(0 ) for all m and n. If there are J possible fu-m n 
* 
tures and they are assumed equally likely, a is chosen to maximize 
which is the average of the entries in a row of the matrix of Figure 5. 
The principles of choice listed above for decision problems under 
uncertainty might be applied over a subset of 0. For example, if the 
decision maker feels that a future in the subset 0^e© is much more like­
ly than a future in 0-0^ > he may ignore all futures except those in 0 . 
Yet he chooses to be uncertain of the probabilities associated with the 
elements of this subset. 
max r(a ,0) = min max r(a,0) 
0 a 0 
5. Laplace principle. Under this principle of choice, the ac-
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To this point no mention has been made of the possibility of col­
lecting data to aid in making decisions. Such data would be used to pre­
dict the future and hopefully would result in improved decisions. The 
objective of acceptance inspection is the obtaining of data upon which 
to base acceptance decisions. To allow evaluation of data collection 
procedures, it is necessary to use concepts from statistical decision 
theory. 
Statistical Decision Theory 
Statistical decision theory was developed primarily by Abraham 
Wald (122) in order to describe and solve the following type of problem. 
A decision maker has a decision problem (described in the last section) 
and the possibility exists for collecting data upon which to base his 
decision. Among all possible data collection procedures (experiments) 
and all rules for action based upon the data collected, he must select 
the approach which is optimal with respect to decision losses and costs 
of experimentation. Note that the objective of statistical decision 
theory is to select an optimal decision process, which when carried out 
will assign the course of action to be adopted. Wald called the combi­
nation of experimental procedure and decision rule a "statistical deci­
sion function." 
Components of a Statistical Decision Problem. The following are 
components of a statistical decision problem: 
1. The set of all terminal actions available to the decision 
maker is A = {a.} . 
I 
2. The set of all possible futures (sometimes called states of 
nature) is 0 = {0.} . The 0. can be thought of as possible values of 
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2. Only nonrandomized decision rules are considered. 
a parameter, or parameters, in a probability distribution f(x;9). 
3. The effectiveness of action a. when the state of nature is 9. 
i ] 
is u(a.,9.). It is assumed that all relevant objectives have been con-
i 3 
sidered in arriving at this measure of utility. Further, it is supposed 
that u(a^,0_.) defines a preference order on the set A, such that for any 
9. the decision maker would prefer a to a if j c n m 
u(a ,9.) > u(a ,9.) . 
4. The set of possible outcomes of a given experimental procedure 
is Z = {z} . The probability distribution of z is assumed to depend upon 
the parameter 9. 
5. The set of decision functions which specify the experimental 
2 
procedure and for each z in Z assign an a in A is D = {d(z)} . For an 
observed z, d(z) = a. D i s assumed to include the extreme cases of de­
cision without experimentation. 
6. A measure of utility (to the decision maker) of the decision 
function d(z), when z is observed and 9 is the true state of nature, is 
u(z,d,9). This is the effectiveness described as Item 3, above, dimin­
ished by the cost of carrying out the experiment. 
Relevant Probability Distributions. The following probability 
distributions are used in the analysis of statistical decision problems: 
1. Prior distribution of 9: h(9). This distribution may be known 
or estimated by the analyst, or it may be assumed unknown. 
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2„ Conditional probability of z, given 9: f(z 9 ) . This distri­
bution is sometimes called the sampling distribution of z, or when eval­
uated for a particular z it may be referred to as the likelihood of the 
outcome. 
3. Joint distribution of 9 and z: f(8,z). This can be calculated 
from 
f(9,z) = f(z|6) h(9) . (4-16) 
4. Marginal distribution of z: g(z). This distribution can be 
calculated from 
g(z) = I f(9,z) (4-17) 
9 
= I f(z|9) h(9) . 
9 
5. Posterior distribution of 9: f(8|z). The conditional distri­
bution of 9, having observed the outcome z, is given by 
f(6|z) = ^fl. (4-18) g( z) 
Equation (4-18) is a statement of Bayes Theorem. This fact is better 
seen from 
f<e |z) = h ( e ) ^ ( z j e ) 
I h(9) f(z|0) 
9 
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Thus the posterior distribution of 0 is proportional to the product of 
the prior distribution and the likelihood of the observed outcome. 
In the preceding definitions, no mention of the experimental pro­
cedure is apparent; however, this information is contained in the de­
scription of z. 
Characteristics of Statistical Decision Functions. The perform­
ance characteristic of d(z) is the probability of selecting an action in 
some set A e A, when 0 is the true state of nature. It is given by o 
P a(A Q|d,0) = I f(z|6) . (4-19) 
z: d( z)eA 
o 
Note that P is a function of 0. When A = {a ,a } and a is "acceptance" a 1. z a. 
and a is "rejection," P (a |d,0) is called the operating characteristic z a l 
function of d and P (a |d,0) is called the power function. 
The conditional expected utility with respect to z for given 0 
is called the utility characteristic of d for given 0. It is defined 
u(d,0) = E [u(z,d,0)] (4-20) 
= I u(z,d,9) f(z|-6) . 
z 
The utility characteristic is the expected payoff which would result 
from using decision function d when 0 is the true state of nature. When 
3. Raiffa and Schlaifer (88, p. 13). 
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Figure 6. Matrix Representation of a 
Statistical Decision Problem. 
the utility function is replaced by a loss function, the expected loss is 
sometimes called the "risk." 
Matrix Representation of a Statistical Decision Problem. The sta­
tistical decision problem is to select a decision function d(z), accord­
ing to a principle of choice to be determined by the decision maker, when 
u(d,0) is given for all pairs (d,0). The structure of this problem is 
shown in Figure 6. The form is similar to that of the no-data decision 
problem in Figure 5; however, now the problem is to choose an optimal 
decision rule rather than an optimal course of action. The no-data deci­
sion problem is contained within the structure of the general statistical 
decision problem. 
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Application of Principles of Choice. The principles of choice pre­
viously described with reference to the no-data decision problem can be 
applied to the matrix of Figure 6 to select a decision function. Only the 
expected value principle, the maximum principle, and the minimax regret 
principle will be discussed further. 
The expected value principle states that d should be chosen to 
maximize the expected value over 6 of the utility characteristic. There-
fore the decision function d (z) is optimal if 
E a[u(d",6)] = max E a[u(d,0)] . (4-21) 
Use of this principle requires complete knowledge of the prior distribu­
tion of 0, since 
Eju(d,0)] = I u\d,0) h(0) . (4-22) 
9 0 
The decision function d (z) is said to be "Bayes optimal" against the 
prior distribution h(0). 
By rearranging terms in Equation (4-21) it can be shown that the 
optimization does not have to be carried out in function space; rather, 
because of the special type of maximization process involved, it can be 
reduced to a number (exactly as many as there are points in Z) of simple 
minimizations over the set A. The following results start with the defi-
nition of d (z): 
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E n[u(d ,6)] = max E Q[u(d,6)] 
9 d 9 
(4-23) 
max E A E [u(z,d,6)] , 6 z d 
max I I u(z,d,6) f(z|6) h(6) 
d 6 z 
max.] g(z) I u(z ,d,6) f(e|z) 
d z e 
max E E i [u(z,d,6)] . . Z 0 I z d 
It is obvious that d (z) has the property that for every z in Z, d (z) = 
a , where z 
E I [u(z,a ,6)] = max E i [u(z,a,6)] 
V Z Z tj I z 1 a 1 (4-24) 
Therefore, 
En[u(d ,6)] = max E max E n , [u(z,a,6)] 0 , Z 0 z d a 1 (4-25) 
= max 1 {max £ u(z,a,6) f(6|z)} g(z) . 
d z a 6 
The result stated by Equation (4-25) indicates that d (z) can be 
constructed piecemeal by successively considering outcomes z^, ...» 
Ill 
and for each outcome defining d (z) to be the course of action which max­
imizes the expected value of u(z,a,0) with respect to the posterior dis-
tribution of 0. The posterior distribution depends upon z and is defined 
by Equation (4-18). 
The maximin principle is used when h(0) is unknown and requires 
A 
that d (z) be chosen such that 
A 
min u(d ,0) = max min u(d,0) . (4-26) 
0 d 0 
A 
When the minimax regret principle is used, d (z) is selected to 
satisfy 
max r(d",0) = min max r(d,0) (4-27) 
0 d 0 
where the regret r(d,0) is 
r(d,0) = max u(d,0) - u(d,0) . (4-28) 
d 
Importance of Statistical Decision Theory. Statistical decision 
theory provides the methodology by which economic parameters, describing 
gains and losses, and statistical evidence, describing prior information 
about the process and current information from inspection, jointly can 
be considered to make inspection decisions. Relevant statistical con­
siderations were described in Chapter III. The remainder of this chapter 
is devoted to cost considerations and to the selection of a principle of 
choice. Discussion of the application of statistical decision theory to 
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acceptance inspection is contained in Chapters VI and VII. 
Gains and Losses Affected by Inspection Decision 
Difficulties of Definition 
In analyses of industrial problems, where economic criteria are 
applicable to guide decision making, several terms are used to describe 
the influence of decisions on the economic well-being of the firm. 
Analysts invoke the terms "costs," "revenue," "losses," and "gains," 
often with no real attempt to define them. In fact, many times costs 
and losses are used interchangeably, as are revenue and gains. While it 
may seem desirable to have precise definitions for these terms, only 
general statements about their meaning in practice are possible . 
One might define cost as the expenditure of resources incurred in 
carrying out a given act and revenue as the acquisition of resources re­
sulting from the action. Both would be measured with respect to the 
state which would exist if the action were not taken and all other fac­
tors were held constant. Gains and losses are used in two general ways: 
(1) to represent the difference between revenue and cost, making gain 
(profit) and loss equal in absolute value but opposite in sign, and (2) 
as relative quantities, computed with reference to some standard of 
performance. In this latter usage, loss and opportunity cost would be 
synonymous. 
In formal decision theory, a loss matrix often is formed instead 
of the matrix of Figure 5. The loss associated with a given alternative 
and future is denoted by l(a,6) and could be defined generally as 
A 
l(a,0) = u(a ' \ e ) - u(a,0) (4-29) o o 
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where B is a future selected as a datum for computing the loss and a 
o • o 
is the optimal action for that future. The equivalence of results from 
applying principles of choice to the loss matrix and those obtained pre­
viously for the matrix, heretofore called the "utility matrix," will be 
discussed later in this chapter. It may be convenient at this point to 
conceive of {u(a,8)> as a "profit" matrix. 
In the majority of reported analyses of acceptance inspection, 
emphasis has been on costs and losses affected by decisions. Any revenue 
has been treated as a negative cost. Three categories are considered: 
inspection costs, acceptance losses, and decision losses. 
Inspection Costs 
Investment Costs . A decision to establish an inspection opera­
tion at a point in the manufacturing process will usually require some 
expenditure for equipment and facilities and some increase in working 
capital. 
Investment in equipment and facilities would be required for 
gauges, instruments, test racks, work benches, material handling equip­
ment, tools, exhibits of inspection standards, and extension of plant 
services to the inspection station. Charges for the building space 
should not be made against the inspection operation, unless the existence 
of this operation required construction or rental of such space or cre­
ated crowded conditions with resulting inefficiency of operation. 
Additional working capital will be required to finance any addi­
tional in-process inventory created by the inspection operation. Lots 
of material waiting to be inspected, being inspected, or set aside for 
rectifying inspection constitute material whose time in process is 
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lengthened because of the decision to inspect. 
Operating Costs . The costs of operating an inspection station 
arise from several sources. Inspection labor, including supervision, 
is an expense. The costs of labor "extras," such as the employer's share 
of social security, workmen's compensation insurance, vacation relief, 
non-contributory insurance, and other benefits should be included. This 
labor cost is expended in such activities as sampling material, testing 
or measuring a product, analyzing inspection results, reporting inspec­
tion results, rewriting test specifications, handling material, and 
training. 
Inspection supplies, plant services (power, water, fuel), product 
damaged or destroyed in inspection, equipment maintenance, and equipment 
rental are other classes of operating expense. Property taxes and in­
surance on inspection equipment are also included. 
Treatment of Inspection Costs . The proper measure of the cost of 
an inspection operation depends upon the "life" of the activity. If the 
company is establishing this inspection merely for the duration of pro­
duction of a given style of product, the proper time base of accumulating 
costs would be the time to produce the required quantity of product. 
However, if the inspection is to continue for an indefinite period of 
time (e.g., receiving inspection), costs must be put on some convenient 
time basis, such as a year. 
The treatment of investment costs requires a charge to represent 
the opportunity cost incurred because resources are invested in the in­
spection activity at the expense of forfeiting the opportunity to invest 
in some other project. This charge is usually stated as the maximum 
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annual rate of return that could be earned by investing in projects post­
poned by the decision to invest in the inspection operation. The usual 
time base for making this charge is annual. 
By the same reasoning, expenditures which occur at future time 
points must be discounted at this rate of interest to reflect differences 
in the time utility of money . 
Income taxes must be considered because they are an expense just 
as is labor cost. The appropriate tax rate depends upon federal, state, 
and local tax structures and the level of taxable income of the firm. 
The incremental tax rate should be applied against the change in taxable 
income attributable to inspection, in order to determine the change in 
income tax. Those investment items which are capitalized in the accounts 
of the firm are depreciated each year of their life. This depreciation 
serves to reduce taxable income and therefore income taxes. 
Some costs, both investment and operating, depend upon the level 
of activity at the inspection operation. This level of activity is in­
fluenced by such factors as the rate of production, size of lots, samp­
ling scheme, and test procedures. With increases in the production rate, 
more equipment and labor must be provided to keep pace. With large lots, 
the problem of obtaining a random sample becomes more difficult and the 
unit cost of sampling goes up; however, the frequency of taking samples 
will decrease. Large lots also require large amounts of floor space for 
storage. Sequential sampling plans may require repeated sampling from 
the lot, with a cost associated with each sampling stage. The size of 
the sample influences inspection costs, when materials or supplies are 
consumed in inspection, and when labor costs are dependent upon the num-
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ber of units tested. 
Some inspection costs are dependent upon the fraction defective of 
the product being inspected. The average sample size for sequential in­
spection procedures depends upon lot quality. Also the average total 
inspection per lot for single sampling rectifying schemes has been shown 
to be a function of incoming quality. 
There are occasions where the cost of an inspection observation 
depends upon the value of the observation. This is true in some life 
tests and in cases where only defectives are destroyed in testing. 
A model for placing inspection costs on an annual basis is given 
by Equations (4-30), (4-31), and (4-32). It is illustrated in Figure 7. 
Let I = initial investment required at time zero. 
= estimated before-tax inspection cost in year k. 
L = projected duration of the inspection operation in years, 
t^ = estimated incremental tax rate in year k. 
C£ = the portion of that is a deductible expense in deter­
mining tax liability in year k (not including deprecia­
tion charges). 
= depreciation charges allowed in year k. 
i = minimum attractive rate of return after income taxes. 
The after-tax cash flow in year k is estimated as 
C, = C, - t, (C, + D, ) . (4-30) k k k k k 
, 4. This assumes that the firm has taxable income in excess of 
(C^ + D^) in year k. If the life for depreciation exceeds the project 
life, L is taken as the former. 
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The discounted cash flow is given by 
£ * K 
Discounted Cash Flow = I + £ C, (1+i) . (4-31) 
k=l k 
To convert this present worth to an equivalent uniform annual amount, the 
capital recovery factor (sometimes called the annuity factor) is applied, 
yielding 
Equivalent Uniform Annual Cost = 
i(l+i)-
(1+ir - 1 
I + I C*(l+i) 
k=l K 
-K (4-32) 
In case the duration of inspection activity is to be less than a 
year, no discounting is done and the total inspection costs for the period 
are obtained by summing the magnitude of the costs. A problem arises 
when equipment utilized at this operation can be used later in some 
other inspection activity. If future use is certain, prorating the capi­
tal recovery costs associated with ownership of the equipment is recom­
mended . 
Acceptance Losses 
Internal Losses. Product that is accepted by inspection may re­
sult in economic losses to the producer. A defective item which is not 
detected in receiving inspection or at an in-process inspection will be 
processed through the following production operations, thereby having 
labor and machine time applied to it. The cost of this processing is 
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(1) (2) (D-(2) 
Costs Reduction in Reduction Net Cost Present Worth 
Before Taxable Income in Income After of After-Tax 
Year Taxes Depreciation Other Taxes Taxes Cost 
0 I I I 
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c*(i +i)- L 
After-Tax Discounted Cash Flow = I + 1 C (1+i) 
k=l 
Figure 7. After-Tax Discounted Cash Flow for Inspection Costs. 
avoidable, the loss being the sum of all resources expended on the item 
up to and including the operation wherein the defectiveness is finally 
discovered. It may be that a defective item could cause damage to equip­
ment, other product, or personnel. To evaluate the loss associated with 
passing a defective item at an inspection at stage k in the process , the 
following approach could be used: 
If w^ is the probability a defective will be found at operation i, 
M is the number of operations, and C^ is the expected loss when a defec­
tive item is processed from operation i through operation (i+1), the 
expected internal loss from passing a defective item at operation k is 
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given by 







w. (1-w .) 1 ]=k+l ] } . (4-33) 
The above formulation considers only internal losses and does not 
not include the consequences of a defective reaching the consumer. The 
latter will be referred to as external losses. 
External Losses. When a defective product reaches the consumer, 
the difficulties of measuring the economic effects are compounded. It 
may be that the item is technically defective in that it fails to conform 
to the established specifications, yet the consumer finds it satisfactory 
for his use. It may be that the customer accepts the defective item 
without complaint, yet he is unhappy with having received a substandard 
product. This discontent has been widely referred to as "loss of good 
will." One might conjecture that the loss of good will associated with 
a defective unit will not be constant but rather will be an increasing 
function of the number of defectives received before it. The effect of 
good will losses could be evidenced by the loss of sales in the same 
product or in other products bearing the company's name. 
It may be that a customer will demand an adjustment on defectives 
that he discovers. He may return the item, requesting that an effective 
be sent in return or that his account be credited with the price of the 
item. He may use acceptance sampling in his receiving inspection, in 
which case an entire lot of items may be returned to the supplier. This 
act would result in the producer having to rehandle and possibly detail 
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inspect good items as well as defectives. Loss of customer good will 
because a lot is rejected depends upon the customer's need for the ma­
terial. If an arrangement existed where the customer sorted lots, re­
jected by his receiving inspection plan, at the producer's expense, the 
cost of such sorting would be an acceptance loss to the producer. 
These external losses are extremely difficult to measure, although 
some firms have procedures for accumulating service and guarantee costs 
as well as data on reasons for return of product (82). 
Analysts, in attempting to explicitly treat acceptance losses, 
have employed several forms of loss functions. The more common functions 
are listed below: 
1. Losses associated with accepting a lot containing y defectives 
are proportional to y. 
2. Losses associated with passing a lot having a fraction defec­
tive p are given by 
L a(p) = < °' l f P 1 P o 
C(p-p Q), if p > P Q 
(4-34) 
where p Q is a level of lot quality at which the losses from acceptance 
equal the losses from rejection. 
3. Losses associated with accepting a product are proportional 
to the average outgoing quality. 
Use of these models requires estimation of one or more cost pa­
rameters . 
Effect on Tax Liability. It is estimated that most losses because 
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of acceptance of a defective product would be either an increase in 
operating costs or a decrease in sales revenue. Both would result in a 
reduction in taxable income and therefore in income tax liability. If 
t is the tax rate, the after-tax loss would be (1-t) times the before-
tax loss. 
Rejection Losses 
Disposition of Rejected Product. The economic loss attributable 
to a rejected product depends upon the disposition of the material. Hald 
(53) illustrated some possible options with the diagram reproduced as 
Figure 8. 
Rejected Product 
Sorted Not Sorted 






Not Repaired Repaired or 
Replaced by 
Effectives 
Scrapped Sold at a 
Reduced Price 
Figure 8. Disposition of Rejected Material. 
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Losses for Rejected Lots Which are Screened. If rejected lots 
are sorted, the cost of detail inspection of the remainder lot will be 
incurred. Also there is the cost of replacing or repairing defective 
items, which is to be offset by the value associated with the rectified 
item. Some revenue would be derived from the sale of defectives, if they 
are not rectified. If a given lot size is required by the consumer, 
either sufficient scrap allowance must be added to the size of the pro­
duction run or else enough defectives must be rectified to meet the re­
quired lot size. This point illustrates the interaction between pro­
duction economics and inspection economics. 
Losses for Rejected Lots Which are not Screened. If rejected 
lots are not sorted, an obligation to produce a replacement lot may be 
incurred. This would result in production costs up to and including the 
inspection, with the risk that the new lot would be rejected, and so on. 
The unavailability of this material may cause production interruptions 
at future operations. If rejection occurs at receiving inspection and 
the lot is returned to the vendor, there may be losses which result from 
the delay in receiving a substitute shipment. Also, his added costs for 
handling and possibly sorting the rejected shipment may be reflected in 
the price of his product. 
Two approaches have been taken to describe the effect of rejec­
tion losses when rejected lots are not screened. 
1. Losses associated with rejecting a lot having a fraction de­
fective p are given by 
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c(p Q-p), if p < P Q 
L p(p) = < (4-35) 
0, if p > p Q 
where p Q is a level of lot quality at which the losses from acceptance 
and rejection are equal. 
2. To use total cost per accepted lot, total cost per accepted 
item, or total cost per accepted effective item as the measure of effec­
tiveness . Total cost includes the manufacturing cost of the item as 
well as inspection costs. 
Tax Liability. As with acceptance losses, the after-tax effect 
of rejection losses would be approximately (1-t) times the before-tax 
value of the losses. 
Measure of Effectiveness 
The analyst who wishes to formally consider economic factors has 
his choice between a decision model in which all relevant gains and los­
ses are assumed measurable and a decision model in which some relevant 
gains and losses are assumed measurable, while others are treated by 
establishing aspiration levels on noneconomic variables. 
In the former case, he may choose a "profit" model and symbolize 
the difference between revenues and costs as a function of the decision 
variables, or he may write an expression for the loss function. In the 
latter case, he expresses some of the economic factors in a profit func­
tion or a loss function and specifies certain conditions that the deci­
sion must satisfy in order to be admissible (e.g., a point on the 0C-
curve, a ceiling on the maximum possible loss) . In both cases the mea-
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sure of effectiveness will be in monetary terms. 
It is recognized that this measure of effectiveness may not allow 
complete description of the decision maker's preference for alternatives. 
Many considerations are not able to be expressed in monetary terms and 
these must be evaluated subjectively, in association with quantitative 
results, in order to make decisions. However, it is submitted that mone­
tary measures are the best available measure of the utility of a decision 
to the decision maker. 
Criteria for Choice 
A decision maker expresses his personal philosophy when he selects 
a basis for choosing between alternatives. Principles of choice such as 
the Bayes, maximin, and minimax regret represent different outlooks about 
the future and different degrees of willingness to suffer the conse­
quences of a poor decision. 
The Bayes, or expected value, criterion presumes some knowledge 
of the prior distribution. Two analysts, working on the same problem, 
may assume different prior distributions and thereby recommend different 
decisions. Another apparent shortcoming of the Bayes principle is that 
it bases decisions on the average value and gives no consideration to 
extremes, other than as they affect the mean. Also, some decision makers 
hesitate to use decisions based on the "law of averages" for problems 
which occur only once. However, in spite of these criticisms, expected 
value is the principle of choice most often used in analysis of accept­
ance inspection. 
To show that the minimization of expected loss yields the same 
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preference relation between alternatives as does the maximization of 
utility, consider Equation (4-29) when alternative a^ is preferred to 
alternative a n: 
The last expression says that the expected utility of a^ is greater than 
that of a^j therefore a^ is preferred to a^. 
The several principles of choice proposed for decision making 
under uncertainty have serious shortcomings, apart from the fact that 
one is almost never completely uncertain about future events. 
2 
EHKa ê)] < E[l(a2,6)] 
u(a 2,6)] 
E[u(alte)] > E[u(a2,6)] . 
Utility 
u(a,6) 
State of Nature, 0 
Figure 9. Illustration of a Shortcoming of the Maximin Criterion. 
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One criticism of the maximin utility principle is illustrated 
in Figure 9 (with 0 shown as a continuous quantity). Although a^ is 
superior to a^ almost everywhere, application of the maximin principle 
would result in a choice of a^. A second shortcoming of the minimax 
principle is its lack of the property of column linearity. This can be 
illustrated with the two utility matrices given below: 
6, 6, mm min 
A 
* 1 10 15 6 6 max a l 20 15 6 
a 2 8 -6 5 -6 a 2 18 -6 5 




Analysis of the first matrix reveals that a^ is maximin optimal. 
Suppose conditions change under 6^ such that the utilities for all alter­
natives are increased by ten units. The second matrix shows the result 
and indicates that a_ is now minimax optimal, even though all alterna-
tives were equally treated and the difference in utilities between alter­
natives remained constant. 
The minimax regret principle suffers from a deficiency which is 
illustrated in the following example: 




cs a l 11 15 7 8 7 0 8 min 
a 2 3 20 11 a 2 0 12 4 12 
a 3 14 8 10 a 3 11 0 3 11 
(la) Utility (lb) Regret 
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6 1 6 2 9 3 6 1 6 2 e 3 max 
11 15 7 a l 0 7 0 7 
14 8 10 a 3 3 0 3 3 min 
(2a) Utility (2b) Regret 
For the first matrix, a^ is optimal by the minimax regret principle when 
contrasted against a 0 and a . However, if a_ is removed from considera-
tion (second matrix) a^ is preferred over a^. This inconsistency is a 
serious shortcoming in the minimax regret principle. 
Most decision problems in acceptance inspection are set in partial 
uncertainty about the prior distribution of lot quality. Application of 
principles of choice based on complete uncertainty is not warranted, es­
pecially in view of the many negative attributes of these principles. 
Through study of records, control chart data, vendor ratings, and sub­
jective evaluation, the decision maker should be able to assign proba­
bilities to the various possible lot qualities. (The mixed binomial is a 
convenient form for the prior distribution.) Application of the expected 
value principle, possibly constrained by some aspiration level, should 
provide a rational basis for decision. 
Economic Implications of Commonly Used 
Acceptance Sampling Procedures 
Noneconomic Measures of Effectiveness 
The foregoing discussion of statistical decision theory indicates 
that a formal structure is available for analysis of acceptance sampling 
decisions. However, most currently used sampling procedures were not 
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constructed through consideration of loss functions and prior distribu­
tions . The designers used related but nevertheless noneconomic criteria 
as the basis for their tables. Two quantities, the operating character­
istic curve and the average outgoing quality curve, provide crude mea­
sures of acceptance losses and the OC-curve also gives the risk of re­
jecting good material. The average sample number is a measure of inspec­
tion cost, while the average total inspection per lot is a measure of in­
spection cost and rejection losses because of sorting. All of these mea­
sures are functions of process quality and therefore require some infor­
mation about the process for their evaluation. 
Dodge-Romig Tables 
In Chapter II the criteria by which the Dodge-Romig plans were 
derived are described. Under the AOQL procedures, it evidently is as­
sumed that acceptance losses are proportional to the average outgoing 
quality and that inspection costs, which include the rejection loss be­
cause of screening, are proportional to the number of units inspected. 
The principle of choice is to minimize the average amount of inspection 
per lot, subject to a limit on the maximum average outgoing quality. 
Thus with simple loss functions, the average losses due to inspection 
of the sample and rejected lots are to be minimized (Bayes principle) 
subject to control of acceptance losses by stating the AOQL (aspiration 
level). The LTPD is similar in nature, differing only in that the as­
piration level is the consumer's risk point. 
The prior distribution is roughly a two-point binomial: one 
process fraction defective called "normal" and a second level of proc­
ess quality considered unsatisfactory. 
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It should be emphasized that Dodge and Romig developed their plans 
without formal use of loss functions or prior distributions. 
Military Standard 105D 
The economic implications underlying MIL-STD-105D are more obscure 
than those of the Dodge-Romig plans. The fact that the sample size in­
creases with lot size and inspection level reflects the larger economic 
losses associated with wrong decisions about the lots. Further, the 
probability of accepting a lot having a fraction defective equal to the 
AQL exceeds 0.90 for most plans in the tables. Thus the risk of reject­
ing acceptable lots is constrained. The plan makes use of sample data 
to estimate the process average and employs the estimate to determine 
whether tightened or reduced inspection is to be implemented. The sample 
size and therefore sampling costs are reduced appreciably if the producer 
can qualify for reduced inspection. 
Summary 
Initially presented in this chapter was decision theory, which 
describes the manner in which a decision maker jointly considers objec­
tives, alternative courses of action, and various possible future cir­
cumstances in order to select the alternative which is optimal accord­
ing to his measure of utility and principle of choice. Principles of 
choice were presented for decision making under certainty, risk, and 
uncertainty. The framework was extended to encompass statistical deci­
sions, wherein information obtained from experimentation is utilized in 
making the decision. It was pointed out that statistical decision the­
ory integrates statistical considerations, such as those presented in 
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Chapter III , with economic considerations. 
Gains and losses influenced by acceptance inspection decisions 
were described under three categories: inspection costs, acceptance los­
ses, and rejection losses. A model was proposed for finding the after­
tax annual cost of inspection. A method for computing the internal los­
ses caused by passing defective material was presented. It was shown 
that the losses associated with rejection of the lot depend upon the 
disposition of the material, and several possibilities were discussed. 
The effect of income taxes upon these classes of gains and losses was 
described. 
It was concluded that monetary units represent the best available 
measure of effectiveness for inspection decisions. Examination of the 
principles of choice led to the conclusion that the Bayes principle, 
perhaps constrained by specification of aspiration levels, is the logical 
criterion for acceptance inspection decisions. It was shown that an al­
ternative which is Bayes optimal with respect to a loss matrix is also 
Bayes optimal with respect to the corresponding utility matrix. 
Finally, the noneconomic criteria used in designing commonly used 
inspection procedures were discussed. The economic implications under­




ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS IN DESIGN 
OF ACCEPTANCE INSPECTION SYSTEMS 
General 
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss briefly some additional 
considerations which affect the design of inspection systems. In general 
they are concerned with the human factor in inspection. In particular, 
such topics as the accuracy of inspection, the effect of learning in in­
spection, the psychological effects of the presence of inspection, pos­
sible competition between producer and consumer, and certain organiza­
tional considerations are treated. 
Accuracy of Inspection 
Whether done manually, automatically, or by a combination of man 
and instrument, errors in measuring and classifying a product will occur. 
Human causes may be deliberate as well as unintentional. The consequen­
ces of inspection errors might be a rejected good product, an accepted 
defective product, or unnecessary sampling under a sequential scheme. 
Human Error 
Human error may result from carelessness, failure to understand 
specifications, inability to correctly carry out the inspection method, 
or hesitation to classify defective an item which could cause an entire 
lot to be rejected. These errors may be a function of monotony or fa­
tigue. Thus there is the popular concept that accuracy of inspection 
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is greater when sampling than when screening. The influence of fatigue 
should be a function of the number of units inspected during the shift, 
the nature and time of work breaks, and the number of units which the 
inspector believes remain to be inspected. Monotony is reduced by vary­
ing inspection tasks; even the occurrence of a defective is a change of 
activity for the inspector. 
Incorporation of the influence of human errors into models for de­
cision making requires the ability to formulate the probabilities of 
various kinds of inspection errors as functions of the decision variables 
and process parameters. The following simple example serves to illus­
trate the approach. 
tribute single sampling. There is no instrument error. Assume that the 
only possible type of inspection error is the classification of a defec­
tive as acceptable. Effective items are correctly identified. Assume 
that the probability of misclassifying a defective is constant through­
out inspection and is a monotone increasing function of the sample size. 
Denote this probability by e(n) and let r be the number of defectives 
classified as effective. Then the probability distribution of r, given 
that the sample contained x defectives, would be 
Example. An inspector manually inspects a part in lot-by-lot at-
r x-r 
f (r x) = n Ce(n)] [1 - e(n)] , r = 0, 1, » x. (5-1) 
The probability of rejecting a lot is the probability that x-r 
will exceed the acceptance number c: 
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n x-c-1 
P(x-r > c) = I I f n(r|x) g (x) , 
x=c+l r=0 
where g R(x) depends upon the prior distribution of lot quality. Equation 
(5-2) may be written as 
P(x-r > c) = I I 
x=c+l r=0 
n x-c-1 r \ r x-r 
X l Ce(n)] [1 - e(n)] g^x) 
n n 
I g (x) - I g ( x ) F(e(n);x-c-l,c) (5-3) u
 n n u n n x=c+l x=c+l 
where the first term is the probability of acceptance when no inspection 
errors are possible and the second term involves the incomplete beta 
function, 
e(n) 
F(e(n);x-c-l,c) = c ! ( x . " ; i ) . t X C" 1(l-t) Cdt . (5-4) 
Because the function of Equation (5-4) is non-negative, it is seen that 
the probability of acceptance has been reduced as a result of the possi­
bility of inspection error. This analysis could be extended to modify 
the statistical properties given for attribute sampling plans in Chapter 
III . 
Instrument Error 
Errors introduced by instruments which measure quality character­
istics are a function of the accuracy and precision of the measuring de-
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vice. Accuracy can be controlled only through periodic calibration, 
while precision can be improved through replication of the measuring 
process. 
For example, suppose the quality characteristic x is normally 
2 . . . . . 
distributed with mean y and variance a . The specification limits are 
(L,U). The true probability that an item is effective is 
where 
N(y,a ) dx (5-5) 






If the measuring instrument has normally distributed error with 
2 . . . 
mean B and variance a g, the proportion of items classified effective on 
the basis of a single measurement, m, on each item is"*" 
p M ( 1 ) N(y+B, a 2 + a 2 ) dm (5-7) 
1. The measured value m equals x plus the error e; therefore 
E(m) = E(x) + E(e) and V(m) = V(m) = V(x) + V(e), if e and x are inde­
pendent . 
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The probability that an effective item, having L < x < U, is clas­
sified correctly can be calculated from 
n/r M I T ^ TTN p(L < m < U, L < x < U) P(L < m < U|L < x < U) = P(L < x < u) (5-8) 
The numerator of Equation (5-8) is given by 
U U 
P(L < m < U , L < x < U ) = f(m,x) dm dx (5-9) 
L L 
U U 
N( y+B, a 2 + a 2 ) N(y,d*) dm dx . 
L L 
The probability that an effective item is classified incorrectly is one 
minus the value obtained from Equation ( 5 - 8 ) . 
The probability that a defective item, with x < L or x > U, will 
be classified correctly is given by 
P(m < L|x < L) + P(m > U|x > U) + P(m < L | X > U) + P(m > u|x < L) (5-10) 
P(m < L, x < L) P(m > U, x > U) P(m < L, x > U) Pjm > U| x < L) 
P(x < L) P(x> U) P(x> U) p ( x < L) * 
The probability of incorrectly classifying a defective is one minus the 
result given by Equation ( 5 - 1 0 ) . 
The probabilities of correct decisions, given by Equations (5-8) 
and ( 5 - 1 0 ) , can be increased by making replicate measurements and using 
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the average as the basis for classifying the item. If k replicate mea­
surements are made and if m is their mean, the proportion of items clas­
sified effective will be 
U 
PM(k> = N(u+B, a
2 + a 2 A ) dm . (5-11) e 
Equations (5-8), (5-9), and (5-10) must be modified by replacing m and 
its distribution with m and associated distribution. 
To determine the number of replicates under detail inspection, let 
A = act of accepting a defective through error, 
R = act of rejecting an effective through error, 
= loss associated with accepting a defective, 
= loss associated with rejecting an effective, and 
C = cost of a measurement. 
The desired number of replicates k* minimizes 
C k + L A P(A) + L R P(R) (5-12) 
where the probabilities, P(A) and P(R), are obtained from the previous 
results. 
Influence of Learning 
The time required to inspect the stipulated characteristics of 
an item should decrease as the inspector gains experience in carrying 
out the procedures and commits the specifications to memory. Errors of 
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judgment should also decline with time. Typically these declines will 
taper off to a plateau when learning is complete. If the amount of in­
spection is large compared to that required in the learning process, the 
effect of learning on inspection costs may be negligible; otherwise ex­
plicit description of the learning process will be required to properly 
describe the economic consequences of the inspection acts. 
Psychological Effects of Inspection 
In Chapter II, the possibility of the chosen inspection policy 
affecting quality at prior operations was mentioned. It was stated that 
many analysts believe that inspection, in conjunction with a penalty for 
poor quality, can result in a significant improvement in quality. If 
this possibility exists, the preventive effect will have to be evaluated 
in terms of decision variables and induced changes in the prior distri­
bution . 
The significance of any such effect is that it means the prior 
distribution will depend upon the decision; or to use the terminology 
of decision theory, the probability measure defined on the set of possi­
ble futures is conditional on the decision function adopted. Thus the 
amount of information needed to analyze the decision problem has been 
increased greatly. Also, theories and results of dynamic programming 
cannot be utilized, because action at a given inspection station affects 
both prior and future performance. 
A vendor may be influenced by knowledge that the buyer will in­
spect lots that he is sent. In an effort to improve his quality, the 
vendor may introduce inspection and other control procedures which may 
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eventually necessitate a price increase. The vendor also may exploit the 
weaknesses in an acceptance sampling plan used by the buyer. Resubmis­
sion without rectification of a lot previously rejected by the buyer is 
an example. 
Morale of vendors or production units within the organization may 
be influenced by inspection decisions . The prestige of allowing a pro­
duction operation to operate under "reduced" inspection may be valued by 
workers; while having to rectify a rejected lot while off incentive pay 
may demoralize workers. Vendors that the firm wants to cultivate as 
reliable sources of supply should not be alienated by offhand rejection 
of product. 
The fact that a firm has a well conceived inspection program may 
impress potential customers. Many organizations advertise their quality 
control program in order to establish buyer confidence. It is common 
for governmental agencies to require adequate inspection procedures be­
fore they will grant contracts . 
Competition Between Producer and Consumer 
Ignoring the moral implications, consider the decisions a pro­
ducer makes regarding finished product which he will send to a customer. 
The producer's decision about final inspection well may be influenced 
by what he thinks the consumer will do about receiving inspection . Con­
versely, the consumer's actions may be guided by his evaluations of the 
producer's intentions. Thus the producer suffers from uncertainty about 
the economic consequences of material sent to his customer, while the 
customer suffers from uncertainty about the quality of material which 
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he will receive—the uncertainties arising partly from chance and partly 
from deliberate action by the "adversary While it may be natural to 
assume that producer and consumer would cooperate to their mutual ad­
vantage, other circumstances may require consideration of the competitive 
aspects of the producer-consumer relationship. 
Organizational Considerations 
The analysis of inspection systems should not ignore the influence 
of organization and administrative policies. For example, if acceptance 
inspection is administratively separate from the production function, 
compromises on accepting substandard material in the interest of meeting 
production goals are not made without proper consideration by a higher 
management level. Further, the method of allocation of inspection costs 
between the inspection department and production departments could serve 
as an incentive to improve quality. If production were charged with all 
rectifying inspection costs or else had to furnish the labor for such 
tasks, there would be some reward to production management if they im­
proved quality. 
Summary 
Several considerations, additional to those of a statistical or 
economic nature, were discussed in this chapter. Methods for quanti­
fying the effect of inspection errors by instruments and inspectors 
were given. A procedure was described for determining the economically 
optimal number of replicate measurements to make on an item. Brief 
qualitative statements were made about the influence of learning on 
inspection costs, the psychological effects of inspection, the possi-
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bility of competition between producer and consumer, and organizational 
considerations. No attempt was made to formally analyze these latter 
considerations, because it was felt that no general theory could be de­
veloped within the scope of this research. 
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CHAPTER VI 
METHODOLOGY FOR SYSTEM DESIGN 
General 
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a conceptual model of 
an acceptance inspection system and to discuss methods of approach to 
the design of system components. The methodology is illustrated through 
application of statistical decision theory to design acceptance procedures 
in a single-stage inspection system. Models are developed for rectifying 
and nonrectifying systems. Illustration of the design of a multistage 
system is deferred to the next chapter. 
Conceptual Model of an Inspection System 
An Interrelated Sequence of Operations 
A graphic representation of a product ion-ins pe'ct ion system is 
shown in Figure 10. Material acquired from vendors is subject to a pos­
sible receiving inspection and thereafter the product may be inspected 
for acceptability following each production operation. The squares, 
which represent acceptance inspection operations, are drawn with dashed 
lines to indicate that their existence is yet to be determined. Con­
ceivably, the firm could operate with no acceptance inspection. Which 
of the possible inspection locations to activate and the nature of the 
operations at each station are problems of the systems designer. He 
would like to manipulate the variables under his control to maximize 
some overall measure of system effectiveness. Unless the individual 
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inspection stations operate independently, system components must be 
specified with consideration of their effects on other components. The 
nature of these dependencies is exposed to some extent by a study of a 
single inspection operation. 
Vendors + j"aH + (T )̂ + j^"] + (T) 
i 
LdM-lj * W * LdMJ 
- potential acceptance 
inspection operation ^ 
C^) - production operation Consumers 
Figure 10. Representation of a Multistage Inspection System. 
A Single Inspection Operation 
Figure 11 depicts a single inspection operation which receives 
material whose quality is described by the parameter set 6 and its prob­
ability measure h(0). A decision function d(z)-is applied to determine 
the disposition of the material. The result is material leaving the in­
spection operation having a quality level described by h'(6). Quality 
is not the only product characteristic affected by inspection. Certain 
types of inspection procedures may affect the quantity of material which 
flows. If the value of the product is thought to be dependent upon its 
quality and quantity, then inspection could be conceived as an operation 
inserted between two production activities for the purpose of improving 
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the value of the product flow. This increase in value must offset the 
cost of the inspection operation itself. The inspection cost is depend­
ent upon the quality and quantity received as well as the decision func­
















Figure 11. Graphical Representation of a 
Single Inspection Operation. 
The choice of a decision function d (here assumed to represent a 
complete specification of the design characteristics of the inspection 
operation) will influence the output going to future processes and there­
fore the input to any later inspection operations. By this same reason­
ing, the input to the inspection operation in question was affected by 
decision functions at prior inspection stations. To complicate matters 
further, the decision function adopted at this inspection station may 
influence prior production (and perhaps inspection) operations so that 
the input is modified. This means that if one chooses a decision func­
tion based on a given set of input characteristics and carries out in­
spection accordingly, the input characteristics may change, making the 
chosen function no longer optimal. 
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System Effectiveness 
Very generally it may be stated that the objective of inspection 
system design is to choose optimal decision functions d , d n , ..., d„ & o 1 M 
such that the value added by inspection less the cost of inspection is 
maximized. 
To do this formally would require the ability to formulate an ex­
pression for system effectiveness in terms of controllable variables, 
estimate values for the relevant parameters, and mathematically treat 
the formulation to obtain a solution, optimal with respect to a principle 
of choice which expresses the decision maker's philosophy about uncer­
tainty created by the uncontrollable variables. All of these tasks are 
difficult. 
Computational Problems 
Even if the model of system effectiveness could be constructed 
and the parameters reliably estimated, the difficulties of searching for 
the optimal design might be insurmountable. For example, the restricted 
design problem of determining whether or not to detail inspect product at 
one or more of eight possible inspection points requires consideration of 
8 
2 , or 256, different designs. (Under certain helpful assumptions about 
the interdependencies between operations, this particular problem has 
been solved by Lindsey and Bishop (79).) 
Dynamic programming appears to offer promise as an optimization 
technique in specialized situations where the dimensionality of the 
problem is not large. Systematic search methods starting from a design 
based on experience and judgment may lead to an improved, if not opti­
mal, design. Simulation techniques may be utilized to test proposed 
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designs against assumed process conditions. The sensitivity of the 
effectiveness measure to design changes or errors in estimating param­
eters also can be evaluated by this technique. 
In the case of a single inspection point, the optimization proc­
ess possibly could be carried out by conventional calculus methods. Two 
examples which illustrate the method of designing an attribute sampling 
plan follow. Methodology for multistage optimization is given in the 
next chapter. 
Design of a Single-Stage Inspection System 
Application of Statistical Decision Theory to Acceptance Sampling 
In Chapter IV, the principles of decision theory were outlined and 
stated to be fundamental to the analysis of acceptance inspection. Be­
fore presenting the complex utility functions of the examples which fol­
low, it is desirable to study a simple illustration of statistical deci­
sion theory applied to determine the optimal decision function for attri­
bute inspection. 
Assume a lot of five items is presented for acceptance. At most 
two items may be inspected. The cost of inspecting an item is $1.00, the 
loss if a defective item is passed is $5.00, and the loss if a lot is 
rejected (to be rectified) is $2.00 for every item in the remainder lot. 
This loss model is not realistic; its only true virtue is expediency. 
Emphasis here is on the method of computation of the optimal decision 
function, rather than the construction of a utility function. 
The components of the decision problem are as follows: 
1. Alternative courses of action: A = {a , a 0 } , where 
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= accept the lot. 
a^ = reject the lot. 
2. States of nature: 0 = {X:X = 0, 1, 2, 5}, where 
X = number of defectives in the lot. 
3. Decision functions: D = (d(z)}, where the experiment is to 
randomly sample and inspect n units for defectives. 
4. Outcomes of the experiment: Z = {x:x = 0, 1, . .., n}, where 
x is the number of defectives in the sample. (The order in which the 
defectives occur yields no information if random sampling is employed.) 
5. Loss function: l(x,d,X), the loss if a lot containing X de­
fectives is inspected according to a decision function d and x defectives 
occur in the sample. For this example 
^ n + 5(X-x) , if d(x) = a± 
l(x,d,X) = <̂  (6-1) 
n + 2(5-n) , if d(x) = a 
The 14 possible decision functions are listed in Table 1. 
Table 1. List of Possible Decision Functions, 
Showing Action Taken for Each Outcome 
Decision Sample Outcome (x) 
Function Size 0 1 2 
d^ 0 (Accept Without Experimentation) 
d^ 0 (Reject Without Experimentation) 
d i 1 ai ai 
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Table 1. List of Possible Decision Functions, Showing 
Action Taken for Each Outcome (Continued) 
Decision Sample Outcome (: x) 
Function Size 0 1 2 
d 2 1 a i a 2 
d 3 1 a 2 a l 
\ 1 a 2 a 2 
d 5 2 a l a i a l 
d 6 2 a l a i a 2 
d 7 2 a l a 2 a l 
d 8 2 a l a 2 a 2 
d 9 2 a 2 a i a i 
d10 2 a 2 a i a 2 
d l l 2 a 2 a 2 a l 
d12 2 a 2 a 2 a 2 
Values for the loss function , l(x,d,X) , are given in Table 2 
The probability distribution f(x |x) is shown in Table 3 and values for 
the expected loss 
l(d,X) = I l(x,d,X) f(x |x) (6-2) 
x 
are given in Table 4. 
To obtain the expected loss over all states of nature, the prior 
distribution of X must be stated and used in the following: 
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L(d) = I l(d,X) h(X) (6-3) 
X 
For h(X) given in Table 5, L(d) has been computed for each d and 
entered in Table 6. Examination of Table 6 reveals d,. to be the deci-
6 
sion function which minimizes total expected losses. Because of the 
unrealistic loss function no further comment is made regarding this 
example. The objective of illustrating the method for applying statis­
tical decision theory in the selection of acceptance sampling procedures 
has been accomplished. Two examples follow, in which the emphasis is on 
the construction of the utility function. The first is concerned with 
rectifying inspection and the second with nonrectifying inspection. 
Selection of an Attribute Single Sample Plan for Rectifying Inspection 
An attribute single sample plan (n,c) is to be selected for lot-
by-lot inspection. It is assumed that there are no errors in inspection 
and the prior distribution is independent of the plan selected. The 
following notation will be used: 
N = lot size 
n = sample size, 0 < n < N 
c = acceptance number, c = 0, 1, n 
X = number of defectives in the lot 
x = number of defectives in the sample 
p = E(X)/N 
y = X - x, the number of defectives in the remainder lot 
S = fixed cost per lot if any inspection is carried out 
Table 2. Values of the Loss Function, l(x,d,X) 
NUMBER OF DEFECTIVES IN THE LOT (X) 
Decision Sample 0 1 2 3 5 
Function Size x=0 x= 0 x= 1 x=0 x=l x=2 x=0 x=l x=2 x=0 x=l x=2 x=0 x=l x=2 
d 
a 
0 (0) (5) (10) (15) (20) (25) 
d 
r 
0 (10) (10) (10) (10) (10) (10) 
d i 1 1 6 1 11 6 
A 16 11 A 21 16 A A 21 A 
d 2 1 1 6 9 11 9 
A 16 9 ft 21 9 * A ^ 9 
d 3 1 9 9 1 9 6 
A 9 11 A 9 16 A A A 21 
\ 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 ft 9 9 A A A 9 A 
d5 2 2 7 2 12 7 2 17 12 7 17 12 
A jr̂  ft ft 17 
d6 2 2 7 2 12 7 8 17 12 8 ft ft 17 8 
A A ft ft 8 
d 7 2 2 7 8 12 8 2 17 8 7 
A A 8 12 A A ft ft 17 
d 8 2 2 7 8 12 8 8 17 8 8 ft ft 8 8 ftft 
A A <i *% 8 
d9 2 8 8 2 8 7 2 8 12 7 ft ft 17 12 ft* A A 17 
d10 2 8 8 2 8 7 8 8 12 8 ft ft 17 8 
A A ft ft 8 
dll 2 8 8 8 8 8 2 8 8 7 
.»..»- 8 12 ft* A A 17 
d12 .2 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 ftft 8 8 ft ft ft ft 8 
* Sample size less than x. ft* This few defectives impossible. 
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Table 3. Probability Distribution of x, Given X, When N = 5 
Sample Out come 
Size X X=0 X=l X=2 X=3 X=4 X= = 5 
0 1 .6 .3 .1 0 0 
2 1 0 .4 .6 .6 .4 0 
2 0 0 .1 .3 .6 1 
i 0 1 .8 .6 .4 .2 0 
1 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 
Table 4. Values of the Loss Characteristic, l(d,X) 
Decision NUMBER OF DEFECTIVES IN THE LOT 
Function 0 1 : 2 3 4 5 
d 
a 
0 5.0 10 .0 15.0 20 .0 25. 0 
d 
r 
10.0 10.0 10 .0 10.0 10.0 10 . ,0 
d i 1.0 5.0 10 .0 15.0 20.0 21. 0 
d 2 1.0 6.4 10 .6 14.6 18.6 9. 0 
d3 9.0 7.4 8 .4 9.4 10.4 21. 0 
\ 9 .0 9.0 9 .0 9.0 9.0 9. 0 
d5 2.0 5.0 8 .0 11.0 14.0 17. 0 
d6 2.0 5.0 8 .6 11.3 11.6 8. 0 
d 7 2.0 7.4 8 .6 8.6 10.4 17. 0 
d 8 2.0 7.4 9 .2 8.9 8.0 8. 0 
d 9 8.0 5.6 6 .8 9.1 14.0 17. 0 
dio 8.0 5.6 7 .4 10 .4 11.6 8. 0 
d l l 8.0 8.0 7 .4 7.7 10.4 17. 0 
d12 8.0 8.0 8 .0 8.0 8.0 8. 0 
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Table 5. Prior Distribution of 







> 5 0 
Table 6. Bayes Loss Function, L(d) 







d l 6 .80 
d 2 7.24 
d 3 8.48 
\ 9 .00 
d 5 5.90 
d 6 5.75 Minimum 
d 7 6 .32 
d 8 6.17 
d 9 7.63 
dio 7.58 
d l l 8.15 
d 1 2 8.00 
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= unit cost of inspecting and classifying 
s^ = unit cost of sampling 
= cost of reproducing an item presented for inspection (the 
"value" of an item received) 
= value associated with an accepted effective item 
V 2 = value associated with an accepted defective item 
= cost of repairing a defective item located in inspection 
Reference to Figure 12 will aid in the construction of the utility 
function. All defectives located in inspection are assumed to be re­
paired and returned to the lot. 
The utility of inspecting a lot under the decision function 
/ 
accept lot, if x < c 
d(x) = { (6-4) 
rectify lot, if x > c 





inspection of n 




remainder lot of 
N-n items. Repair 





Figure 12. Flow Diagram for Inspection with Rectification. 
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/ 
u(x,d a,X) = V (N - X) + V 2 X - C MN (6-7) 
and 
u(x,d ,X) = V.N - s 0N - C X - CJH - S p (6-8) r 1 2 r M F 
Note that d^ is the policy of no inspection and d^ is the policy of de­
tail inspection. 
V (N-X+x) + V 2(X-x) - (Sj+ŝn - - - , 
u(x,n,c,X) = < if x < c ( 6 _ 5 ) 
V N - s. n - s 2N - C pX - S p6 - C ^ , if x > c 
\ 
where 
1, if inspection is carried out 
6 = i (6-6) 
0, otherwise. 
\ 
Let d and d be the two decision functions which ignore all a r 
sample data. That is, 
d (x) = accept for all x , and a 
d (x) = reject for all x. r J 
Under both of these special cases the optimal sample size is obviously 
zero. Therefore 
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The utility characteristic, u(d,X), is the expected value of 
u(x,d,X) with respect to x, given X, 
c 
u(d,X) = I [V (N-X+x) + V (X-x) - (s +s )n - S 6 - C X] f(x|x) (6-9) 
Xt=0 
n 
+ I [v̂ -ŝ -ŝ -y-s 6] f(x|x) - cyj 
x=c+l c 
= V 1N-s 1n-s 2N+s 2(N-n) £ f(x|x) - CrX 
x=0 
c - (V1-V2-Cr) I (X-x)f(x|x) - (yi - SF6 . 
x=0 
If the prior distribution of X is specified and Bayes principle 
is to be used, Equation (6-10) is needed to compute the expected utility 
associated with a choice of d. (The probability distributions used are 
defined in Chapter III.) 
N 
U(d) = I u(d,X)h(X) (6-10) 
X=0 
N c 
V N - s n - s N - C E(X) + s (N-n) £ £ f(x|x)h(X) 
r X=0 x=0 
N c - (V-V -C ) I I (X-x)f(x|x)h(X) - (y* - S 6 
X=0 x=0 
c 




= (V -C -s -C p)N - s.n - S_6 + s_(N-n)G(c) 1 M 2 r^ 1 F 2 n 
- (V -V -C ) I E(y|x) g (x) 
x=0 
(V -C -s -C D)N - s.n - S_6 + s.(N-n) G^(c) l M 2 r 1 F 2 n 
x=0 
The optimal policy of the type specified by Equation (6-4) maxi­
mizes U(d). The no-data decision functions d and d must be considered 
a r 
as well as the cases where n > 0. The expected utility for a rule of 
acceptance without inspection would be 
U(d ) = (V -C M)N - (V -V_)N p , (6-11) a 1 M 1 2 
since E(X) = Np. The expected utility for a rule of rejection without 
sampling inspection would be 
U(d r) = ( V 1 - C ^ s 2 - C r p ) N - S F . (6-12) 
A policy of no inspection is preferred to a policy of detail inspection 
if U(d ) exceeds U(d ) . This condition implies p, the process average a r 
(VW I I yf<ylx>gn(x) - SF6 (6-10) 
x=0 y=0 Continued 
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fraction defective, is less than p Q , an indifference quality, given by 
s 2 + S p/N 
5o = V. - V 0 - C * 1 2 r 
(6-13) 
Comparison of Equation (6-10) with Equation (6-12) reveals that 
detail inspection is optimal only if 
S j n - s 2(N-n) G n(c) + ^ - V ^ ) \ ( x +i) g ^ ( x +i) > 0 . (6-14) 
x=0 
Binomial Prior Distribution. It is interesting to explore the 
nature of an optimal solution when the prior distribution is binomial; 
that is 
h M(X) = N 
N -X -N-X V . . 
X P q , x = o , i , . . . , N (6-15) 
In Chapter III, the resulting g n(x) was shown to be 
g (x) = , 
°n x 
-x -n-x _ . 
p q , x = 0 , 1, n. (6-16) 
Using this result in Equation (6-10), 
U(d) = (V 1-C M-s 2-C rp)N-s 1n-S F6+s 2(N-n)G n(c)-(V 1-V 2-C r)(N-n)pG n(c), (6-17) 
since 
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/XT \ c / T I T \ c r ., ̂  x+1 n-x 
(N-n) r / . . . - . n _ _ (N-n) 
x=0 x=0 
n+1 
x+1 p q = (N-n)pG (c). 
For any n, U(d) is maximized by choosing c such that c) = 1, 
which means that the lot is accepted, or G (c) = 0, which means that the 
n 
lot is rejected (and rectified). Since the decision function is inde­
pendent of x, the optimal sample size is zero. This restricts the choice 
to d^ or d^. Using Equation (6-13) the optimal decision function is 
' . f - S 2
 + V N <L, if P < (V.-V -C ) 1 2 r 
d* = { (6-18) 
s 9 + S /N 
I d . if P > r> * <V.-V.-C ) 1 2 r 
The conclusion from this analysis can be stated as follows: If 
the output from which lots are formed comes from a controlled process 
with average fraction defective p (binomial prior distribution), do not 
inspect the lots if p < p Q and detail inspect the lots if p > p Q , where 
P q is given by Equation ( 6 - 1 3 ) . 
Selection of an Attribute Single Sampling Plan for Nonrectifying 
Inspection 
Suppose that instead of being rectified, rejected lots are 
scrapped. Further assume that any defectives found in samples of ac­
cepted lots also are scrapped. Let V^ be the value of a scrapped unit. 















Defectives in Samples 
from Accepted Lots 
Figure 13. Flow Diagram for Inspection Without Rectification. 
The utility of the decision function 
d(x) = { 
accept lot, if x < c, 
reject lot, if x > c, 
(6-19) 
when x defectives are observed and X defectives are in the lot is given 
by 
u(x,d,X) ={ 
V 1(N-X)+V 2(X-x)-C MN-(s 1+s 2)n-S F6+V 3x, if x < c 




0, n = 0 
(6-21) 
1, n > 0 
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The utility characteristic is 
c 
u(d,X) = I [V 1(N-X)+V 2(X-x)-C MN-(s 1+s 2)n-S F6+V 3X]f(x | x ) (6-22) 
x=0 
n 
+ I [V 3N-C MN-(s 1+s 2)n-S F6]f(x | x ) 
x=c+l 
c 
V 3N-C MN-(s 1+s 2)n-S F6+[(V 1-V 3)N-(V 1-V 2)X] £ f(x |x) 
x=0 
c 
+ ( V Q " V O ) I x-f(x|X) . 
6 1 x=0 
Using the prior distribution of X, the expected utility associated 
with a choice d is given by 
N 
U(d) = I u(d,X)h(X) (6-23) 
X=0 
N c 
= V.N-C MN-(s 1+s.)n-S_6+(V -V Q)N Y Y f(x |x)h(X) 
6 M 1 2 F 1 6 X=0 x=0 
N c N c 
- <V,-V ) I X I f(x |x)h(X)+(V -V ) I I xf(x |x)h(X) 
X=0 x=0 X=0 x=0 
(V--CjN-(s.+s 0)n-S_6+(V 1-V (jNG(c) 3 M 1 2 F 1 3 n 
c 
c 
( V ^ V g K I x g n(x) + I E(y|x) g n(x)] 
x=0 x=0 
c 
+ (V 3-V 2) I x g n(x) 
x=0 
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= (V.-CJN - (s.+sjn - S_6 + (V -VjN G (c) (6-23) 3 M 1 2 F 1 3 n ^ • J Continued 
( V V 3 ) I x « n ( s ) - ( v r v 2 > rfrrr Cl ( x + 1 ) «n + i 
x=0 x=0 
The optimal decision policy of the type specified by Equation 
(6-19) maximizes U(d) . The no-data decision functions d^ and d^ must be 
considered as well as cases where n > 0. The expected utility for a rule 
of acceptance without inspection would be 
U(d .) = (V.-CJN - (V -V_)Np , (6-24) a 1 M 1 2 
while the expected utility for a rule of rejection without inspection 
would be 
U ( d r } = ( V 3 " C M ) N ' (6-25) 
Acceptance without inspection is preferred to rejection without 
inspection if U(d ) exceeds U(d ). This condition implies that r a r r 
V -V 
p < . (6-26) 
1 2 
Comparison of Equations (6-23) and (6-25) reveals that rejection without 
inspection is desirable only if 
c 
( s + s j n + S_6 - (V -V.)N G (c) + (V -V.) I x g (x) (6-27) 1 2 F 1 3 n 1 3 ^ t*n x=0 
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( v r v 2 ) r̂ Txr x ^ 0 ( x + 1 ) g n + i ( * + 1 ) > 0 • (6-27) Continued 
Binomial Prior Distribution. If the prior distribution is given 
by Equation (6-15), 
U(d) = (V_-C M)N - (s 1+s 0)n - S„6 + (V -V_)G(c) - (V -V_)np G _(c) (6-28) 3 M 1 2 F 1 3 n 1 3 n-1 
- (V 1-V 2)(N-n)p G n(c) , 
since 
c c 
I x g n(x) = np I g^Cx) = np G (c) 
x=0 x=0 
For any n, U(d) is maximized by choosing c such that 
G n(o) = 1, if p < 
= 0, if p > 
(V 1-V 3)N 
(V 1-V 2)N + (V 2-V 3)n 
(V 1-V 3)N 
( V 1 - V 2 ) N + (V 2-V 3)n 
(6-29) 
Therefore for a chosen n, the decision function is independent of x: 
d(x) = I 
(V 1-V 3)N 
A c C 6 p t > l f 5 - ( V l-V 2)N + (V 2-V 3)n 
(6-30) 
( V . - V - ) N 
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Since for any n, use of (6-28) yields 
U(d) 
• 
(V 3-C M)N - (s x+s 2)n - S F6 + ( V ^ V ^ N - ( V ^ V ^ n p - (V^V^W-nfc, 
if p < 
(V -V 3)N 
(V 1-V 2)N + (V 2-V 3)n 
(6-31) 
(V 1-V 3)N 
V (V 3-C M)N - ( s 1 + s 2 ) n - S F 6 S if p > ^ y j " T T ^ ^ 
the optimal choice for n is zero. The optimal decision rule is therefore 
r _ (v 1-v 3) 
d^ = Accept without inspection if p < j-y—^—y 
- ( W 
d^ = Reject without inspection if p > _^ y . 
(6-32) 
The binomial prior distribution was analyzed to show that sampling 
inspection of the output of a process in statistical control is not eco­
nomic. The lot should be either accepted or rejected on the basis of the 
process average fraction defective and its relation to an indifference 
quality level. This fact results from the zero correlation between the 
number of defectives in the sample and the quality of the remainder lot. 
For other prior distributions (Polya, mixed binomial) there will be con­
ditions under which sampling inspection is the most economic policy. This 
is shown by Hald (53) and Suzuki (109). 
Discussion of the Utility Functions 
The utility functions of the previous two examples are not presented 
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as being appropriate for all situations. However, they include many pos­
sibly relevant factors and are more complex than most economic models 
appearing in the literature of acceptance sampling. Also, these measures 
of effectiveness are gain to the decision maker rather than the univer­
sally used concept of losses. 
The various revenues and costs were assumed to be linear functions 
of the sample size, lot size, or number of defectives. Functions other 
than linear could be used if they more accurately represented the be­
havior of the economic measure as the independent variable changed. 
The inspection costs were represented by three parameters: the 
cost of sampling a unit (s^), the cost of inspecting a unit (s^)* and a 
fixed cost per lot (S p) if sampling inspection is undertaken. It was 
implicit in the formulation of the model that all items sampled were in­
spected and that the unit cost of detail inspection is the same as that 
of sampling inspection. The fixed cost component represents the cost of 
handling the lot, inventory carrying costs because of delay in proces­
sing, and other costs, fixed with respect to the decision function, put 
on a per lot basis. 
The parameter represents the value associated with an accepted 
effective item. This could be taken as the sale price of the item less 
the remaining costs of manufacture and selling, or in the case of a com­
ponent part or purchased material, could be taken as the difference 
in profit between passing a defective and passing an effective, if 
is set equal to zero. 
These parameters are difficult to evaluate. In general they can­
not be obtained from accounting records. Their estimation is part of 
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the engineering research of an inspection operation. 
Summary 
In this chapter a conceptual model of an inspection operation 
and a system of interrelated operations was presented. The applicabili­
ty of statistical decision theory as a method for selection of inspec­
tion procedures was demonstrated. The approach to system optimization 
through the application of statistical decision theory was illustrated 
for a single-stage system. Two examples were given to illustrate the 
methodology: the first was an analysis of rectifying inspection and the 
second was an analysis of non-rectifying inspection. For a binomial 
prior distribution, it was shown that sampling inspection is never op­
timal. This indicates that an important savings in inspection cost is 
possible for a manufacturer who controls his process fraction defective 
at a level below the indifference quality p . 
1. Raiffa and Schlaifer (88) suggest that an unknown cost param­
eter be treated as a future and a subjective probability distribution 
assigned to it. If T is the set of all possible values of the cost pa­
rameter t, the compound set of futures would be {0,t}, having prior dis­
tribution h(0,t). The Bayes analysis would require taking expectation 
over t as well as 0. For a utility function linear in t, this amounts 
to replacing t with E(t). 
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CHAPTER VII 
ECONOMIC SELECTION OF ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA 
FOR ITEM INSPECTION FOR DEFECTS 
IN A MULTISTAGE PRODUCTION PROCESS 
General 
In this chapter, the problem of choosing acceptance criteria for 
defects inspection is analyzed to evaluate the economic feasibility of 
severe or tightened specification limits at in-process inspection opera­
tions. This type of problem was selected for several reasons. It illus­
trates the analysis of a multistage process; the solution can be obtained 
through use of dynamic programming, a technique that seems to hold 
promise for analysis of multistage inspection operations; it was con­
cerned with detail inspection, as opposed to the usual emphasis on ac­
ceptance sampling; it was motivated by actual industrial inspection prob­
lems, which indicates that the solution is of practical value; and it is 
a type of problem which apparently has not been considered in the litera­
ture . 
Two environmental situations are considered. In the first case, 
a manufacturer is producing to meet a fixed goal, so that any defective 
items must be replaced by reprocessing a substitute. In the second sit­
uation, a manufacturer is producing from a fixed stock of raw material, 
so that a rejected item results in a loss in revenue. 
A method of treating the problem when defects are not of equal 
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importance is discussed. 
Production to a Fixed Quota 
Statement of the Problem 
Units are processed through a series of M production operations, 
in each of which defects may be acquired. Assume that the number of de­
fects acquired at operation k are independent of those acquired at any 
other operation and that no defects are removed by subsequent operations. 
A unit is to be inspected before each operation, and at these points the 
cumulative number of defects may be noted. Suppose the maximum number of 
defects to be tolerated is D w . Units with defects in excess of D w are 
M M 
considered defective and are assumed to have no value. Naturally, if at 
any inspection the cumulative number of defects exceeds D^, the unit is 
removed; however, it may be desirable to consider tightening the speci­
fications (i.e., rejecting a unit with less than defects) at the 
earlier stages of production. Thus, at the inspection after operation k, 
the specification would be of the following form: 
Reject the unit if T^ > D^, where T^ is the cumulative number 
of defects through operation k and is a non-negative 
integer satisfying < D^. Otherwise accept the unit for 
processing in stage k + 1. 
The problem is to determine the decision rule at each stage, given 
acquisition costs, the distribution of the number of defects produced at 
each stage, the value of a completed good unit, and the maximum allow­
able number of defects for a completed unit. 
To make explicit the cost of rejection of a nondefective item, 
assume that items removed at any stage k when D, < T, < D„ are set aside 
J & k k M 
and carefully processed to completion under conditions controlled so 
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that no more defects are introduced. Assume further that this special 
treatment results in increased production costs. 
Assuming that a fixed production quota has been established, any 
defective items must be replaced. This means acquiring and starting a 
new unit. Assume that all makeup of production shortages is done under 
the above-mentioned controlled conditions, so that no defects are gener­
ated. 
Symbolic Formulation of the Problem 
The following notation is introduced to allow construction of a 
symbolic model of this decision problem: 
d^ = number of defects introduced by production operation k 
(k = 1, 2, M). 
d Q = number of defects in an item prior to production operation 1. 
T = d + d, + ... + ± , for k = 0, 1, 2, ...,M. 
k o 1 k * 
C q = value of an item before processing (acquisition cost). 
= cost of processing a unit at stage k, (k = 1, 2, M), 
which includes cost of inspection after production operation 
k. 
S, = cost of special processing of a unit from stage k through 
K 
stage M (S includes C ) . 
o o 
V = value associated with a unit having completed stage M with 
T < D . M " M * 
R^(T^_1,D^ ) = gain at stage k when T^_^ defects are present 
after stage k-1 and the specification n^_-j_ is used in in­
spection before stage k. 
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k = 
= maximum expected gain using optimal policies in the 
last M-k stages, when defects are present after k 
stages. 
This notation gives rise to the recurrence relation (for 




fo ( TM> = ( o M 
V> i f T M i D M 
V-S , if T > D„ o' M M 
(7-2) 
" C k +1 • Tk K- \ 
W W = { ^ k + l ^ M - k - ^ W ' Dk < Tk S DM ( 7- 3 ) 
V -S -f (T ). D < T o M-k-r k+2/* UM k * 
The problem is solved by successively finding D * _ L S D* 2 > ..., , values 
1. Since V - S ^ - f ^ ^ C T ^ ) > V - S ^ f ^ C T ) (because 
S ^ + 1 < S q by assumption), will not exceed D M * 
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which accomplish the above indicated maximizations. The expected gain 
associated with an unprocessed unit having d defects is then f.,(d ) when 
° o M o 
the optimal set of specifications is used. The technique is illustrated 
in the following example. 
Analysis of a Three-Stage Process 
The item is processed through three production stages, which gen­
erate defects according to a Poisson process having means 3, 2, and 6, 
respectively. The following data are available: 
V = 100 
D3 = 16 
c = o 40 
S = o 130 c i = 10 
si = 90 
C2 = 20 £2 = 70 
C3 = 15 S 3 = 30 
By definition, 
V, if T 3 < D 3 
V " V I F T 3 " D 3 • 
Considering the decision at the inspection before stage 3 and referring 
to (7-1), one finds that should be chosen to maximize 




" C 3 ' i f T 2 <- D 2 
R 3 ( T 2 , D 2 ) = { V - S, - f „ ( T a ) , if D, < T, < D 
3 o 3 
2 2 - 3 
V " So " W' i f D 3 < T 2 
and T 3 = T 2 + d 3 > 
E { R 3 ( T 2 , D 2 ) • f o(T 3)} 
d 3 
E [ - C 3 + f Q ( T 2 + d 3 ) ] , if T 2 < D 2 
d 3 
< V - S 3 , if D 2 < T 2 < D 3 
V ' V i f D 3 " T 2 • 
Since D < D , 
' D 3 " T 2 
V .J P 3 ( d 3 ) t (V-SJ I 
E { R 3 ( T 2 , D 2 ) + f o(T 3)}= 
d 3 
i f T 2 < D 2 
o - P 3 ( d 3 ) " C 3 ' VVV1 
V - S 3 , if D 2 < T 2 < D 3 
V
V - S 0 > i f D 3 < T 2 • 
where P (cL) is the probability distribution of d„ . Examination of the 
above expression reveals that should be selected as the largest value 
of T 2 for which 
V F(D 3-T 2) + (V-S o)[l-F(D 3-T 2)] - C 3 > V - S 3 
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or 
where Fg(') is "the distribution function of ?^(*). (Note that the 
choice of is independent of V.) For the data given above, it is re­
quired that 
W V *-itf = ° - 8 8 5 • 
Examination of a cumulative Poisson table reveals D -T = 9 is the smal-
lest value for which F 3 ( D 3 ~ T 2 ) > 0.885. Therefore we choose = 7. 
For this value of 
r 
f l ( T 2 ) = \ V " S 3 ' L F ° 2 < T 2 - D: 
V V - S Q > i f D 3 < T 2 . 
Values of this function are given in Table 7. 
2 . Since the relations 0 < C 3 < S 3 < S q are implicit in the def­
initions of S„, C„, and S , it follows that 
3 3 o 
< -2 1 ! < i 
S o 
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Table 7. Values of the Function f i ( V 
T 2 W T 2 W 
0 85.0 9 70.0 
1 84.9 10 70.0 
2 84.9 11 70.0 
3 84.5 12 70 .0 
4 83.8 13 70.0 
5 82.4 14 70.0 
6 79 .4 15 70 .0 
7 74.1 16 70 .0 CO 70.0 >17 -30.0 
Next the optimal two-stage policy must be determined. is 
chosen to maximize 
E {R 2(T 1,D 1) + f x(T 2)} . 
d2 
By Equation ( 7-3): 
( 
I - C 2 > if T < D 
R ^ T , ^ ) = { V - S 2 - f l ( T 2 ) , i f D 1 < T 1 < D 3 
V - S Q - f ^ ) . if D 3 < 1 1 
and therefore 
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E {R 2(T 1,D 1) + F1(?2)} = 
d 2 
E {- C 2 + f 1 ( T 1 + d 2 ) } > Tj_ < DJ_ 
d 2 
< V - S 2 , D 1 < 11 < D, 
V " S o * °3 K T l 
D 3 " T 1 
d2=o 
I f 1 ( T 1 + d 2 ) P 2 ( d 2 ) + (V-S o)[l-F 2(D 3-T 1)] - C 2 , if TJ_ < DJ_ 
V - S 2 , D l < T l < D 3 
W - S D 3 < T . 
The optimal value for is the largest value of T^ for which 
D 3 " T 1 
d2=o 
I f 1 ( T 1 + d 2 ) + (V-S o)[l-F 2(D 3-T 1)] - C 2 > V-S 2 ' 
For the given data, D was found to be 13. The expected gain using the 
optimal two-stage policy is 
/ D -T ' 3 1 
f 2 ( V 
I f 1 ( T 1 + d 2 ) P 2 ( d 2 ) + (V-S o)[l-F 2(D 3-T 1)] 
V - S 0 , if < T 1 < D 3 
d 2-o 
C 2 , if T x < DJ_ 
V - S , if D < T. . 
o 3 1 
Values of this function are given in Table 8. 
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Finally, the optimal three-stage strategy is determined by choosing 
D to maximize o 
E ( W D ^ + f 2 ( T l ) } . 
d l 
Table 8. Values of the Function f 2^ Tl^ 
T l W T i W 
0 64.53 9 49.96 
1 63.97 10 49.50 
2 62.91 11 48.30 CO 61.12 12 44.70 
4 58.51 13 34.70 
5 55.33 14 30.00 
6 52.38 15 30 .00 
7 50.55 16 30.00 
8 50.00 >17 -30 .00 
As before, 
C,, if T < D 1 o - o 
R l ( T o ' V = \ v " s i " f 2 ( V ' i f Dc « To 5 D: 
and 
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E {R (T ,D ) + f 0 ( T N ) } , l o o 2 1 
d l 
3 O 
d 1 = o 
I W V W + ( V - S o ) [ 1 - F l ( D 3 - T o ) ] " Cl> T o K~ D o 
= < V - S n , D < T < D, 1 o o ~ v 
V - S , D_ < T . 
o 3 o 
D r t is the largest value of T such that 0 o 
3 O 
d 1 = o 
I f 2 ( V d l ) P l ( d l ) + ( V - S o ) [ 1 _ F l ( D 3 " T o ) ] " C l > V " S l 
For the data of this example, the optimal value of D q is 12. The ex­
pected gain using the optimal three-stage policy is 
, 3 O 
I f < T o + d J P ^ ) t ( V - S o ) [ l - F L ( D 3 - T O ) ] - C , if T Q < D ; 
d =0 
V - S . D Q < T Q < D 3 
V - S , D. < T . 
o 3 o 
Values of this function are given in Table 9. 
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f q ( T n ) 
o o 
0 50.29 9 31.37 
1 48.18 10 26.01 
2 45.84 11 19.12 
3 43.55 12 10 .61 
4 41.70 13 10.00 
5 40 .28 14 10.00 
6 39.06 15 10 .00 
7 47.58 16 10.00 CO 35.15 >17 -30.00 
The optimal inspection policy may be summarized as follows: 
If an item has acquired no more than 12 defects prior to 
operation one, process it through operation one; if it then has 
13 or less defects process it through operation two; and if it 
then has 7 or less defects, process it through stage three. Set 
aside any items which fail to meet these specifications and 
process them as a special run. 
Comparison with a System Having Only Final Inspection 
If there are no in-process inspections for defects, the expected 
gain from processing an item presented to the first production stage 
will be 
M M 
(V - Y C.) P{T M < D } + (V - S - Y C.) P{T M > D M} . (7-4) M M o . ^ i M M 1=1 1=1 
This may be compared with the gain using an optimal policy for in-
process inspection, averaged over all values of d Q, i.e., 
I f M(d ) P(d ) . (7-5) 
d =0 M ° ° o 
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For the example given in the previous section, suppose that d Q = 0 
for all items. Then in Equation (7-4) T^ is Poisson with mean 11, re­
sulting in an expected gain per item of 
(100-45) P(T M < 16) + (100-130-45) P(T„ > 16) M M 
= ( 5 5 H . 9 4 4 ) + ( - 7 5 X . 0 5 6 ) = 47.72 . 
The value for in-process inspection is fg(0) = 50.29. In-process inspec­
tion for defects does seem justified in case all items arrive free of de­
fects at the first operation. 
Now suppose that d Q has a Poisson distribution with mean 3 . Then 
equation (7-4) yields 23.28, while Equation (7-5) gives 44.19. The dif­
ference in gain of 20.91 would justify in-process inspection for defects. 
Production from a Fixed Stock 
Problem Statement 
To illustrate the analysis under a different set of assumptions, 
the following problem is considered. A manufacturer is processing a cer­
tain style of product from a fixed supply of raw material which he al­
ready owns. As before, the units are processed through M consecutive 
production operations with inspection for defects preceding and following 
each operation. A completed item having a total number of defects, T^, 
no more than a specified quantity is considered "first quality" and is 
sold for a revenue (net of packing, transportation, and selling costs) of 
i 
V per unit. Completed units with D w < T w < D w are graded "second quali-
M M ~ M 
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ty" and are sold at a discount for a net revenue of V per unit. 
The problem is to determine optimal rules for deciding whether a 
unit, which has acquired T^ defects through operation k, should be proc­
essed further or should be removed from the process. Assume that units 
removed before completion of processing or units which are completed but 
t 
have T^ > are sold as scrap for an average net revenue of L per unit. 
It seems logical to require L < V < V . 
Formulation of the Model 
The recurrence relation given in Equation (7-1) holds here, but 
Equations (7-2) and (7-3) must be modified to conform to the new assump­
tions. The new forms of fQ(T^) and ^-^(T^jD^) are given below: 
o M 
( V , if T^ < D M 
f <T U) = \ V f, if D < T < Dx' M M " M 
L , if D < T M M 
(7-6) 
W W = 
- C, , if T < D, k k k 
L " fM-k-l ( W > l f Tk > \ 
(7-7) 
The procedure for determining the optimal solution is the same as illus­
trated previously in this chapter; however, it is instructive to consider 
the determination of D. M-l* 
Determination of D M-l 
Referring to Equation (7-1) and using Equations (7-6) and (7-7), 
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one finds that D., , is the value of D„ n which maximizes M-l M-l 
I ^ M - l ' V l * + f o ( T M ) } = { 
dM 
E {-CM + f (T M T+dM)}, if T M . < D M 
M o M-l M M-l M-l 
dM 
L, if T > D 
M-l M-l 
V F M ( D M - T H - l ) + ' ' C ' V V W " F M ( V T H - 1 ) ] + L C 1 - F « ( V T « - 1 ) ] - V 
- { « V l i D K - l ( 7" 8 ) 
L> i f TM-1 " DM-1 
Therefore, D w . is the largest value of T w n for which M-l M-l 
VFM(DM-TM .) + V'[FM(D'-Tm ) - F (D -T )] + L[1-FM(D'-Tm .)] - CM > L M M M-l M M M-l M M M-l M M M-l M 
or, after some simplification, 
(V-V')FM(D -T. ) + (V'-L)FM(D'-T . ) > C . (7-9) M M M-l M M M-l M 
Once D„ . is found, f,(T.. .) is known and can be used to find M-l 1 M-l 
^M-2' a n d S O O U y u n t ^ i ^ e °Ptimal policy has been determined. 
Correction of Defects at Subsequent Operations 
The economic principles are unchanged if a production operation 
normally removes some of the defects acquired by an item in prior opera­
tions; however, a more complicated probability structure is involved. 
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The variable is now defined as the change in the number of defects 
when the item is processed in production operation k. Its probability 
distribution would be conditional on T^_^. A large amount of informa­
tion about the process would be required in order to estimate these 
distributions. To compute the optimal policy, the iterative procedure 
defined by Equation (7-1) still could be used, provided expectations are 
taken with respect to the proper conditional distributions. 
Use of a Weighted Defect Total 
It may be that all defects are not equally important and a speci­
fication based on the total number of defects (of all types) is not an 
accurate measure of the quality of an item. One solution is to estab­
lish separate specifications for each type of defect and declare defec­
tive any item which fails to conform to any specification. Another ap­
proach is to assign a weight function w to the class of defect types , 
such that a weighted defect total may be computed at each inspection. 
If x..̂  is the number of defects of type j found in inspection k, the 
weight defect total is given by 
T v = I w - x-v • (7-10) 
* j : Dk 
T^ then plays the role it did in the earlier analysis; only now it may 
be interpreted as the cumulative number of "demerits" that the item has 
acquired. A single specification is established for T . 
The choice of the specification D., is somewhat subjective and is 
M 
related to the requirements of the user of the product. If the user is 
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able to state the maximum allowable number of defects of each type (say, 
DM1' DM2' DMj» , , * ) ' t h e n °M C O U l d b e g 0 t f r ° m 
D M = I w. D M . . (7-11) 
Summary 
When an item has to be processed through a sequence of production 
operations and there is a maximum number of defects allowed a completed 
unit, there can exist some economic advantage in tightening the speci­
fications for in-process inspections . This hypothesis was examined with 
respect to two problem environments: (1) a manufacturer producing to 
satisfy a fixed production quota and (2) a manufacturer producing until 
he exhausts a fixed stock of raw material. Under specific assumptions 
regarding the disposition of rejected product, a dynamic programming 
model was formulated for each problem. A numerical example was solved 
for a three-stage process under the first set of assumptions. The re­
sults of these analyses indicate artificially severe specification limits 
should be considered and that dynamic programming methods can be utilized 
to determine the most economic limits. 
The use of a weighted defect total was suggested when various 
types of defects exist and they are not all of the same degree of sever­




CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
The results and conclusions evolving from this research are sum­
marized in the following paragraphs. 
A study of the literature of acceptance inspection resulted in 
these conclusions regarding present practice and research: 
1. Efforts to utilize economic criteria and knowledge of the 
process curve in the development of inspection procedures have not re­
sulted in any generally applicable theory. 
2. There is no general agreement on the proper measure of effec­
tiveness for evaluating acceptance inspection procedures. 
3. There is no general agreement on the appropriate principle of 
choice for selecting among alternative inspection procedures. 
4. Inspection has not been treated adequately as a system of 
interrelated operations. 
5. Types of inspection schemes presently available provide ade­
quate choice for the form of an acceptance inspection decision rule. 
6. Improvements in the design of acceptance inspection systems 
will result from a better developed and more clearly understood set of 
principles—economic, statistical, mathematical, psychological—than 
now exists relative to acceptance inspection. 
The application of statistical decision theory to inspection prob-
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lems revealed a need for development of both statistical and economic 
principles and methods. To satisfy the statistical requirements, ex­
pressions were developed for the following quantities: 
1. Conditional probability distribution of the sample outcome, 
given the lot quality. 
2. Joint probability distribution of the sample outcome and the 
lot quality. 
3. Marginal distribution of the sample outcome. 
4. Conditional distribution of lot quality, given the sample out­
come . 
5. Probability of accepting a lot of a given quality. 
6. Expected quality reaching the consumer under rectifying in­
spection. 
7. Expected quality reaching the consumer under nonrectifying 
inspection. 
8. Average size of lots reaching the consumer. 
9. Expected number of units inspected per lot. 
These results were obtained for single sampling plans for attribute in­
spection for defectives, attribute inspection for defects, and variables 
inspection with known process standard deviation. Specific attention 
was given the following prior distributions: hypergeometric, binomial, 
Polya, and mixed binomial for defectives inspection; gamma and m-point 
discrete distributions for defects inspection; and normal distribution 
for variables inspection. 
The three categories of losses affected by inspection decisions 
are inspection costs, acceptance losses, and rejection losses. Monetary 
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units represent the best measure of effectiveness for inspection deci­
sions . The estimation of the relevant losses is of about the same order 
of difficulty as in most engineering economy studies. 
It is concluded that the Bayes principle, possibly constrained by 
specification of aspiration levels, is the most logical principle of 
choice for acceptance inspection decisions. 
Results were obtained which quantify the effect of inspection er­
rors by inspectors and instruments . A procedure was developed to deter­
mine the economically optimal number of replicate measurements to make 
when inspecting an item. 
The methodology of statistical decision theory was shown to be ap­
plicable to the analysis of inspection operations. The use of decision 
theory in practice is made difficult by lack of knowledge of the prior 
distribution, uncertainty about estimates of losses, and complexity of 
computations required to obtain a solution. However, the theory does 
properly describe the decision problem, thereby giving the analyst an 
understanding of the nature of the problem which he is attempting to 
solve . In those cases where the prior distribution can be described 
adequately and losses can be estimated accurately, use of the theory 
permits choice of a system which best satisfies the objectives of the 
decision maker. Using this approach it was demonstrated that acceptance 
sampling is not optimal when the prior distribution is binomial and the 
loss function is linear. 
The applicability of the decision theory approach to multistage 
inspection systems was demonstrated for defects inspection. It is con­




In the course of this investigation and as a result of the struc­
turing of the principles and methods for inspection system design, 
several potentially useful areas of research were revealed. These areas 
are discussed in the remainder of this section. 
There is a need for the development of procedures for estimating 
the various gains and losses which are influenced by inspection decisions. 
This may involve the design of special study procedures or the modifica­
tion of accounting methods to permit the accumulation of relevant data 
on a routine basis. 
A similar need exists with regard to the estimation of the prior 
distribution of lot quality. Techniques for gathering and analyzing 
data in order to determine the pattern of variation in lot quality would 
be of value in the application of decision theory to acceptance inspec­
tion . 
To correctly assess the effect that a given acceptance inspection 
system will have on the quality of material produced by a process, a 
better understanding of the psychological influence exerted upon workers 
because of the presence and nature of inspection is required. Research 
which generates additional knowledge about these phenomena would be 
useful. 
Because system characteristics (such as costs, prior distribu­
tions, specifications) change over time, a procedure for adjusting the 
inspection system is required. This would involve the acquisition and 
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analysis of data to determine whether or not the existing inspection sys­
tem should be modified. Efforts could be devoted to developing general 
methods for accomplishing this control function. 
Additional work on the application of decision theory to accept­
ance inspection would prove valuable. In particular, the development 
of results for lot-by-lot inspection procedures for sampling designs 
other than simple random sampling and the extension of economic analysis 
of sequential schemes are two areas deserving more research. 
To give further aid in the application of these principles, three 
additional areas of research are indicated: determination of the optimal 
design of single-stage inspection systems for particular prior distribu­
tions and particular utility functions; development and application of 
multistage optimization techniques to the design of acceptance inspec­
tion systems; and actual application to a variety of processes, with 
detailed documentation of problems encountered and results obtained. 
Many of the results of this research were based upon the assump­
tion of a stationary prior distribution. It would be useful to investi­
gate similar problems when this assumption is relaxed. 
Finally, it should be restated that in this research only inspec­
tion for the purpose of determining the disposition of the product was 
considered. The benefits of using inspection information for other 
purposes, such as process control, were not analyzed. In order to op­
timize the design of the entire quality control system, it will be 
necessary to consider a multitude of factors, including particularly" 
the two primary reasons for inspection: determination of product ac­
ceptability and process control. The importance of this overall problem 
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PARTIAL CLASSIFICATION OF THE LITERATURE RELEVANT TO 
THE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF ACCEPTANCE INSPECTION 
The numbers under the headings refer to articles in the bibli­
ography . 
Type of Acceptance Inspection 
Detail Inspection 
73, 79, 96. 
Attribute Single Sampling 
16, 17, 18, 42, 52, 61, 63, 77, 85, 86, 88, 102, 103, 107, 
109, 116, 118, 120, 123, 127. 
Variables Single Sampling 
28, 35, 51. 
Attribute Sequential Sampling 
5, 6, 17, 18, 21, 22, 72, 86, 102, 119, 120. 
Variables Sequential Sampling 
72, 128. 
Continuous Inspection 
4, 26, 30, 31, 41, 47, 66, 67, 93, 94. 
Principles of Choice 
Bayes 
4, 6, 9, 10, 16, 21, 26, 28, 42, 52, 53, 63, 69, 72, 93, 
94, 102, 103, 107, 109, 118, 119, 127, 128. 
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Minimax (Loss or Regret) 
5, 17, 18, 85, 107, 116, 120. 
Aspiration Level 
14, 20, 33, 69, 72, 110. 
Minimax (Game Theory) 
63, 120. 
Disposition of Rejected Lots 
Rectifying Inspection of Remainder Lots 
5, 28, 33, 53, 63, 85, 86, 90, 95, 102, 103, 107, 109, 120, 
123, 130. 
Refusal to Accept Rejected Lots 
7, 17, 18, 42, 69, 95, 120. 
Prior Distribution 
Mixed Binomial 
6, 16, 61, 53, 84, 103, 118, 119, 127. 
Polya 
53, 84, 86, 88. 
Beta 









General Discussions of Economics of Acceptance Inspection 
2, 3, 16, 44, 59, 60, 62, 73, 75, 76, 82, 103, 111, 123. 
Preventive Aspects of Inspection 
60, 64, 74, 129. 
Multistage Systems 
9, 10, 63, 77, 79, 96. 
Inspection Errors 
19, 24, 70, 89. 
Quality of Design 
1, 36, 45, 104. 
Statistical Decision Theory 
6, 12, 61, 81, 88, 95, 122. 
Tables or Charts for Choosing Inspection Procedures 
Noneconomic 
14, 20, 33, 43, 105, 112, 113, 114, 115. 
Economic 
17, 18, 68. 
Miscellaneous Economic Analyses 
13, 83, 87, 97. 
Standard Texts on Quality Control Procedures 
14, 15, 25, 33, 34, 39, 44, 62, 73, 99, 100, 125. 




VARIANCE OF THE CONDITIONAL DISTRIBUTION, f(y|x) 
Hald (53, p. 295) gives the rth factorial moment of f(y|x) as 
y ( r )(x) = ( N - n ) ( r ) (x+r) ( r ) g n + r,(x+r) / [(n+r) ( r ) g R(x)] , (B-l) 
where 
x ( r ) = x(x-l) (x-2) ••• (x-r+1) 
To find the second ordinary moment about the mean, the relation 
U 2 = y - y x + P l (B-2) 
is used. 
The mean is y (1) 
y ( 1 )(x) = (N-n) 
(x+1) g n + 1 ( x + D 
(n+1) g (x) n 
(3-18) 
The second factorial moment is 
y ( 2 )(x) = 





Given g n(x) and1 the observed value for x, Equations (3-18), (B-2), 
and (B-3) can be used to calculate V(y|x): 
V(y|x) = (N-n)(N-n-l)̂ +2Xx+l)gn+2(x+2) 
(n+2)(n+l)gn(x) 
E(y|x)[E(y|x)-l] . (3-19) 
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APPENDIX C 
E(x) = I x I f (x|A)h(A) = I h(A) £ x f (x|A) = n £ A h(A) = nA 
x=0 A n A x n A 
Derivation of the result given by Equation (3-80) 
V(x) = E(x 2) - [E(x)] 2 
= ll x* J f (x|A) h(A)] - ( n A ) 2 
x A 
r,2 
= I h(A)[(nA) + nA] - (nA) 
A 
= n 2[E(A 2) - A 2 ] + nA 
= n 2V(A) + nA 
ft I x f (x|A) = I x(x-l) f (x|A) + I x f (x|A) = ( n x r + (nA) 
x=0 x=0 x=0 
DERIVATION OF CERTAIN RESULTS 
FOR ATTRIBUTE INSPECTION FOR DEFECTS 
1. Calculation of the Mean and Variance of g^(x), Given by Equation 
(3-78). 
Derivation of the result given by Equation (3-79): 
1 9 5 
2 . Calculation of the Variance of g^(x), Given by Equation ( 3 - 9 7 ) . 
Equation ( 3 - 9 8 ) is derived as follows: Using Equation ( 3 - 8 0 ) , 
2 m 9 _ 9 m 
V(x) = n [ I w.X.-X ] + n 7 w.X. . L n l l . ̂  l l i=l i=l 
2 V , 2 2 , 2 T n ) w . X . - n X + n X 
i=l 1 1 
2 m 2 n J w.X. - nX(nX-l) . 
i=i 1 1 
3 . Derivation of the Conditional Distribution, f(X x ) . 
Equations ( 3 - 9 9 ) and ( 3 - 1 0 0 ) are derived as follows 
f(X|x) = 
g„(x) 
-nX,- , .x w.e 1 (nX. ) 
= w.(x) . 
m . I 
I w . e - n X i ( n X . ) X 
i = l 
4 . Derivation of the Mean and Variance of f(X x ) , Given by Equation 
( 3 - 9 9 ) . 
Equation ( 3 - 1 0 1 ) is derived as follows: 
-nX-?. . Nx m m w.e 1(nX.) 
E(X|x) = I X.W.(x) = T X. — 1 
1 . L , I I . *\ l m 
1 = 1 " * 1 = 1 * T w . e " n X i ( n X . ) x 
i=l 1 
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I w. e " n A i ( n X . ) X + 1 / ( x + D ! 
(x+1) i=l 1 1 
n m 
I w. e " n X i (nA.) X/x! 
i-1 1 1 
(x+1) g (x+1) _n 
n g (x) 
Equation (3-102) is derived as follows: 
m 
V(A|x) = I At w.(x) - [E(A|x)]' 
i=l 1 1 
^ -nA-j , , . x m w. e i (nA.) 
= I - \ ~ CE(A|x)T 
i = 1 I w . e " n A i ( n A . ) X 
i=l 1 
(x+2)(x+l) (x+1) g ( x + l ) n g n(x+2) 
i2 
0
( o + 1 ) C(x+2) g(x+2) g ( x ) - (x+1) g (x+1)] 
2 2,. n n n n g n(x) 
5. Calculation of the Mean of E(y|x), Given by Equation (3-106) 
Equation (3-107) is derived as follows: 
E(y|x) = I y f(y|x) = I V I f(A|x) e " ( N - n ) A [ N - n ) A ] y / y ! 
y=0 y=0 A 
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I f(X|x) I y e- ( N- n ) A[(N-n)A] y/y! 
X y=0 
= I [(N-n)A] f (xlx) = (N-n) X . 
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APPENDIX D 
DERIVATION OF THE MEAN AND VARIANCE OF g (m;a) 
n 
1. The mean of g n(m;a) is given by Equation (3-117). It is derived 
below: 
E(m) = m h(y) f (m y) dy dm n 
—0 —0 
h(y) m f n(m|y) dm dy 
— 0  —0 
,00 y h(y) dy = y 
2. The variance of g^(m;a) is given by Equation (3-118). It is derived 
below: 
V(m) = E(m 2) - [E(m)] 2 




h(y) f n(m y) dy dm - y -2 
My) 2 i -2 m f (m|y) dm dy - y 
0  
2 2 - 2 V n + E(y^) - y,Z 
2/n + V(y) + y 2 - y 2 = a 2 / n + v(y) 
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